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modified gravity
Roxana Ros,ca-Mead
Since the upgrade of the two LIGO Detectors it has been an exciting time for
General Relativity (GR) research, as soon after they were upgraded to advanced status
GW150914, the first gravitational wave signal from the inspiral and merger of two black
holes was detected. The following consistent detections (9 further black hole binaries
and one neutron star system) and the introduction of the European interferometer
Virgo, as well as other planned detectors such as KAGRA and IndiGO mark the start
of a new era of Gravitational Wave Physics and Astrophysics. This provides us with a
window into the dynamics of strong gravity as well as the opportunity to test modified
gravity and alternative theories in the strong regime, by confirming deviations from GR
or constraining such theories. Why is General Relativity not enough though? It has
passed all the tests so far with flying colors; in addition, the gravitational waves detected
so far have demonstrated excellent agreement with GR’s predictions. Despite all these
successful tests, there are still important questions related to Dark Energy and Dark
Matter left unexplained. As a consequence, a clearer understanding of modified gravity
theories is needed as well as a catalogue of gravitational waves resulting from these
theories that could be used in the analysis of interferometer data and for stochastic
background and continuous wave searches. In this Thesis we provide source modelling
for GR and one of the most popular candidates for modified gravity, Scalar Tensor
(ST) theories, as well as look for smoking-gun signatures. We analyse the formation of
compact objects from core collapse simulations of stars in massive ST theories over
the astrophysically plausible range of stellar progenitor masses and metallicities, as
well as a large part of the parameter space of this class of modified theories of gravity.
Next we test the robustness of our results by expanding the simulations to ST theories
with self-interacting potentials. Finally, we study the recoil resulting from black holes
mergers by varying the orbital eccentricity in an attempt to amplify the kicks.
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The year 1915 remains a cornerstone in the scientific comunity as it was the year Albert
Einstein published his now famous papers on General Relativity [1–3]. Einstein’s theory
puts time and space on equal footing by writing them covariantly and introduces the
concept of curved spacetime. It helped explain some of the puzzling observations up to
that point.
Before 1915, Sir Isaac Newton’s laws of motion reigned supreme. One mystery for
the astronomers of the day, however, was the shift they saw in Mercury’s perihelion
(the point closest to the Sun) after every orbit. In 1859 a French scientist, Urbain-Jean-
Joseph Le Verrier, used Newton’s law of gravitation to suggest that the shift may be
caused by an undiscovered planet (later named Vulcan), closer to the Sun than Mercury.
This was not outlandish to the scientific community as Le Verrier came to fame by
similarly explaining the oddities in Uranus’ orbit, which led to the discovery of Neptune.
For the next decades many amateur astronomers (and even a few professional ones)
reported seeing Vulcan. But the consistent lack of sightings by respected astronomers
sowed doubts about the planet. The debate was closed and Vulcan’s existence rejected
once and for all when Einstein proposed his theory of General Relativity (GR). He
proved that Mercury’s orbit can be explained if one models gravity with GR rather
than Newtonian theories [4].
Since then, GR has successfully passed numerous tests [5, 6] and, in the words of
Ref. [7], “occupies a well-earned place next to the standard model as one of the two
pillars of modern physics.” And yet, the enigmatic nature of dark energy and dark
matter evoked in the explanation of cosmological and astrophysical observations [8],
as well as theoretical considerations regarding the renormalization of the theory in a
quantum theory sense, indicate that GR may ultimately need modifications in the low-
and/or high-energy regime [9].
2 Introduction
Tests of GR have so far been largely limited to relatively weak fields. Besides
Mercury’s perihelion shift mentioned above, other examples include light deflection
measurements and lunar laser ranging. In 1974, Hulse and Taylor detected the first
binary pulsar system, PSR 1913+16, and the emission of gravitational radiation was
indirectly inferred from the change in the period of the system’s orbit. But in 2015
the first gravitational wave signal (GW150914) from the inspiral and merger of two
black holes was detected by the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) [10]. The recent breakthrough detection of gravitational waves
(GWs) by LIGO has opened a new observational channel towards strong-field gravity.
Tests of Einstein’s theory are a key goal of the new field of GW physics [11, 12]. Most
GW-based tests either (i) construct a phenomenological parameterization of possible
deviations from the expected physics and seek to constrain the different parameters,
or (ii) model the physical system in the framework of a chosen alternative theory to
see if it can better explain the observed data. As Vulcan’s saga has taught us, it is
important to remain open minded for different explanations of possible anomalies in
the observations.
We need to further explore effects of GR, while building a wider knowledge on
alternative theories to be sure we use the right templates in our detections. Many
proposed modified gravity theories have been rejected due to the large deviations they
predict in the weak field regime, where GR has been tested successfully. A screening
mechanism is therefore needed that "turns off" the deviations at moderate to large
length scales, but allows the theory to make predictions different from GR on small
and cosmological ones.
Furthermore a mathematical understanding of the theory, in particular its well-
posedness, is necessary for fully nonlinear simulations. One of the most popular
candidate extensions of GR are Scalar Tensor (ST) theories of gravity [13, 14], adding
a scalar sector to the vector and tensor fields of Maxwell GR. Scalar fields naturally
arise in higher-dimensional theories including string theory and feature prominently in
cosmology, and ST theories have a well-posed Cauchy formulation. ST theories also
give rise to the most concrete example of a strong deviation from GR known to date:
the spontaneous scalarization of neutron stars [15].
In this thesis, we study signatures for massive ST theories by modelling static
neutron star solutions and the GW emission from stellar core collapse. We also
contribute to the current understanding of GR phenomenology through the study of
superkicks resulting from eccentric black hole mergers. Further motivations for our
individual studies will be given in their respective chapters (especially 3 and 7).
3
We employ numerical relativity when Einstein’s field equations cannot be solved
analytically. One representative example is the two-body problem in GR, such as the
collision of two black holes. Despite decades-long efforts the breakthrough simulation
came as recently as 2005: Pretorius published results from his successful evolution of a
binary composed of two equal mass, non-spinning black holes, through a single plunge-
orbit, merger and ring down [16]. This was soon followed by the moving puncture
breakthrough of the Brownsville and Goddard groups [17, 18].
We start with an introduction to Numerical Relativity in Chapter 2. We cover
the 3+1 formulation of Einstein’s equations, in particular the ADM and BSSNOK
formalism. In Chapter 3 we introduce the theoretical aspects of Scalar Tensor theory
with one scalar field. We obtain the corresponding field equations in spherical symmetry
and the wave equation for the scalar field. We rewrite the equations as a first-order
system and cast the matter evolution equations in flux conservative form which is
needed for the core collapse code. We discuss the scalar parameters we use in this
thesis and the constraints set on them by Solar System tests. Finally, we derive a
semi-analytic formula for propagating a wave signal to galactic distances taking into
account the dispersive nature of the mass term. In Chapter 4 we explore the static
neutron star solutions in massive ST theory and their stability. In Chapter 5 we cover
the results from solving the full dynamical system of equations in spherical symmetry.
We test the code and discuss the astrophysical initial data used to start our simulations.
We present the phenomenology of the scalarization for different stellar progenitors,
ST parameters and EOSs. Finally, we consider the scope for observing the resulting
scalar GWs with present and future GW detectors. In Chapter 6 we expand the scalar
potential to include self-interacting terms and study how these additional parameters
influence the GWs. Finally, in Chapter 7 we simulate eccentric merging black holes





In this chapter we introduce the different formalisms we use in our numerical studies
to write Einstein’s equations. Henceforth, we use geometrical units G = c = 1, and
only reintroduce these factors on a few occasions for clarity.
2.1 Notation
By definition, a spacetime is described by a manifold M with Lorentzian metric gαβ.
We consider the spacetime metric signature (−1,+1,+1,+1) and use the following
conventions for related geometrical quantities.
Christoffel symbol: Γµνλ =
1
2g
µρ (∂νgρλ + ∂λgρν − ∂ρgνλ) , (2.1)
Covariant derivative: ∇αXβ = ∂αXβ +XµΓβαµ , (2.2)





Ricci curvature tensor: Rµν = Rλµλν , (2.4)
Ricci scalar: R = Rµµ , (2.5)
Einstein tensor: Gµν = Rµν − 12g
µνR , (2.6)
Lie derivative along Xα : LXgαβ = ∇αXβ + ∇βXα , (2.7)
Einstein’s equation: Gαβ = 8πTαβ + Λgαβ , (2.8)
Index range: α, β... from 0 to 3 , (2.9)
i, j, ... from 1 to 3 . (2.10)
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2.2 3+1 formalism
The covariant formulation of Einstein’s equation is beautiful and elegant but sometimes
a split into space and time is needed, particularly if we want to study the time evolution
of a gravitational field around massive objects numerically. Thus the field equations
need to be split in a way that allows us to set certain initial data from which to calculate
the evolution of the gravitational field [19]. Though there are many formulations to
achieve this goal, we shall here employ the 3+1 formalism which splits spacetime into
3D space and time. In the next sections we will be using the notation as presented in
[19].
2.2.1 Spacetime foliation
We assume we are dealing with a globally hyperbolic1 spacetime with metric gαβ (in
order to be able to formulate an initial value problem). We can foliate a hyperbolic
spacetime by hypersurfaces Σt parametrized by a global time function, t(xα) [20]. We
denote the unit normal vector field to Σt as nα.
The spacetime metric gαβ induces a spatial metric (a 3D Riemannian metric) γαβ
on each hypersurface Σt given by [20]
γαβ = gαβ + nαnβ . (2.11)
The lapse of proper time between two hypersurfaces Σt and Σt+dt as measured by
an observer moving along the direction normal to the hypersurface (this is called an
Eulerian observer) is [19]
dτ = α(t, xi)dt , (2.12)
where α is known as the lapse function and xi labels points inside Σt.
The relative deviation βi between the Eulerian observers and the lines of constant
spatial coordinates is
xit+dt = xit − βi(t, xj)dt (2.13)
1A spacetime (M, gαβ) is hyperbolic if it admits a Cauchy surface (a spacelike hypersurface Σ in
M such that each timelike or null curve without endpoint intersects Σ exactly once [20]).
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This is more commonly referred to as the shift vector. The way in which we foliate
spacetime is not unique; α and βi are arbitrary functions that represent the coordinate
or gauge freedom of GR.
The line element then can be written as
ds2 = (−α2 + βiβi)dt2 + 2βidtdxi + γijdxidxj , (2.14)
or, equivalently, the metric is given by
gµν =
−α2 + βkβk βi
βj γij
 . (2.15)
In this coordinate system the normal unit vector is
nµ = (1/α,−βi/α), nµ = (−α, 0) . (2.16)
Here, βi is written as a 3D vector, but, we can expand it to a 4-vector βµ = (0, βi)
and use it to construct the time vector
tµ = αnµ + βµ , (2.17)
which is tangent to the lines of constant spatial coordinates. Thus we notice that the
shift βµ is the projection of the time vector onto the spatial hypersurface βν = P νµ tµ,
where
Pαβ = δαβ + nαnβ , (2.18)
is the projection operator, which in this case is equal to the spatial metric γαβ ..=
P µαP
ν
β gµν = gαβ + nαnβ.
Another quantity that will prove important is the extrinsic curvature Kαβ which
measures the change of the normal vector under parallel transport [19]. This can be
defined using the projection operator
Kµν = −Pαµ ∇αnν = −(∇µnν + nµnα∇αnν) . (2.19)






By expanding the Lie derivative, we can write the definition of the extrinsic curvature
as an evolution equation for γij:
∂tγij = −2αKij +Diβj +Djβi, where Dµ = Pαµ ∇αα . (2.21)
We have now all the definitions to rewrite Einstein’s equations.
2.2.2 ADM formalism
We reformulate Einstein’s equations as evolution equations and constraints for γij and
Kij by calculating all possible projections of the Einstein equations onto Σt and its
normal nα [19]. We notice that with Eq. (2.21), part of our job is done. For the second
evolution equation, we start with the various projections of the energy-momentum
tensor:
ρ = nµnνTµν , (2.22)
jα = −PαµnνTµν , (2.23)
Sµν = Pαµ P βν Tαβ , (2.24)
which are the energy density, momentum density and spatial stress tensor, respectively,
as measured by Eulerian observers.
Next we project the Riemann tensor. Two of these projections give us the Gauss-













νRδκλν = DβKλµ −DαKβµ , (2.26)
where R is the Riemann tensor associated with the spatial metric γµν . From Eq. (2.25)
we obtain by contraction
PαµP βνRαβµν = R +K2 −KµνKµν , (2.27)
where K = Kµµ is the trace of the extrinsic curvature. We also notice that
PαµP βνRαβµν = (gαµ + nαnµ)(gβν + nβnν)Rαβµν ,
= 2nµnνGµν . (2.28)
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Combining the last two expressions together with Einstein’s equations yields the
Hamiltonian constraint
R +K2 −KµνKµν = 16πρ . (2.29)
We note that a mixed contraction of the Einstein tensor can be written in terms of
the Ricci tensor
PαµnνGµν = PαµnνRµν , (2.30)
which, together with Eq. (2.26) contracted over α and µ, implies
γαµnνGµν = DαK −DµKαµ . (2.31)
Combining this with the Einstein field equations and Eq. (2.23), we obtain the mo-
mentum constraints
Dµ(Kαµ − γαµK) = 8πjα . (2.32)
We note that these are not evolution equations but constraints that must be satisfied
on each hypersurface.
We still have the projection of the Riemann tensor contracted twice with the normal








By contracting Eq. (2.25) over α and µ, we obtain
P δµP
κ
ν (nλnσRδλκσ +Rδκ) = Rµν +KKµν −KµλKλν , (2.34)
which, together with Eq. (2.33) yields
LtKµν − LβKµν = −DµDνα+ α
(
−P δµP κν Rδκ + Rµν +KKµν − 2KµνKλµλνν
)
. (2.35)
Using the Einstein equations and replacing the Lie derivatives, the spatial components
of the result gives us the evolution equation for the extrinsic curvature
∂tKij = βk∂kKij +Kki∂jβk +Kkj∂iβk −DiDjα
+α
[
Rij +KKij − 2KikKkj
]
+ 4πα [γij(S − ρ) − 2Sij] , (2.36)
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where S = Sµµ .
In numerical relativity the evolution equations (2.21) and (2.36) are known as the
ADM equations and were proposed by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner in 1959 [21].
2.2.3 BSSNOK formalism
The ADM equations are weakly hyperbolic [19], therefore in our study of BH recoil
we employ the BSSNOK formalism, a strongly hyperbolic reformulation of the 3+1
formalism suitable for numerical evolutions. Note also that we are free to manipulate
the ADM equations by adding the constraints as formally zero extra source terms to
the right hand side of the evolution equations for γij and Kij .
For the BSSNOK formulation we start by considering a conformal rescaling of the
spatial metric
γ̃ij = ψ−4γij , (2.37)
such that the new metric has unit determinant, i.e. ψ = γ1/12. In addition, we require
this to remain true throughout the evolution. The evolution equation of the spatial
metric γij (Eq. 2.21) gives us the evolution equation for the determinant
∂tγ = −2γ(αK − ∂iβi) + βi∂iγ , (2.38)




i) + βi∂iψ . (2.39)
As suggested in [17] evolving χ = 1/ψ4 = e−4ϕ is better for BH simulations as ψ has a
1/r singularity (ϕ a logarithmic singularity) and χ is a C4 function. We also separate
the extrinsic curvature Kij into its trace K and its tracefree part
Aij = Kij −
1
3γijK , (2.40)
which we also conformally rescale
Āij = ψ−4Aij = χAij . (2.41)
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In addition, we consider three auxiliary variables refered to as the conformal
connection functions [19]
Γ̃i = γ̃jkΓ̃ijk = −∂j γ̃ij , (2.42)
where Γ̃ijk is the Christoffel symbol associated with γ̃ij.
By rewriting the ADM equations as evolution equations for K, ψ, γ̃ij and Ãij we




γ̃ij = −2αÃij , (2.43)
d
dt




















+ 4πα(ρ+ S) , (2.46)
d
dt













where d/dt ≡ ∂t − Lt, j̃i = 1χj
i and TF denotes the trace-free quantity in the brackets.
For our BH simulations we use the χ version together with the moving puncture gauge
[17, 18].
2.3 Formulation for spherically symmetric neutron
star collapse
In this thesis we study core collapse in Scalar Tensor theory of massive stars. We
assume spherical symmetry, which simplifies the equations considerably. We use the
3+1 formulation described above with polar time slicing, a subcategory of maximal
slicing (which has vanishing mean curve K = 0). Polar slicing is defined in spherical
coordinates (xi) = (r, θ, ϕ) by [25]
Kθθ +K
ϕ
ϕ = 0 . (2.48)
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In addition, we choose to fix the coordinate freedom by using the radial gauge: r is
the areal radius and our spatial metric takes the form:
γijdx
idxj = X2(t, r)dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2) . (2.49)
Polar slicing can be shown to imply a zero shift vector in spherical symmetry [25]
which reduces the spacetime metric to
gαβdx
αdxβ = −α2(r, t)dt2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2θdϕ2) . (2.50)
One particular feature of polar slicing is the collapse of the lapse function (i.e.
α → 0) during the evolution as a black hole forms through gravitational collapse [25].
Chapter 3
Scalar Tensor Theories from a
theoretical point of view
In this chapter we review the formalism for ST theories with one scalar field and write
the equations of motion in flux conservative form; next we discuss the chosen scalar
functions and the constraints imposed on their parameters; and finally we present the
procedure for calculating the GW signals propagated to astrophysically large distances.
This chapter and Appendix B is based on material published in [26] in collaboration
with Ulrich Sperhake, Christopher J. Moore, Michalis Agathos, Davide Gerosa and
Christian D. Ott, as well as a paper in preparation. The analytic wave propagation
was researched by C. Moore and U. Sperhake and independently verified by the author.
The numerical wave propagation was performed by U. Sperhake and C. Moore. All
remaining theoretical calculations were done independently by the author.
3.1 Introduction
In spite of the tremendous success of GR in explaining a plethora of phenomena in the
observable universe [5, 6], theoretical considerations as well as persistent puzzles in
observational astronomy may ultimately require Einstein’s theory to be extended or
modified [9]. The new era of gravitational wave (GW) astronomy, marked by LIGO’s
detection of GW150914 [10] and twelve further events identified in the data of the
LIGO [27] and Virgo [28] detectors (ten from O2 and two from O3), has now opened
up qualitatively new opportunities to probe GR in the strong-field regime [29]. First
tests using GW observations have resulted in valuable constraints on deviations from
GR, including constraints on the post-Newtonian coefficients and on the propagation of
the dipole radiation from compact binaries [12, 11, 30], but more comprehensive tests
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will require more systematic efforts on the modelling of sources of GWs in modified
theories of gravity.
This effort faces considerable challenges. First, there should exist a well-posed [31]
initial value formulation of the theory under consideration to ensure that solutions are
unique and depend continuously on the initial data. This aspect has been explored for
a few candidate theories (see eg [31–35]) but largely remains an open issue which is
further complicated by the fact that the question of well-posedness is, in general, gauge
dependent. The difficulties associated with the potential lack of well-posedness may be
bypassed through a perturbative expansion of the theory around GR and truncating
this series at some order in the expansion parameter. Such an effective-field theory
approach has been used to compute deviations at linear order from GR in the inspiral
of black-hole (BH) binaries in dynamical Chern-Simons theory [36, 37] and scalar
Gauss-Bonnet gravity [38]. A second major challenge faced in the modelling of sources
of GWs in modified gravity arises from the tremendous success of GR itself. Clearly,
a serious candidate theory must be compatible with the wide range of observational
tests GR has already passed. The challenge then is to identify theories that agree with
GR in the weak-field regime but make concrete predictions in the strong-field regime
that deviate sufficiently from GR such that they serve as a potential discriminant in
observational tests [9].
The most concrete prediction of this type is the spontaneous scalarization of compact
stars in ST theories identified by Damour and Esposito-Farèse [15]. Here, a second
branch of strongly scalarized stars emerges over a significant subset of the parameter
space of the theory and its members may be energetically favoured over their weakly
scalarized, “GR like” counterparts. The onset of this strong scalarization has been
observed in various simulations of collapsing stars and binary neutron star mergers in
ST theory where it generates significant gravitational radiation in the form of scalar
waves [39–46]. All of these studies, however, as well as recent analytical calculations of
binary dynamics in ST theory to high post-Newtonian order [47, 48], are restricted
to the case of massless ST gravity. In the massless case, the parameter space of the
theory is already severely constrained through binary pulsar observations [49–51] and
Doppler tracking of the Cassini spacecraft [52]. The surviving parameter regime of
massless ST gravity barely allows for spontaneous scalarization to occur.
On the other hand, both the binary pulsar and Cassini constraints rely on ob-
servations of widely separated objects and therefore do not apply to theories where
the scalar degree of freedom is effectively screened on the scales in question. Such
a screening is provided by a scalar mass µ ≳ 10−19 eV corresponding to a Compton
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wavelength λc = (2πℏ)/(µc) smaller than or comparable to the distances between the
relevant objects [7, 53].
Massive ST gravity therefore remains a largely untested class of theories with
considerable potential to generate strong-field deviations from GR in, as yet, unobserved
regimes while passing all weak-field tests. The theory is furthermore manifestly well-
posed by virtue of the equivalence of its description in the Einstein and Jordan
frames [13, 54–56]. Recent years have accordingly seen a rising number of studies
exploring potentially observable features of compact objects in this class of theories,
such as the computation of static equilibrium models [53], the structure of uniformly or
differentially rotating neutron stars and their inertia and quadrupole moment [57–59]
and the generalisation of the spontaneous scalarization mechanism to a wider range of
theories [60–63].
3.2 Formalism
We consider in this work the class of ST theories of gravity first studied by Bergmann
[64] and Wagoner [65] which are characterised by the following properties. The theory
is described by an action S = SG + SM, where SG only contains the gravitational
fields and SM describes the matter fields and their interaction with gravity. Gravity is
mediated by the (physical) spacetime metric gαβ and a single, non-minimally coupled
real scalar field. Variation of the action S results in at most two-derivative field
equations1 that are diffeomorphism invariant and obey the weak equivalence principle.











µν(∂µϕ)(∂νϕ) − V (ϕ)
]
+ Sm(ψm, gµν) , (3.1)
where gµν represents the metric (from now on refered to as the Jordan metric), g is its
determinant, R is the Ricci scalar corresponding to gµν , ϕ represents the scalar field, F
and V are arbitrary functions of ϕ, and Sm represents the action of the matter fields
ψm. The first term of the integral,
√
−g F (ϕ)16πGR, replaces the usual Einstein-Hilbert term
and leads to the interaction between the scalar and tensor sectors of the geometry [14].
The matter fields do not interact directly with the scalar field, but are influenced
indirectly through the metric gµν .
1The word “two-derivative” implies that each term may involve at most two derivative operators,
i.e. terms may be linear in second derivatives or quadratic in first derivatives but may not contain
products such as f,α f,βγ .
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8π (∇α∇βF − gαβ∇
µ∇µF ), (3.3)






□ϕ = − 116πF,ϕR + V,ϕ. (3.5)
where Tαβ is the energy momentum tensor obtained by varying the matter action Sm






Further evolution equations arise from the conservation of the energy-momentum
tensor and of the matter current density Jα in the physical (Jordan) frame:
∇βT βα = 0 , (3.7)
∇αJα = 0 . (3.8)
This class of theories is conveniently described in the so-called Einstein frame,
obtained from the physical or Jordan frame through a conformal transformation of the
metric and a redefinition of the scalar degree of freedom. The physical Jordan metric
gαβ is related to the Einstein metric ḡαβ by the conformal factor:




Both notations, using a and F , are found in the literature; in this thesis we shall
be using only F . If we furthermore denote the scalar field in the Einstein frame as φ
















4F 2 − 3F,φ2
16πF , (3.11)
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F (φ) ] . (3.12)
This is the Einstein-Hilbert gravity minimally coupled to a scalar field. The two
scalar potentials are related to each other by:
V (ϕ) = F
2
4πGW (φ). (3.13)
The algebra for the conformal transformation and the choice of the scalar field
equations (3.10)-(3.11) is covered in Appendix A. The field equations obtained by
varying the action (3.12) with respect to gαβ and φ are
Ḡαβ = 2∂αφ∂βφ− ḡαβ ḡµν∂µφ∂νφ+ 8πGT̄αβ − 2W (φ)ḡαβ, (3.14)
□̄φ = −4πα(φ)T̄ +W,φ. (3.15)
where






Notationwise, all barred quantities refer to the metric from the Einstein frame, ḡαβ.
The energy momentum tensor T̄αβ is obtained from varying the matter action with














Thus, the conservation of the energy momentum tensor (3.7) translates in the
Einstein frame to





T̄ ḡαβ∇̄βφ . (3.18)
Henceforth, we consider spherical symmetry and impose polar slicing and radial
gauge in the Einstein frame, so that the line element takes on the form
ds2 = ḡµνdxµdxν = −Fν2dt2 + FX2dr2 + r2dΩ2. (3.19)
where ν,X are functions of (t, r). As a consequence the Jordan metric is given by
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Following common practice, we introduce for convenience the potential Φ(t, r) and
the mass function m(t, r) through






Similarly to [66] we assume ideal hydrodynamics. Thus, the energy-momentum
tensor and matter current density for a spherically symmetric perfect fluid with baryon
density ρ, enthalpy h and 4-velocity uα are given by
Tαβ = ρhuαuβ + Pgαβ , (3.22)
Jα = ρuα . (3.23)











The velocity field v as well as the matter variables ρ, P, h, ϵ are functions of
(t, r). By inserting the expressions of Eqs. (3.19),(3.21)-(3.24) into the field equations
(3.8),(3.15),(3.18) and (3.14), we obtain the set of equations that govern the dynamics of
spherically symmetric fluid configurations in Bergmann-Wagoner ST theory of gravity.
In order to accurately model discontinuities arising through shock formation in the
fluid profiles, however, we require high resolution shock capturing and, hence, a flux
conservative form of the matter equations. This is achieved by converting the primitive
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− D̄ . (3.25)















































ηψ − 4πF S̄r
)
− F,φ2F νψ. (3.29)



























τ̄ − S̄rv + D̄ − 2 P
F 2
)
F,φ − ν2FW,φ. (3.30)
This can be rewritten in three first-order equations using (3.26):




























Finally, the matter evolution equations are written in flux conservative form as
follows (this form is necessary for the high-resolution shock capturing techniques used






















































= sτ̄ . (3.37)
where
fD̄ = D̄v , (3.38)




fτ̄ = S̄r − D̄v , (3.40)
sD̄ = −D̄
F,φ
2F νψ , (3.41)
sS̄r =
(































































Theories of gravity can be probed in the slow-motion, weak field limit which measures
deviations from the flat space solution. In this approximation, known as the post-
Newtonian (PN) limit, the spacetime metric gαβ predicted by nearly every metric theory
of gravity has the same structure [5]: the PN limit can be written as an expansion about
the Minkowski metric in terms of dimensionless gravitational potentials of varying
degrees of smallness. The metrics differ from each other through the coefficients in
front of these potentials.
The parametrized post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism inserts parameters in place of
these coefficients, parameters whose values depend on the theory under study. The
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current version of the PPN formalism uses ten parameters. The Eddington-Robertson-
Schiff parameters, which are used to describe "classical" tests of GR, are the only
non-zero PPN parameters in ST theory [5]. They depend on the asymptotic value of
lnF at spatial infinity and its derivatives




























When β0 = 0, we recover Brans-Dicke theory. If in addition α0 = 0, we recover
General Relativity.
Furthermore, the effective gravitational constant betweeen two bodies, which is
measured by a Cavendish experiment, is given by [67]
Ḡ = G(1 + α02) , (3.49)
where G is the bare gravitational constant from our action.
Since α0 and β0 give the two leading order terms in the Taylor expansion of α, the
standard choice in the literature to parametrize the conformal function F is
F (φ) = e−2α0(φ−φ0)−β0(φ−φ0)2 . (3.50)
In the remainder of our study we will follow this choice and work with the conformal
factor given by Eq. (3.50). The parameter α0 determines the coupling of the scalar
field to a GW detector far away from the source: a scalar wave of angular frequency Ω
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where ω∗ = µ/ℏ is the characteristic frequency introduced by the scalar mass µ. This
will be studied in more detail in Sec. 5.8.
The φ0 term is not an independent parameter, as we can redefine the scalar field
φ̄ ≡ φ − φ0, with the asymptotic value being φ̄0 = 0 and the coupling function
F (φ) = e−2α0φ̄−β0φ̄2 [67]. As a consequence, throughout this thesis we shall set φ0 = 0
without loss of generality.
We shall explore the impact of both α0 and β0 on the theory. To the best of our
knowledge, the nonzero α0 case is barely covered in the literature on massive ST theory
in both static cases and dynamic simulations.
3.3.2 Constraints
In massless ST theories we can constrain α0 by measuring PPN deviations to GR in
Solar System tests such as Mercury’s perihelion shift [68], lunar laser ranging [69] and
light deflection measurements. The most stringent constraint comes from time delay
measurements from the Cassini spacecraft [52]:
γ − 1 = (2.1 ± 2.3) × 10−5 , (3.52)
which limits the scalar parameter to α0 < 3.4 × 10−3
The β0 parameter (also in massless ST theory) can be constrained using measure-
ments from pulsars in close binaries. Their orbits shrink over time due to GW emission,
but, in ST theory, the scalar field provides an additional radiative degree of freedom
leading to more energy being lost and the orbits shrinking faster. The most stringent
constraint obtained so far is based on the pulsar-white dwarf binary PSR J1738 0333
[49], which limits β0 > −4.5.
In [42, 70], it has been shown that the least negative β0 value which allows spon-
taneous scalarization to occur is ∼ −4.35, though the exact value depends on the
equation of state. This leaves little room for the phenomenon to occur in massless ST
theory when taking into account the binary pulsar constraints.
3.3.3 Scalar potential
One way to circumvent the constraints put on massless ST theories is introducing a
scalar potential and effectively giving the scalar field a mass [53] (temporarily restoring
the asymptote φ0):
W (φ) = 12µ
2(φ− φ0)2 , (3.53)
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where µ acts as the scalar field mass parameter. The Compton wavelength of the field
will then be λc = (2πℏ)/(µc). In massless ST, the asymptotic behaviour of φ at spatial
infinity is given by [13]








where ϖ is the scalar charge, whereas in massive ST theory an assymptotic analysis of
the scalar field wave equation yields for regular solutions an exponential decay of the
form










Again, we can set the asymptotic value of φ to 0.
To understand how the constraints are avoided, we follow the analysis in [53] by
looking at the mechanism that leads to spontaneous scalarization. We return to the
wave equation for the scalar field in the Einstein frame Eq. (3.15):
□̄φ = −4πα(φ)T̄ +W,φ .
For our choice of a coupling function we have α(φ) = α0 + β0φ and the trace of
the energy-momentum tensor in the Einstein frame can be related to its Jordan frame
counterpart:
T̄ = T̄αβ ḡαβ =
1
F 3




Thus, the wave equation becomes
□̄φ = −4π(α0 + β0φ) × e4α0φ+2β0φ
2
T + µ2φ . (3.57)
For this analysis we assume α0 is negligibly small. By expanding perturbatively
around the GR-like solution φ = 0 the wave equation reduces to:
□̄φ ≈ (−4πTβ0 + µ2)φ. (3.58)
The trace of the energy-momentum tensor for a perfect fluid is T = −ρ+ 3P . For
non-relativistic matter we have furthermore ρ ≫ P , leading to T ≈ −ρ, in which case
the wave equation reduces even further
□̄φ ≈ (4πρβ0 + µ2)φ . (3.59)
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For β0 very negative, the whole term on the right hand side is negative, potentially
giving rise to a tachyonic instability. Let us define ω2eff = 4πρ|β0| and λeff = 2π/ωeff .
We obtain exponentially growing modes if and only if β0 is sufficiently negative such














will experience a tachyonic instability. The increase is not indefinite: as the scalar field
increases, the non-linear terms in (3.57) become important and will supress any further
growth. We also need at least one of these modes to fit within the star (otherwise they
will mostly experience ρ = 0), i.e. the wavelength of the shortest unstable mode has to
be less than the stellar radius, λeff < R.
For a star, we have ρ ∼ M
R3
= C2R2 , where M, R, C ≡ 2M/R are the mass, radius









≲ C . (3.62)
The compactness for a 1.4 M⊙ neutron star ranges between 1/3 and 1/5, whereas
for a white dwarf C ∼ 10−3 and for a main sequence star C ∼ 10−6 [53]. Thus, in
order to obtain spontaneous scalarization within a neutron star, but assuming white
dwarfs are not strongly scalarized, from Eq. (3.62) we obtain new bounds for β0,
3 ≲ −β0 ≲ 103. (3.63)
But, in order for these values to generate strong scalarization through the tachyonic
instability, we still need λeff < λc. A strict upper limit can be obtained by considering
the smallest Compton wavelength the scalar field can have, or, equivalently, the smallest
value of λeff . Since the latter depends on the structure of the star according to (3.61) we
must consider a neutron star where C|β0| is maximal [53], i.e. C ∼ 1/3 and |β0| = 103
(from Eq. (3.63)); with R ≈ 10 km for NSs, we obtain
µ ≲ 10−9 eV. (3.64)
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In order to circumvent the binary system pulsar constraints, we need the scalar
field to decay exponentially with distance before it affects the orbit of the system, i.e.
the scalar mass must be sufficiently large such that λc ≪ rp, where rp is the periapse
of the system’s orbit. If we use the measurements from the pulsar-white dwarf binary
PSR J1738 0333, rp ∼ 1010 m, we obtain a lower limit for the scalar mass:
µ ≫ 10−16 eV. (3.65)
PPN parameters for massive ST theories have not been studied in as much detail
as for the massless case. In [7] the authors calculate the Eddington parameters for
massive Brans-Dicke theory of gravity. A first exploration of the PPN parameters in
massive ST theory has been presented in [71], but the dependence of the PPN terms
on the distance to the source makes the interpretation of observational data more
complicated, so that rigorous bounds beyond the above considerations are, at present,
not available to the best of our knowledge.
3.4 Wave propagation in massive ST theory
In this section the extraction of the scalar waveforms from the core collapse simulations
is described along with a procedure for converting this into a prediction for the GW
signal at astrophysically large distances which is potentially observable by LIGO/Virgo.
The latter step is complicated by the dispersive nature of wave propagation for massive
fields; it will be shown how this dispersion generically leads to an inverse chirp.
There are two natural lengthscales relevant to the problem: the gravitational
radius associated with the mass of the star, rG = GMc−2; and the reduced Compton
wavelength for the massive scalar field, λ̄C = c/ω∗ where
ω∗ = µc2ℏ−1 . (3.66)
At large distance from the star (r ≫ rG) the dynamics of the gravitational scalar are,
to a good approximation, governed by the flat-space Klein-Gordon equation,
∂2t φ− ∇2φ+ ω2∗φ = 0 . (3.67)
In spherical symmetry (using coordinates {t, r, θ, ϕ}) the field depends only on time
and radius, ψ = ψ(t; r), the Laplacian is given by ∇2· = r−2∂r(r2∂r·), and the rescaled
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field σ ≡ rφ satisfies a 1D wave equation,
∂2t σ − ∂2rσ + ω2∗σ = 0 . (3.68)
Consider first the behaviour of a single Fourier mode, σ ∝ e−i(ωt−kr); Eq. (3.68)
gives the dispersion relation
ω2 = k2 + ω2∗ . (3.69)
The wavenumber k is real for high frequencies |ω| > ω∗ and the solution describes
a propagating wave. For low frequencies |ω| < ω∗, including the static case ω = 0,
the wavenumber is imaginary leading to solutions which decay exponentially over a
characteristic length λ̄C.
The critical frequency ω∗, associated with the scalar field mass, acts as a low
frequency cutoff in the GW spectrum. For propagating solutions, the phase velocity
(vphase = ω/k = [1 − (ω∗/ω)2]−1/2) is superluminal, while the group velocity (vgroup =
dω/dk = [1 − (ω∗/ω)]+1/2) is subluminal.
In the massless case (µ = 0) the general solution to Eq. (3.68) can be written as
the sum of ingoing and outgoing pulses travelling at the speed of light c. This makes
interpreting the output of core-collapse simulations particularly simple. First, one
extracts the field as a function of time σ(t; rex) at a fixed extraction radius, rex. This
radius must be sufficiently large that (i) the flat space Eq. (3.67) holds, and (ii) rex
is in the wave zone so that the signal has decoupled from the source and is purely
outgoing. In the massless case both (i) and (ii) are satisfied by choosing rex ≫ rG.
Then, the signal as a function of time at some larger target radius, σ(t; r), is simply
obtained via σ(t− [r − rex]; r) = σ(t; rex). The only changes in the signal between rex
and r are a time delay and an amplitude decay in the field φ proportional to (r/rex)−1.
We seek an analogous method in the massive case (µ > 0) for relating the signal at
the extraction radius to the signal at the much larger target radius. The extraction
radius is chosen to satisfy the two conditions as before, but now (ii) requires rex ≫ λ̄C.
This is generally a stricter condition than rex ≫ rG; for µ = 10−14 eV the Compton
wavelength is λ̄C ≈ 107 m whereas the gravitational radius for a 12M⊙ is star rG ≈
104 m. In this thesis the extraction radius is taken to be in the range = 3.0 × 107 − 108
m. The target radius, the distance of the supernova from Earth, is very much larger;
e.g. ∼ 10 kpc.
The remainder of this section describes two methods for evolving signals from the
extraction radius out to large radii. Firstly, a numerical evolution of Eq. (3.68) in the
time domain is described. This numerical method, while very accurate at short distance,
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Fig. 3.1 A sketch plot of the coordinates used in the numerical evolution. The
main axes show the standard {t, r} coordinates and the inset arrows show the {u, r}
coordinates. The vertical blue line indicates the signal as a function of time at the
extraction radius, σ(t; rex), and the shading indicates the region where the signal will
propagate to (dispersively). A numerical grid based on null coordinates {u, r} can
cover the shaded region with less redundant space than one based on {t, r}.
is of limited use in practice because it struggles to cope with the very large astrophysical
distances. Secondly, an analytic method for solving Eq. (3.68) in the frequency domain
is described. The two methods are validated by comparing them against each other in
the regime where both can be evaluated. Finally, the analytic method is used to study
the asymptotic behaviour at large distances using the stationary phase approximation
(SPA).
3.4.1 Numerical evolution in the time domain
Given suitable initial data it is possible to numerically evolve Eq. (3.68). Here it is
necessary to evolve some given outgoing data on a timelike surface out to larger radii
(see Fig. 3.1). Equation (3.68) is written in a manner that makes a 1 + 1 dimensional
split obvious using the coordinates {t, r}. However, these coordinates are not well
adapted for signals travelling at, or near, the speed of light. Alternatively, and much
more efficiently, a 1 + 1 split can be implemented based on coordinates {u, r}, where
u ≡ t − r is the (null) retarded time coordinate. Using these coordinates the wave
equation becomes
2∂u∂rσ − ∂2rσ + ω2∗σ = 0 . (3.70)
By defining the conjugate momentum Πu ≡ ∂uσ(u; r) Eq. (3.70) can be reduced to
first order form.
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Given an initial signal on the extraction sphere, σ(u; rex), it is straightforward to
solve Eq. (3.70) using standard techniques; in our case a method of line integration with
the iterated Crank-Nicholson scheme [72]. From this numerical solution, we directly
extract the signal at some larger target radius, σ(u; r) .
3.4.2 Analytic evolution in the Fourier domain












the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.68) yields the simple harmonic motion equation for
σ̃(ω; r),




σ̃(ω; r) . (3.73)
Defining k+ ≡+
√
ω2 − ω2∗ as the positive root of the dispersion relation in Eq. (3.69),
the solution to Eq. (3.73) can be written in terms of two arbitrary functions,
σ̃(ω; r) = A(ω)eik+(r−rex) +B(ω)e−ik+(r−rex) . (3.74)
The radial coordinate has been shifted to the extraction radius for later convenience.










The fact that the field φ is real imposes some constraints on the otherwise arbitrary
functions A and B;
σ(t; r) ∈ R ⇒ σ̃(ω; r) = σ̃∗(−ω; r) (3.76)
⇒
A(ω) = B
∗(−ω) if |ω| > ω∗
A(ω) = A∗(−ω) and B(ω) = B∗(−ω) if |ω| < ω∗.
A further constraint on the function B is obtained by imposing boundary conditions
at infinity. The field φ must decay as 1/r (or faster) which implies that σ̃(ω; r) remains
bounded at large radii. From Eq. (3.75), and recalling that k+ is imaginary for |ω| < ω∗,
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we obtain the constraint
B(ω) = 0 if |ω| < ω∗ . (3.77)
The constraints (3.76) and (3.77) can be used to eliminate B(ω) in favour of A(ω).
Furthermore, the symmetries implied by the constraint (3.76) allow the Fourier integral





















The constraints (3.76) and (3.77) eliminate the B terms and replaces A(−ω) with
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Clearly the terms in the second half of both integrals are the complex conjugates of
those in the first half. The general solution in Eq. (3.75) becomes

















From Eq. (3.81), and considering the sign of k+, it can be seen that the high frequencies
A(ω > ω∗) represent outgoing modes, the large negative frequencies A(ω < −ω∗)
represent ingoing modes, and the intermediate frequencies A(|ω| < ω∗) represent
non-propagating modes.
It only remains to relate the unknown function A(ω) to the (purely outgoing) scalar
profile at the extraction radius obtained from the core collapse simulation, σ(t; rex).
The function A(ω) is given by
A(ω) =
0 if ω ≤ −ω∗σ̃(ω; rex) if ω > −ω∗ . (3.82)
Substituting this into Eq. (3.81) results in
























































+(r−rex)e−iωt + σ̃(−ω; rex)e−ik
+(r−rex)eiωt
]
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2π σ̃(ω; rex) ×
e
−ik+(r−rex) if ω ≤ −ω∗
e+ik+(r−rex) if ω > −ω∗
e−iωt . (3.87)
This shows that the frequency domain signal at the target radius is related to that at
the extraction radius via





Note that the effect of the dispersion enters only in the complex phase of the Fourier
transform. Therefore, the effect of the dispersion is to disperse the signal, rearranging
the frequency components in time, while leaving the overall power spectrum invariant
for all |ω| > ω∗. (Lower frequencies, |ω| < ω∗, are exponentially suppressed during
propagation and are not observable at large distances.)
We now have a prescription for analytically propagating signals out to larger radii.
Firstly, numerically evaluate the fast Fourier transform of the scalar profile on the
extraction sphere; σ̃(ω; rex). Secondly, use Eq. (3.88) to obtain the Fourier domain
signal at the target radius; σ̃(ω; r). Finally, numerically evaluate the inverse Fourier
transform to obtain the desired signal; σ(t; r).
3.4.3 Comparing the methods













The parameter T is an overall timescale which is set to unity without loss of generality
and the scalar field mass is chosen to be ω∗ = 2/T . The signal is propagated to larger
radii using both of the methods described above and the results are summarized in
Fig. 3.2. As can be seen in that figure, there is excellent qualitative agreement between
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Fig. 3.2 The top panel shows the results of evolving an initially cosine-Gaussian
waveform out to radii r1 = rex + 500cT and r2 = rex + 1200cT using the time domain
numerical evolution of the wave equation (see Sec. 3.4.1). The evolution to large radii
was also performed using the analytic Fourier domain approach (see Sec. 3.4.2) and
the bottom panel shows the differences, or residuals, between the two methods.
the two methods. At the quantitative level there are small errors (generally ≲ 1%,
as can be seen from the lower panel) which are due to numerical errors in the 1 + 1
time domain evolution (this has been checked by verifying the scaling of the errors
with grid resolution). As the signals propagate to larger radii the peak lags at later
retarded times due to the subluminal wave propagation. Additionally, the variation
in the group velocity between the different Fourier components of the wavepacket
leads to a broadening of the peak; careful inspection of the σ(u; r2) profile reveals the
beginnings of an inverse chirp profile (see Sec. 3.4.4) where the high frequencies arrive
first, followed by the low frequencies.
Unfortunately, neither of the methods described (in their current form) is suitable
for propagating the signal to astrophysically large distances (e.g. rex = 10 kpc). The
unavoidable problem is that as the signal propagates further, the longer (more cycles)
and more dispersively stretched out it becomes. This poses two problems for the time
domain numerical integration: firstly, the evolution becomes increasingly expensive due
to the large numerical grids required; and secondly, as can be seen from the bottom
panel of Fig. 3.2, the numerical errors tend to grow as the signal is propagated to
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greater distances. The analytic frequency domain method can be pushed to somewhat
larger radii; however, even this fails when the signal eventually becomes longer than the
largest array for which the fast Fourier transform can be evaluated. The next section
describes how the behaviour of the scalar field at very large distances may be studied.
3.4.4 Asymptotic behaviour: the inverse chirp
As the signal is stretched out it becomes ever more oscillatory, and the amplitude varies
more slowly relative to the phase. Therefore, in the large distance limit the stationary
phase approximation (SPA) may be used to evaluate the inverse Fourier transform in
Eq. (3.87). It should be noted that the SPA becomes valid at large radii regardless of
whether or not it was initially valid for the signal at the extraction radius. As will be
shown below, dispersive signals tend to “forget” the details of their initial profile as
they propagate over large distances and always tend to a generic “inverse chirp” profile.
As noted above, at large radii frequencies |ω| < ω∗ do not contribute because they
decay exponentially with r. It will be convenient to write the time domain solution in
Eq. (3.87) as an integral over positive frequencies only;








In this equation the initial signal at the extraction radius has been decomposed as
σ̃(ω; rex) = A(ω; rex)eiΨ(ω), and the modified complex phase is defined as ϕ(ω, t) ≡
Ψ(ω) + k+(r − rex) − ωt. This phase has a stationary point when ∂ϕ(ω, t)/∂ω = 0
which is satisfied by




Notice that the final term can be written as (r − rex)/vgroup. In the limit r ≫ rex
the final term in Eq. (3.91) becomes dominant and the dΨ/dω term can be neglected.
In this approximation, it is straightforward to invert Eq. (3.91) which gives us the






)2 , for t > r − rex . (3.92)
This frequency varies as an inverse chirp (see Fig. 3.3) with low frequencies arriving
after high frequencies. The origin of the inverse chirp is easily understood as the
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Fig. 3.3 A sketch plot showing the time-frequency structure of the “inverse chirp” in
Eq. (3.92). The frequency decays over time; the high frequency components (traveling at
almost the speed of light) arrive first, followed by the slower low frequency components.
Frequencies below ω∗ are exponentially suppressed and never reach large radii.
modes of each frequency arriving at a time corresponding to the group velocity of that
frequency.
All that remains is to evaluate the amplitude as a function of time. This can also
be done via the SPA. The integrand in Eq. (3.90) is highly oscillatory when r − rex is
large, except for frequencies near Ω(t) which therefore dominate the result. Expanding
the amplitude to zeroth order, and the phase to quadratic order about ω = Ω(t) and
substituting into Eq. (3.90) gives
















where ϕ′′ ≡ ∂2ϕ(ω, t)/∂ω2|ω=Ω(t). The integrand in Eq. (3.93) is dominated by frequen-
cies near ω = Ω(t). At the current approximation order, the limits of integration can
be changed to
∫ Ω(t)+b
Ω(t)−a dω for any a, b > 0. Choosing a, b → ∞, and changing variables
to u2 = [ω − Ω(t)]ϕ′′ gives






du e i2 u2sign(ϕ′′)
}
. (3.94)
The integral in Eq. (3.94) is a standard Gaussian integral which may be readily
evaluated to give
σ(t; r) = ℜ
{
Amp(t; r) ei Phase(t;r)
}
, (3.95)
















Ω(t)2 − ω2∗(r − rex) − Ω(t)t− π4 . (3.97)
At each instant the signal is quasi monochromatic with a frequency Ω(t) and an
amplitude, Amp(t; r), proportional to the square root of the power spectrum of the
initial (extraction radius) signal evaluated at that frequency divided by a factor to
account for the dispersive stretching of the signal.
The inverse chirp profile described by Eq. (3.97) (see Fig. 3.3) is an extremely
robust prediction for the signal observed at large distances. The signal frequency as a
function of time depends only on the distance to the source and the mass of the scalar
field (and there is a near universal scaling behaviour with the scalar mass, as described
in Chapter 5). The frequency as a function of time is completely independent of the
details of the original signal near the source. The signal amplitude as a function of time
does retain some information about the original source, through its dependence on the
spectrum A(ω), although even this gets highly smeared out by the dispersion. The
inverse chirp waveforms can be extremely long and highly oscillatory; for the scalar
field masses and distances of interest here (i.e. µ ≈ 10−14 eV and rex ≈ 10 kpc) the
signals can retain frequencies and amplitudes potentially detectable by LIGO/Virgo for
centuries! These signals are best visualized by plotting the amplitude and frequency




Static profiles and models in
massive Scalar Tensor Theory
In this chapter we study the stability of the static stellar models of massive ST theory
as it predicts new branches of solutions as opposed to GR which can lead to further
avenues of constraining the theory. In addition, understanding the structure of the
solutions in the static case will provide important guidance for the analysis of the
dynamic collapse scenarios studied in the next chapter.
This chapter is based on a paper in preparation and is the work of the author.
4.1 Introduction
The first detection of a neutron star (NS) by Jocelyn Bell Burnell [73] has opened
new avenues of study and testing as well as confirming through direct detection the
existence of one of the three types of compact objects (white dwarfs, NSs and BHs).
Neutron stars are the result of a supernova explosion of a massive star. They are
extremely compact objects: despite their mass being comparable to our Sun’s mass,
their radii are on the order of 10 km (for comparison, our Solar System’s Sun has a
radius of ∼ 7 × 105 km). They reach nuclear densities, making them excellent test-beds
for strong gravity as well as for the supra-nuclear behaviour of matter. In Earth-based
laboratories, such as particle accelerators, we can conduct experiments and test the
behaviour of matter near nuclear density, but only at very high temperatures; for their
behaviour at low temperatures we can only rely on astrophysical observations [74]. An
excellent review of recent research into NSs and their formation can be found in [74].
ST theories lead to measurable deviations in extreme gravity scenarios; because of
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the no-hair theorems, we are limited in exploring ST theory using black holes, which
makes NSs the preferred choice.
4.2 Equation of state
“It is probably not an exaggeration to state that there are more reviews and
book chapters written on the equation of state of neutron stars than there are actual
constraining measurements.” (Nathalie Degenaar and Valery F. Suleimanov, Chapter
5, [74])
One of the main unknowns with regard to NSs is their equation of state (EOS) for
densities larger than the nuclear density, which we approximate in this work by setting
ρnuc = 2 × 1014 g/cm3 [75]. In our study we shall employ a simple polytropic EOS for
the static solutions and a cold hybrid EOS in the core collapse simulations which are
discussed in more detail in the next chapter.
A polytropic equation of state gives a direct dependence between pressure and the
baryon density
P (ρ) = KρΓ, (4.1)
where K is a constant and Γ the adiabatic index. For the polytropic equation of state
we use Novak’s EOS1 from [41, 42]. In these papers the EOS is written in terms of the
baryon number density ñB, the baryon number density scale ñ0 = 0.1fm−3 and the







This can easily be rewritten in the form of Eq. (4.1) using the corresponding
parameters:
Kcgs = 1.543446, Kc=G=M⊙=1 = 1186.783, Γ = 2.34. (4.3)
If we consider the energy density ε and the internal energy ϵ, the first law of
thermodynamics (ε = ρ+ ρϵ) leads to:
ϵ = P(Γ − 1) ρ , (4.4)
h = 1 + ϵ+ P
ρ
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For the so-called hybrid EOS we use the version introduced by Janka, Zwerger
and Monchmeyer in Ref. [76] that captures in closed analytic form the stiffening of
the matter at nuclear densities and models the response of shocked material through
a thermal pressure component; see also [77, 75] and [78, 79] for a comparison with
modern finite temperature EOSs. The hybrid EOS consists of a cold and a thermal
pressure component given by
P = Pc + Pth . (4.6)
The cold component has piecewise polytropic form
Pc =
 K1ρ
Γ1 if ρ ≤ ρnuc
K2ρ
Γ2 if ρ > ρnuc
(4.7)
and the thermal contribution is given by
Pth = (Γth − 1) ρ (ϵ− ϵc) , (4.8)





Γ1−1 if ρ ≤ ρnuc
K2
Γ2−1ρ
Γ2−1 + E if ρ > ρnuc
, (4.9)
and E is a constant of integration determined by continuity at ρ = ρnuc. Prior to core
bounce, the flow is adiabatic which implies ϵ ≈ ϵc, but at core bounce the shocked
material becomes non-adiabatical and thus subject to a non-negligible thermal pressure
component.
The EOS given by Eqs. (4.6)-(4.9) is determined by the 5 parameters Γ1, Γ2, K1,
Γth and ρnuc, while K2 follows from continuity of Pc at ρ = ρnuc. We set the nuclear
density ρnuc = 2 × 1014 g cm−3, following [75] and K1 = 4.9345 × 1014 [cgs], as predicted
for a relativistic degenerate gas of electrons with electron fraction Ye = 0.5 [80]. A
gas of relativistic electrons has an adiabatic index of 4/3, but electron capture during
the collapse phase reduces the effective adiabatic index Γ1 to slightly lower values in
the range Γ1 ≈ 1.28 to Γ1 ≈ 1.32 [78, 79, 81]. At densities ρ > ρnuc, however, neutron
degeneracy becomes dominant which leads to a larger adiabatic index Γ2. Reference
[79] find Γ2 ≈ 2.5 and Γ2 ≈ 3 to approxmate well the finite temperature EOSs of
Lattimer–Swesty [82, 83] and Shen et al [84, 85], respectively. Finally, the thermal
adiabatic index Γth models a mixture of relativistic and non-relativistic gas which leads
to the bounds 4/3 < Γth < 5/3.
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In summary, our hybrid EOS is determined by three parameters. Motivated by
the above considerations, we select values Γ1 ∈ {1.28, 1.3, 1.32}, Γ2 ∈ {2.5, 3} and
Γth ∈ {1.35, 1.5} with (Γ1, Γ2, Γth) = (1.3, 2.5, 1.35) as our fiducial model. We have
labeled the different combinations of parameters as pointed out in Table 4.1.
EOS1 EOS2 EOS3 EOS5 EOS8 EOSa
Γ1 1.30 1.28 1.32 1.30 1.30 1.28
Γ2 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.00 2.50 3.00
Γth 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.35 1.50 1.50
Table 4.1 Parameters for the different cold hybrid equations of state.
4.3 Static limit of the field equations
The equations governing static, spherically symmetric stars in massive ST theory are
obtained by setting the time derivatives to zero in Eqs. (3.27)-(3.43). The line element
in the Jordan frame takes on the same form,




but now ν, X, F are functions of r only.
In the static case there is no need to handle the formation of discontinuities and we
work with the primitive rather than the conserved matter variables. Thus the evolution



















































+ ρh∂φF2F Xη . (4.15)
4.3 Static limit of the field equations 41
These are completed by the equation of state that we choose. The boundary
conditions (BCs) are given by
η (0) = 0 ,
FX2 (0) = 1 ,
φ (∞) = φ0 = 0 ,
Φ (∞) = 0 ,
ρ (∞) = 0 . (4.16)
From Eq. (4.13) we see that Φ is unique up to a constant. We use this freedom
to set Φ = 0 at infinity so the time coordinate corresponds to the proper time of
an observer situated at infinity. To the best of our knowledge translations of BCs
at infinity to conditions at the stellar surface analogous to those used in Sec. 3.3 of
Ref. [46] are not known. We therefore need to integrate all the way to infinity which is
possible by compactifying the space outside the star. Instead of the radial coordinate















































∂yφ = Xη̂ , (4.22)
∂yP = 0 . (4.23)
Because of numerical difficulties at y = 0, we find it more convenient to use on
the grid outside the star the mass function m (see Eq. (3.21)) instead of X, as m ≈
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This form of the equations does not take into account the exponential Yukawa
fall-off of the scalar field and the frequent divisions by y lead to divergences in the
numerical solution near infinity where y = 0. In order to overcome this difficulty, we
factor out the exponential behaviour from our φ variable. Asymptotic analysis shows
that close to infinity the scalar field behaves as
lim
r→∞
φ ∼ A1e−µr + A2eµr . (4.25)
We want to suppress the exponentially growing mode and therefore require A2 = 0.
Numerically we enforce this by fixing φ = 0 at y = 1/r = 0. We incorporate the
asymptotic behaviour of Eq. (4.25) by introducing rescaled variables
σ = φeµ/y =⇒ φ = σ
eµ/y
, (4.26)
κ = y2eµ/yη̂ =⇒ η̂ = κ
y2eµ/y
. (4.27)
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∂yκ = −κ∂yΦ +








∂yP = 0 . (4.32)
For a star of radius rS, we solve Eqs. (4.11)-(4.15) on an interior grid r ∈ [0, rS] and
Eqs. (4.28)-(4.32), on an exterior grid y ∈ [0, 1/rS] subject to the boundary conditions
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(4.16) and matching conditions
Φ(y = 1/rS) = Φ(r = rS) ,
m(y = 1/rS) = m(r = rS) ,
P (y = 1/rS) = P (r = rS) ,
φ̂(y = 1/rS) = φ(rS)eµrS ,
κ(y = 1/rS) = −η(r = rS)eµr , (4.33)
using a relaxation algorithm [86]. With a regular initial guess, this approach avoids
any contamination from the exponentially growing modes. It also enables us to control
the outer boundary explicitly.
Note that the stellar radius rS is a free parameter in this approach and its value
selects the specific stellar model that is computed. In shooting algorithms this role is




In order to numerically solve the system of equations presented in the previous section
we have used a Newton-Raphson based relaxation code. Integrating the system of
equations (with, for example, a fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme) from the centre
of the star all the way to infinity through the compactified grid will pick up the
exponentially growing modes and cause the code to crash. The relaxation algorithm
starts from an initial guess and, keeping the BCS satisfied exactly, it iterates until it
reaches an exact solution. This way it avoids the exponentially growing mode as it will
not fit the boundary condition for φ at infinity.
4.4.2 Convergence test
In order to test the relaxation code we have calculated a strongly-scalarized static
model with three interior resolutions N1 = 5000 points, N2 = 10 000 and N3 = 20 000
points, respectively, for the low, medium and high resolution simulation; we matched
the resolutions used in the exterior grid. A grid variable f converges at nth order if
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N1 = 5 000
N2 = 10 000
N3 = 20 000
Fig. 4.1 Convergence of the baryon density field (left) and scalar field (right) for a
scalarized solution of radius 15.0 km, using Novak’s EOS1 and scalar field parameters
µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, α0 = 10−4 and β0 = −15.0. The vertical orange line represents the
surface of the star.







The scalar parameters used in the convergence test are µ = 4.8×10−13 eV, α0 = 10−4
and β0 = −15.0. As we can see in Fig. 4.1 we observe first order convergence for the
baryon mass and scalar field: the differences between high, medium and low resolution
scale with Q = 2. This is below the expected second-order convergence; we believe
this is due to the baryon density tending "slowly" to 0 at the star surface. A computer
sometimes cannot distinguish well between a very small number and zero, so it might
stop the iterations prematurely, when it reaches a threshold, creating an error of first
order at the surface which transmits itself to the entire grid. We overcome this by
using large grids.
As a further test we have verified that our models are in good agreement with the
Mb −R relations results obtained by Gerosa et al [46] and Ramazanoğlu et al [53].































































Fig. 4.2 Mb − R plots for several β0 values (left panel) and several µ values (right
panel). The other scalar field parameters are µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, α0 = 10−4 (left) and
β0 = −15, α0 = 10−4 (right). The color scale measures the central value of |φ|. The
black points in the left panel represent GR solutions, i.e. we use α0 = β0 = 0.
4.5 Results and discussion
For our exploration of static NS models in massive ST theory, we have computed
spherically symmetric static solutions using the simple polytropic EOS with the
parameters defined in Eq. (4.3).
In the following we shall often use as a diagnostic the baryon mass which is obtained














where we have used ρ = mbnb and rS is the radius of the star. We present the different
branches of solutions in ST theory using mass versus radii (Mb − R) plots with the
baryon mass Mb on the vertical axis and the Einstein frame radius R on the horizontal
axis.
We define weakly scalarized solutions as NSs with scalar field magnitude φ ∼ O(α0),
and strongly scalarized solutions NSs with magnitudes φ ∼ O(0.1).
In GR we find that this equation of state produces one branch of solutions
parametrized by ρc with radii between 0 and 14 km and baryon masses between
0 and 2.25 M⊙ (see black line in the left panel of Fig. 4.2). We encounter solutions of
this branch in many of our ST cases, though the models are not identical to the GR
solutions if α0 ̸= 0; the departures from GR increase with α0.
The introduction of a scalar field leads to extra branches of static spherically
symmetric neutron star solutions which contain a non-trivial scalar field profile. The






























































































































Fig. 4.3Mb−R plots for several α0 values. The scalar field parameters are µ = 4.8×10−13
eV, β0 = −4.5 and α0 = 0 (top left), α0 = 10−4 (top right) and α0 = 10−3 (bottom).
The color scale measures the central value of |φ|.
weakly scalarized solutions for radii smaller than 14 km nearly coincide with the GR
branch of solutions and have a scalar field of the same magnitude O(α0). The shape of
the extra branches depends on the magnitude of the parameters α0, β0 and µ. To obtain
the extra branch of scalarized solutions (i.e. see spontaneous scalarization) we confirm
through our computations that β0 needs to exceed a threshold value. This threshold
depends on the equation of state used as well as on the other scalar parameters. As
opposed to the GR case, these solutions are parametrized by two parameters, φc and
ρc.
4.5.1 Dependence on µ
As indicated in Sec. 3.3.2, the scalar field mass weakens scalarization. When increasing
the scalar mass and keeping the rest of the parameters the same, we obtain NS solutions
of smaller masses and/or smaller radii. For example, for µ = 10−15 eV, we obtained
NS stars with baryon mass larger than 35 M⊙ and radii larger than 70 km, whereas



























Fig. 4.4 Mb −R plots when varying β0 in the presence of a large α0 parameter. The
other scalar field parameters are µ = −4.8 × 10−13 eV, α0 = 10−2.
for a scalar mass µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, we have no model with Mb > 22 M⊙ or R > 55
km (see right panel of Fig. 4.2). If we compare models of the same baryon mass and
the largest possible radii from each case (these, as shall be argued in Sec. 4.5.4, are
the stable solutions), for a larger scalar mass the radius of the star is smaller (i.e the
star is more compact); we also note from the colorbar to the right of the plot that
the central scalar field is smaller, supporting the hypothesis that the scalar field mass
weakens scalarization.
In [53] the authors calculated NS static solutions with fixed ADM mass and varied
scalar mass. As can be seen in their Fig. 2, a larger µ diminishes the scalar field to the
point of killing it for values around ∼ 10−12 eV. In Fig. 3 they confirm that a smaller
scalar mass allows for larger values of the ADM mass.
4.5.2 Dependence on α0
When α0 = 0, Eqs. (4.11)-(4.15) are invariant under the transformation1 φ → −φ. As
a consequence, there exist two strongly scalarized solutions which lie on the scalarized
branch and they only differ by a minus sign in their scalar field profile. In addition to
the strongly scalarized models, there is a third branch containing models with vanishing
φ, i.e. models equal to the GR case.
If α0 ̸= 0, the matter variables of the 2 strongly scalarized models differ from
each other, in terms of macroscopic features such as their masses and radii. As a
1Recall that φ → −φ implies η → −η and ψ → −ψ which contain the terms F,φ and W,φ that are
linear in φ when α0 = 0.

















































 11  12  13  14
Fig. 4.5 Mb − R plots for various α0 values. The other scalar field parameters are
µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, β0 = −4.5 (left) and β0 = −5.0 (right).
consequence we see a split in the Mb −R profile, even for small but finite values such
as α0 = 10−4, cf. the top left panel (for α0 = 0) and the top right panel (α0 ̸= 0) of
Fig. 4.3. The closed loop seems to follow the GR branch on one side and the scalarized
arc on the other (cf. top right panel of Fig. 4.3), but close inspection shows the gap
that exists at R ∼ 11.9 km. We find this gap to be proportional to α0, and independent
of β0. Thus, for small and non-zero values of α0, we have 2 families of solutions: one
that approximately follows the Mb −R plot of GR for small and large central baryon
density (which we refer to as branch I) and one separate family, contained on a closed
loop (which we refer to as branch II). Note that in some plots we label the branches
with A and B which is a classification based on different criteria which becomes clear
in the next section.
Above a threshold value of α0 we have not managed to obtain any solutions separate
from branch I, suggesting that only one family of strongly scalarized solutions exists.
At this point the Mb − R plot shows just branch I, but with a clear deviation from
the corresponding GR cases for intermediate ρc values. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.5,
where α0 = 10−1, β0 = −4.5 (left panel, purple line) and β0 = −5 (right panel, yellow
line); here, the Mb −R plots display only one branch of solutions, many of which are
significantly heavier than their GR counterparts.
For small and nonzero α0, we notice one feature about these two families of solutions:
on the closed loop II we have φc > 0, whereas on branch I φc is mostly negative. In
Figs. 4.6-4.7 we highlight the models with φc < 0 with orange and the ones with φc > 0
with black. We note that along branch I, the central baryon density strictly increases
as we traverse it starting with (M,R) = (0, 0). The central scalar field reaches positive,
albeit small, values for large ρc.



















































Fig. 4.6 Distribution of scalarized models based on the sign of φc in the M-R profiles for
various α0 values. The scalar parameters are µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV and α0 = 10−1, β0 =
−4.5 (left panel), α0 = 10−4, β0 = −5.5 (middle panel), α0 = 10−2, β0 = −5.5. (right


















































Fig. 4.7 Distribution of scalarized models based on the sign of φc in the Mb −R plots
for various α0 values. The scalar parameters are µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, β0 = −5 and
α0 = 10−4 (first panel), α0 = 10−2 (middle panel), α0 = 3 × 10−2 (right panel). The
orange points represent models with φc < 0 whereas the black ones have φc > 0.
4.5.3 Dependence on β0
In order to study the influence of β0 we have chosen cases with α0 = 10−4; the curves
would barely differ for α0 = 0, but we require α0 ̸= 0 to start nontrivial scalar dynamics.
We refer to the portion of the Mb −R plots that follow the GR case as branch A and
the extra solutions as branch B. The NS models on branch A are weakly scalarized,
whereas the solutions on branch B are strongly scalarized. As mentioned before, this is
just a different classification, independent of I and II from the previous section, that
will help us in studying β0’s influence on the models.
A more negative β0 allows for larger values of the radius and baryon mass. As we
can see in the left panel of Fig. 4.2 for the choice of µ = 4.8×10−13 eV and α = 10−4 the
extra branch for β0 ∼ −4.5 forms an "arc" splitting off the GR-like solutions between
12 − 13 km. We have marked this section of the plot as branch B. The scalar field
amplitude peaks at φc ≈∼ −0.08 for some of the stars on this branch. For β0 = −5,
arc B grows in size, with larger baryon masses being attained than possible in the GR






















































































































Fig. 4.8 Mb − R plots for varying β0 values. The other scalar field parameters are
µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, α0 = 10−4 and β0 = −15 (top left panel), β0 = −17 (top right
panel) and β0 = −20 (bottom panel). The color scale measures the central value of |φ|.
cases and scalar fields with amplitudes of ∼ 0.2. The branch now also extends below
the GR-like solutions. For β0 = −6 this additional feature becomes more pronounced
and the entire scalarized branch B resembles an inverted "S". We have obtained models
with baryon masses as large as 2.5 − 3.0 M⊙, radii significantly larger than those
encountered in GR, and scalar central field amplitudes of ∼ 0.28.
In the left panel of Fig. 4.9 we plot the baryon mass and scalar field profiles of a few
models from the scalarized branch B when β0 = −6. Each different color represents a
different model as marked on the Mb −R plot in the bottom row. For the purpose of
comparison we have selected the strongly scalarized models with positive φc. The other
strongly scalarized solutions would have nearly the same matter fields and negative,
but nearly equal in modulus scalar field. We see that along the scalarized branch
B, the central baryon density increases monotonically as one traverses the branch
from the "red" model (lowest mass) to the purple one; the scalar field also increases in
amplitude as more massive models are encountered, reaching a peak on the branch
section between the yellow and green cases, after which it decreases. Along the the




































Fig. 4.9 Top row: Baryon density field profiles (top panels) and scalar field profiles
(bottom panels) for several strongly scalarized models. The scalar field parameters are
µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, α0 = 10−4 with β0 = −6 (left) and β0 = −17 (right). Bottom row:
Representation of the NS models from the top row in the Mb −R plane.
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GR-like branch the central baryon density is strictly increasing starting from the point
(Mb, R) = (0, 0), similar to the GR case.
For very negative values of β0 the strongly scalarized branch B "detaches" at one
end from the GR-like one: as we can see in the three insets of Fig. 4.8, we start seeing a
second branch plotted over where we expect the GR one and "curling" in a similar way
for β0 = −15. It becomes clearer that it is a second branch when we decrease β0 even
further and for β0 between −20 and −25 the two branches A and B do not intersect a
second time. In addition, the set of solutions found now reaches mass values of order
10 M⊙ and radii larger than 50 km. The central scalar field amplitude saturates around
∼ 0.3 − 0.4. The detached end of the scalarized branch B appears to be unscalarized,
but the maximum scalar field amplitude for those models is not reached anymore at
the centre. In the right panel of Fig. 4.9 we plot the baryon mass and scalar profiles
of a few models from the scalarized branch B when β0 = −17. We again chose as a
strongly scalarized solution the one with positive φc. The same behaviour is found for
solutions with negative φc. The central baryon density again increases monotonically
along the branch, reaching values of O(1017) [cgs]. As we move along this branch the
scalar field exhibits an interesting behaviour: the maximum value of |φ| starts moving
away from the centre. We have already seen that the light blue model attains the
maximum scalar field value at r ∼ 50 km, rather close to its surface. It is for this
reason that we distinguish between φc and the maximum value of the scalar field. As
we reach the high density section of the branch (e.g. the pink model), most of the
baryon mass is concentrated at the center and a "shell" of scalar field forms around it.
4.5.4 Stability of models
The stability of these neutron star models can be analysed by comparing the binding
energy of models with the same baryon mass. Following that approach we interpret
that the model with the lowest ADM mass, i.e. strongest binding energy, is stable. In
Fig. (4.10) we show some examples for various β0 values split into stable and unstable
models: the green portions represent the stable models whereas unstable models are
displayed in black color. This figure confirms theoretical predictions according to which
the GR-like branch becomes unstable and the scalarized models become stable when
spontaneous scalarization occurs [42]. In the figure we can see that the unscalarized
branch is unstable when there is a choice between a scalarized and non-scalarized
model (e.g. above ≈ 0.7 M⊙ in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4.10). If there exist
multiple scalarized models, the ones with larger radius are stable (as is typically also







































































Fig. 4.10 Distribution of stable and unstable models in the M-R plane. The scalar
parameters are µ = 4.8×10−13 eV, α0 = −10−4 and: β0 = −5 (top left), β0 = −5.5 (top
right), β0 = −6 (bottom left), β0 = −10 (bottom right). The green points represent
stable models whereas the black ones are unstable.
suggest that the models with negative central scalar field are the stable ones (compare
with Figs. 4.6-4.7). Overall the solutions with a stronger scalar field are the stable
ones. This is a uniform feature of all the models we have analysed.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have numerically computed solutions of spherically symmetric NSs
in massive ST theories, discovering a richer phenomenology than initially predicted.
For a certain section of the ST parameter space we obtain branches of static solutions
that do not appear in GR. Larger values of α0 and −β0 lead to larger qualitative and
quantitative differences from GR, whereas larger values of the scalar mass µ reduce
these deviations.
For α0 = 0 we obtain a branch of solutions, named A in this chapter, identical
to the GR ones (i.e. φ = 0 everywhere) and a second branch B of scalarized stars
































































Fig. 4.11 Same as Fig. 4.10 using scalar parameters µ = 4.8 × 10−13 eV, β0 = −5 and:
α0 = 10−3, β0 = −4.5 (top left), α0 = 10−2, β0 = −5.5 (top right), α0 = 3×10−2, β0 =
−5 (bottom).
containing two families of solutions differing only in the sign of the scalar field (in this
case the system of equations is invariant under the transformation φ → −φ). For more
negative β0, branch B reaches higher baryon masses and larger star radii. For α0 ̸= 0,
the two families of scalarized solutions start differing qualitatively and quantitatively,
and we see the differences in the values of the macroscopic features of the stars. A
nonzero α0 leads to solutions with scalar fields of at least O (α0). At this point we
changed to a new classification system where we differentiate between the family of
solutions with negative φc (branch I) and the ones with positive φc (branch II). For
larger values of α0, the latter dissapears. The behaviour with respect to the scalar
parameters seems to be universal as we have encountered the same Mb − R profile
deviations with respect to GR for all other equations of state that we have studied.
When the scalarized branches exist, the stable solution becomes the scalarized NS with
the larger radius. For a nontrivial (and positive) α0, the stable solutions have φc and
most of the radial profile of the scalar field negative.
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As pointed out in Sec. 4.5.3, for very negative β0 values we obtained solutions
where the maximum amplitude of the scalar field is attained away from the center of
the star. In extreme cases, such as the pink model on the right of Fig 4.9, we obtain
highly compact baryon cores surrounded by a scalar field "shell". This is reminiscent of
the profiles obtained in Section V of [87] where the authors calculate stars in massles
ST theory with a complex scalar field. Due to using only the massless theory, the
authors were constrained in the parameter space they could use and studied large
positive β0 values instead. They obtain stationary solutions of stars with a scalar
core, seen in Fig. 15 where they plot the amplitude of the scalar field and the fluid
density. We note that in their case the maximum value of the baryon density is no
longer located at the center of the star but at a finite radius and their solution is a
scalar core surrounded by a "shell" of matter. The similarity of this behaviour (despite
the variables in question switched from our case) and the fact that this was obtained
for β0 values from the unconstrained positive range, suggests the need for a study into
the potential connection between these two cases and whether where is an underlying
cause to this behaviour.

Chapter 5
Core-collapse in massive Scalar
Tensor Theory
Another avenue of studying massive ST theory is by looking at its effects in the
dynamical regime through the GWs that result from high energy events. ST theory
allows for scalar radiation in the form of monopole waves which is missing in GR
and would be smoking gun evidence of a deviation from GR. One setup that allows
this is through the study of stellar core collapse. In this chapter we systematically
explore the parameter space that characterizes the progenitor stars, the equation of
state and the ST theory of the core collapse events. We identify a remarkably simple
and straightforward classification scheme of the resulting collapse events.
This chapter and Appendix B is based on material published in [26] in collaboration
with Ulrich Sperhake, Christopher J. Moore, Michalis Agathos, Davide Gerosa and
Christian D. Ott, as well as a paper in preparation. The code was extended to massive
ST theory by the author and U. Sperhake. The latter performed the simulations using
progenitors of 12 solar mass with solar metallicity while the author covered the rest
of the progenitor space together with the analysis on the influence of the different
parameters. The theoretical analysis for the approximate scalar mass universality was
performed by U. Sperhake and independently calculated by the author. The study
of potential LIGO detections was performed by the author with C. Moore and M.
Agathos.
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5.1 Introduction
Gravitational collapse leading to the formation of NSs and BHs is the expected
evolutionary end point of massive stars with zero age main sequence (ZAMS)1 mass
between 8 − 100 M⊙. This is usually accompanied by a supernova (SN), one of the
most powerful astrophysical phenomena, which releases an energy of ∼ 1053 erg [74].
Up to the point of collapse, the star fought gravity through radiative pressure due to
the energy released in the nuclear fusion of its constituent particles, forming heavier
elements. Before the collapse, the star’s core is composed of mostly elements of the iron
family which have the highest binding energy per nucleon and cannot further fuse. The
star starts collapsing under the strength of gravity as it cannot produce any pressure
to oppose it. When the core reaches nuclear density ρnuc, the equation of state stiffens,
and the repulsive nature of nuclear degeneracy pressure leads the core to bounce. This
bounce moves outwards against further infalling material as a hydrodynamic shock
with an energy of a few ∼ 1051 ergs [80]. Inside/Behind this shock a proto-neutron
star (PNS) is formed with a mass of ∼ 0.5 M⊙. The shock soon stalls, due to nuclear
dissociation and neutrino emission in the post-shock region. The shock in some cases
is revived and continues towards the star surface, producing the SN explosion. The
revival mechanism is still under debate; numerical simulations suggest the necessity of
multidimensional scenarios as well as neutrino contribution in order to produce a SN
[89, 90]. Supernova explosions leave behind compact remnants, such as NSs or BHs.
An excellent synopsis of the recent research into core collapse SNe in GR, including
numerical breakthroughs and future prospects, can be found in Chapter 1 of [74].
There have been few studies of the scalar radiation resulting from core collapse in
ST theories. Matsuda and Niarai numerically simulated the gravitational collapse of a
gaseous sphere in Brans-Dicke theory [91]. Scheel et al [39, 92], Shibata et al [93] and
Harada et al [40] simulated Oppenheimer-Snyder collapse in Brans-Dicke theory. In
addition Dimmelmeier explored the collapse of a fluid with a Γ law equation of state
also in Brans-Dicke theory. Novak studied the NS transition to a scalarized state [42]
and the collapse of NSs to BHs [41] in massless ST theory. Core collapse and GW
emission in massless ST theory was first researched by Novak and Ibáñez [43] using
pseudo-spectral methods and high-resolution shock-capturing schemes. Gerosa et al
[46] simulated core collapse in massless ST theory for a variety of equations of state,
using polytropic and realistic progenitors as initial data.
1Zero age main sequence is the moment a star starts burning hydrogen through nuclear fusion.
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In this chapter we present the results of our spherically symmetric core collapse
simulations in massive ST theory in which we explore a large parameter space. In our
study we are interested in the breathing mode which is triggered by the compactification
of the star; this mode together with dipole radiation are missing in GR because of
conservation of mass and momentum. Because we simulate spherically symmetric
scenarios, the breathing or radiative scalar mode is the only mode present. The star
scalarizes when the core reaches nuclear density, just before the bounce. This abrupt
change in the scalar field travels as a scalar wave towards the stellar surface, while the




The computational framework for our core collapse simulations is based on the open
source code gr1d [66] for modelling spherically symmetric fluids in GR with high-
resolution shock capturing schemes. The discretization, grid and boundary treatment
are identical to those described in detail in Sec. 3.2 of Ref. [46] where gr1d has been
extended to ST gravity with a massless scalar field. We have further modified the code
by adding the terms involving the potential as highlighted in Sec. 3.2.
In order to accurately capture the dynamics within and around the star, we use
a uniform inner grid up to r = 40 km and a logarithmic outer one beyond this
distance; the latter allows us to extract the scalar signal far away from the star to
propagate it further while running the simulations for a reasonable amount of time.
Our computational domain extends to 9 × 105 km so that the extraction radius (which,
as argued in Sec. 5.2.5, we typically set at rex = 3 × 104 km) is sufficiently far away
from the boundary such that the signal is not affected by imperfections due to the
Sommerfeld outer boundary condition (see Sec. 2.2 of [46]).
We characterize the resolutions used in the simulations by ∆r (the spacing of
the inner grid) and N (the total number of radial zones, from both the uniform and
logarithmic grid). The number of zones corresponding to the several inner grid spacings
we have used are listed in Table 5.1. We add 4 ghost cells at either end of the grid for
the implementation of symmetry and boundary conditions. Unless stated otherwise,
the simulations presented in this thesis employ a uniform inner grid with ∆r = 250
m inside r = 40 km and a logarithmically increasing grid spacing up to the outer
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boundary at 9 × 105 km, comprising in total N = 10 000 radial zones (excluding the
ghost cells).
∆r [m] 250.00 166.66 125.00 100.00 83.33 62.50 50.00 41.66
Ni 160 240 320 400 480 640 800 960
Table 5.1 Number of zones Ni of the inner grid for the corresponding zone width ∆r.
5.2.2 Initial data
All simulations start with non-rotational models of the catalog of realistic pre-SN
stars provided by Woosley and Heger [94]. The authors evolve Newtonian stars up to
the moment of iron core collapse. They provide profiles for stars with zero-age-main-
sequence (ZAMS) masses ranging from 10.8 to 75 solar masses and three different
metallicities: solar (labelled from now on by s), 10−4 solar (labelled by u) and primordial
(labelled by z). We initialize the scalar variables φ, ψ and η to 0. If α0 = 0, these
Newtonian models lead to a collapse scenario similar to GR [46]. We only study cases
with small but non-zero α0 in this thesis, because for α0 = 0 the scalar remains zero at
all times (cf. below).
For illustration we plot the baryon density profiles of some of the progenitor models
we employ in the left panel of Fig. 5.1. To avoid instabilities arising from zero densities
[66], we procede according to [46] and pad the Woosley-Heger profiles with a uniform
atmosphere ρatm = 1 g cm−3 starting with points where the density drops below ρthr;
the threshold value typically used is 3.57 × 103 g cm−3. We discuss the negligible
influence of the atmosphere on the results in Appendix B.1.
To test that we obtain a trivial scalar profile for α0 = 0, we have performed
simulations using the 39 M⊙ progenitors as initial data with three equations of state:
EOS1, EOS3 and EOSa (see Table 4.1). We indeed obtain a zero scalar field, even
when the other scalar parameters are non-zero.
We illustrate the qualitative behaviour of several collapsing models in the right
panel of Fig. 5.1. We note the following features:
• The highly stiff equation of state EOSa leads to the formation of a neutron star
after 56.27 ms (for solar metallicity), 67.18 ms (for 10−4 solar metallicity) and
68.02 ms (for primordial metallicity).
• For the softest equation of state EOS1 the star collapses to a neutron star after
73.13 ms (solar), 85.73 ms (10−4 solar) and 86.84 ms (primordial metalicity),
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Fig. 5.1 Left: Baryon density profiles of initial data models s12 (black), s39 (green),
u39 (red), z39 (blue) and s75 (orange) as obtained from [94]. Right: Evolution of the
central baryon density for collapse in GR of 39 M⊙ progenitors for solar (s), 10−4 solar
(u) and primordial (z) metallicities for different EOSs. All three cases using EOSa
(navy blue, red and green) as well as the solar metallicity progenitor with EOS3 (pink)
lead to neutron star formation through one stage, while the other configurations (the
brown, black, orange, light blue, purple) undergo a second collapse stage and form
BHs.
but later on undergoes another collapse phase and forms a BH; the two lower
metallicities result in a BH after only 0.35 s, whereas the solar metallicity model
forms a BH after 1.388 s.
• EOS3 has intermediate stiffness and combines the features of the previous two
cases: s39 leads to the formation of a neutron star after 122.82 ms; u39 collapses
to a neutron star after 135.00 ms and after 1.71 s it forms a black hole; z39
collapses to a neutron star after 137.10 ms and after 1.94 s it forms a black hole.
5.2.3 Convergence test
Before discussing the physical properties of the various core collapse configurations in
more detail, we discuss the numerical accuracy of our code. For this purpose we have
repeated the convergence analysis displayed in Fig. 4.1 of [46] but now using a massive
scalar field with µ = 10−14 eV and α0 = 10−3 and β0 = −20. We employ the s12 model
as progenitor together with EOS1. The computational grid has uniform grid spacing
in these simulations and extends to 2 000 km with N1 = 12 000, N2 = 18 000 and
N3 = 24 000 points, respectively, for the low, medium and high resolution simulation.
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Fig. 5.2 Convergence analysis for stellar collapse in massive ST theory. A 12 M⊙ star
of solar metallicity and EOS1 collapses in a theory with α0 = 10−3, β0 = −20. Upper
panels: Snapshots of the baryon density ρ (left) and the scalar field φ along the radius
at different times of the evolution. For reference, core bounce occurs at 38 ms. Note
that the scalar field at late times has been rescaled to allow for a comparison with the
much smaller values at early times. Bottom panels: Difference in the mass function m
(left) and the scalar field φ (right) obtained for N1, N2 and N3 grid points. The solid
curves show the differences obtained for N1 and N2 points. The dotted (dashed) curves
are the difference for N2 and N3 points rescaled by the convergence factor Q2 = 2.86
(Q1 = 2) expected for second (first) order. If the solid line coincides with the dotted
(dashed) curve, the code exhibits second (first) order convergence.
A grid variable f converges at nth order if the differences between low, medium and







In Fig. 5.2, we display the differences fN1 −fN2 as a function of radius at different times
in the evolution as solid lines. The high-resolution difference fN2 − fN3 is rescaled for
second (first) order convergence using Q2 = 2.86 (Q1 = 2) as dotted (dashed) curves.
If the solid line overlaps with the dotted (dashed) curve, the code exhibits second (first)













































































Fig. 5.3 Convergence of the wave signal at rex = 3 × 104 km from a typical, strongly
scalarized collapse of the s12 profile with EOS1 and α0 = 10−4, β0 = −20, µ = 10−14
eV. The solid curve shows the difference of the coarse and medium resolution runs and
is compared with that between medium and high resolution rescaled for first-order
(dashed) and second-order (dotted curve) convergence factor. For reference, we show
the signal rexφ in the bottom panel where the vertical dotted line at t− rex = 38 ms
marks the core bounce.
order convergence. We observe the same convergence between first and second order,
in agreement with the first and second order schemes used in the code. For reference,
we also plot in the upper panels the profiles of the baryon density and the scalar field
at the same moments in time. Following the second-order accurate initialization of the
profiles, boundary effects lead to a drop in convergence to about first order after about
one light crossing time t ∼ 7 ms. As the dynamics picks up momentum, convergence
is dominated by the smooth time evolution and approaches second order up to the
core bounce at t ∼ 38 ms when the first-order accurate shock capturing treatment
sets in and the overall convergence properties result from a combination of first and
second-order ingredients.
The pointwise convergence test requires us to employ a uniform grid while the
production runs are performed with a non-uniform grid adapted to the high resolution
requirements near the origin and the less demanding profiles propagating in the wave
zone. In order to assess the accuracy of the waveforms generated, we have therefore
performed a second convergence test starting from the s12 profile with the same EOS
as in the first convergence study. The grid, however, is now of customized type using
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N1 = 5 000, N2 = 10 000 and N3 = 20 000 points on a grid uniformly spaced with
∆r1 = 250 m, ∆r2 = 125 m and ∆r3 = 62.5 m up to r = 40 km and the remainder
of the grid points logarithmically spaced from that point on to the outer edge at
rout = 1.8 × 105 km. In contrast to the runs with a uniform grid, doubling the number
of grid points does not lead to a decrease in the grid spacing by a factor 2 in the outer
zone which complicates the convergence properties. We still expect the wave signal
extracted at fixed radius (here rex = 3 × 104 km) to exhibit convergence similar to the
first or second-order behaviour seen above. As shown in Fig. 5.3, this is indeed the
case. As before, we compare the low resolution differences with their high-resolution
counterparts rescaled by Q1 = 2 for first order (dashed curves) and Q4 = 4 for second
order. The figure shows that the gravitational waveform converges close to second order
over most of the evolution. The error peaks at a retarded time of about t− rex ≈ 38 ms
corresponding to the bounce stage in the stellar evolution where the wave signal
shows a steep gradient (cf. lower panel in Fig. 5.3). The good agreement between the
solid and dotted curves demonstrates convergence close to second order and implies
a discretization error of about 6 % (3 %) for coarse (medium) resolution. In the
simulations from this thesis we use a range of resolutions, from ∆r = 250.00 m to
∆r = 41.66 m, but bear in mind the above numbers as conservative error estimates.
5.2.4 Spurious transients in the wave signal
The scalar dynamics are triggered because the initial profiles are Newtonian and as
such not static solutions when α0 ̸= 0. Similarly to Gerosa et al in Ref. [46], an
initial transient phase causes the scalar field to settle to a non-trivial value before
the collapse starts. One such case is highlighted in Fig. 5.4, where the physical scalar
radiation is visible merely as a small "dent" compared to the spurious transient signal.
This remains true for models that lead to BHs. Note however that these are weakly
scalarized configurations with essentially zero GW signal. As we reach more negative
values of β0, the signal corresponding to the collapse of the star to supranuclear values
becomes much stronger and completely dominates in amplitude over the noise from the
transient. We can see this in Fig. 5.5 where there is a another peak in the waveforms
at retarded time t = 1.38 s caused by the collapse to a BH and the descalarization of
the star. The transient is completely negligible for all strongly scalarized cases.
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Fig. 5.4 The progenitor used is s39 with EOSa and the scalar parameters are β0 = −12
and µ = 10−14 eV. We plot the waveforms, rescaled with α0, extracted at rex = 3 × 104
km, a zoom in (left inset plot) and the central scalar field (right inset plot). Core
bounce occurs at t1 = 56 ms and the physical signal from this collapse is the slight
"dent" in the waveform at this time (observable in the left inset). The signal before t1
is the pulse due to the transient.
5.2.5 Extraction radius
The GW signals we use in the previous figures and in the following analysis are extracted
at 3 × 104 km. It is important that the extraction distance is large enough in order for
the scalar field equation to be approximated by the flat space Klein-Gordon equation
3.67, in which case we can use the results from Sec. 3.4 to propagate the signal to
LIGO distances. But, as the outer grid is logarithmic, the results are less accurate the
further they are extracted from the star. We have checked whether rex = 3 × 104 km is
large enough in the following way: we have extracted a signal at rex and r′ex > rex. We
then propagate the former to r′ex using the results from Sec. 3.4.2 and then we compare
the result with the signal directly extracted at r′ex .
In Fig. 5.6 we show gravitational waveforms resulting from the collapse of u39
at three different distances: 5 × 103 km (red), 3 × 104 km (green) and 9 × 104 km
(black). We can see from the power spectrum of these signals in the upper right panel
of the figure that the main difference arises at frequencies below ω∗/(2π), where the
signal extracted at smaller radii (red) is stronger. This is reflected in the waveform
by the drift (low frequency contributions) we see for the red signal. This feature is
in agreement with the fact that low frequency modes decrease exponentially with
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Fig. 5.5 The progenitor used is s39 with EOS1 and the scalar parameters are β0 = −4
and µ = 10−14 eV. We plot the scaled waveforms extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km (left
panel), the central baryon density (bottom right panel) and the scaled central scalar
field (top right panel). We see a qualitative difference for α0 = 10−1 as there is an
intermediate collapse stage into a high-compactness NS and later on it collapses into a
BH. All simulations collapse to a NS after t1 = 73 ms. The signal due to this can be
seen in the inset of the left panel, where it can be barely registered as a dent. The
signal before t1 is the pulse due to the transient.
distance. When propagating our results to distances of the order of 10 kpc, modes with
frequencies below ω∗/(2π) will be completely supressed. The power spectrums also
shows differences for frequencies above 100 Hz, likely due to numerical inaccuracy, but
the values here are several orders of magnitude smaller which makes their contribution
to the signals negligible.
We then propagate the signals from 5 × 103 km, 3 × 104 km to 9 × 104 km and
compare them to the signal directly extracted at 9 × 104 km (bottom panel). We see
excellent agreement between all signals. This confirms that 3×104 km is an appropriate
extraction radius. We have repeated this analysis for other progenitor masses and with
different equations of state (see Fig. 5.7) and arrive at the same conclusion.
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Fig. 5.6 Gravitational waveforms from the core collapse of u39 with EOS1 and scalar
parameters α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20 and µ = 10−14 eV. In the top left panel we plot the
waveforms extracted at 5 × 103 km, 3 × 104 km and 9 × 104 km and in the top right
panel their corresponding power spectrum. We propagate the first two signals to a
larger distance 9 × 104 km and plot the results in the bottom panel; they agree with
high precision.
5.2.6 Freezing the matter evolution
Radial gauge and polar slicing are not ideal coordinates when the star approaches the
Schwarzschild radius as the lapse function ν approaches 0. Following the method of
Ref. [41, 46] we freeze the matter dynamics in this case, but continue the evolution of
φ on the frozen background in order to propagate the signal to rex. In practice we stop
the matter dynamics either when the lapse function becomes smaller than a threshold
value of our choice or at a specific time in the evolution.
We also use the freezing of the matter evolution to deal with another difficulty
arising in a few simulations: close to the β0 threshold for hyperscalarization we see a
drop in density for insufficient numerical resolution. Such a scenario occurs, for example,
when collapsing a 39M⊙ progenitor of primordial metallicity (z39) and equation of
68 Core-collapse in massive Scalar Tensor Theory
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Fig. 5.7 Gravitational waveforms from the core collapse of u75 with EOS3 and scalar
parameters α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20 and µ = 10−14 eV. In the top left panel we plot
the waveforms extracted at 5 × 103 km, 3 × 104 km and 9 × 104 km and in the top
right panel their corresponding power spectrum. Using the results from Sec. 3.4, we
propagate the first two signals to 9 × 105 km and plot the results in the bottom panel.
state EOS3 using scalar parameters α0 = 10−2, β0 = −8 and µ = 10−14 eV; in the
bottom left panel of Fig. 5.8, we plot the evolution of ρc as a function of time for
four different resolutions. All our simulations suggest that the radial zone width ∆r
influences the results, whereas the number of radial zones N has little impact. As
we increase the resolution, the drop in density happens later in time. This indicates
that the drop is unphysical in the continuum limit, and we therefore freeze the matter
evolution shortly before the drop.
As we can see in the bottom right panel of Fig. 5.8, φc mirrors the behaviour of
ρc, such that a sudden drop in density causes a decrease in the scalar field amplitude.
This sudden change in the scalar field propagates to the extraction radius and we
see it as a second inverted peak in the waveform, similar to the ones caused by the
descalarization of the stars due to BH formation. By freezing the matter evolution
just before the drop happens, we eliminate this artifact. Of course this also prevents
5.3 Hyperscalarization 69
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Fig. 5.8 Results for simulations using different resolutions. The progenitor used is z39
with EOS3 and the scalar parameters are α0 = 10−2, β0 = −8 and µ = 10−14 eV. We
plot the waveforms extracted at 3 × 109 cm (top panel), the central baryon density
(bottom left panel) and the central scalar field (bottom right panel).
any other dynamics from happening later (such as another jump in the density or full
collapse into a BH) which could contribute to the strength of the signal. This applies
to a set of measure zero in the parameter space. Freezing matter dynamics will provide
us with a conservative estimate of the hyperscalarization.
5.3 Hyperscalarization
In this section we explore several equations of state for the lighter progenitor s12,
as well as study the α0, β0 parameter space for models s39, u39 and z39 (heavy
progenitors) where we focus on EOS1, EOS3 and EOSa.
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Fig. 5.9 Waveforms extracted at 5 × 104 km after the collapse of s12. The legend lists
deviations from the fiducial parameters µ = 10−14 eV, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20, Γ1 =
1.3, Γ2 = 2.5, Γth = 1.35.
Our observations in these simulations can be summarized as follows: for sufficiently
negative β0 the scalar field reaches amplitudes of the order of unity, independent of
the EOS. Even in the massless case µ = 0, we observe this strong scalarization; the
key impact of the massive field therefore lies in the weaker constraints on α0, β0 rather
than a direct effect on the degree of scalarization of terms involving µ. For illustration,
we plot in Fig. 5.9 the wave signal rφ extracted at 5 × 104 km for various parameter
combinations.
These waveforms are to be compared with those obtained for present observational
bounds in the core collapse in massless ST theory as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [46].
The amplitudes observed here are larger by ∼ 104 for neutron star formation from
light progenitors and even exceed the strong signals in black hole formation from
more massive progenitors by ∼ 100. We refer to these extreme scalar values of the
collapsing stars in massive ST theory (as compared with the more strongly constrained
massless case) and the resulting substantially larger GW signals as hyperscalarization.
By keeping all parameters fixed and varying β0, we have searched for the values (from
now on called thresholds) where hyperscalarization kicks in by looking at the value
of the central scalar fields and the maximum amplitude of the gravitational waves


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 5.10 Top: maximum amplitudes of the central scalar field (left) and the waveform
extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km (right) as functions of β0, for various α0. Bottom:
heatmaps created by interpolating the values from the top panels. Progenitors and
EOSs are indicated by the grey labels.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 5.12 Same as Fig. 5.10 for massive progenitors.
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Our findings for the two quantities for µ = 10−14 eV, several progenitor models and
EOSs in Figs. 5.10, 5.11, 5.12. To build these heatmaps (2D diagrams of the α0, β0
plane where each point represents a model and color is a measure of the scalarization)
we have interpolated the maximal values for either φc or rφ(rex) from a discrete set
of runs using the Python scipy.interpolate.griddata function with cubic splines. The
left-hand columns contain the heatmaps corresponding to the central scalar field φc.
The right-hand columns contain the heatmaps corresponding to the amplitudes of the
waveforms extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km.
The main conclusions we can draw from the heatmaps are:
• For β0 values less negative than the threshold, the stars are weakly scalarized
and φc and rφ scale with α0, as we can see from the top panels of the heatmaps
where φc ∝ α0. We can observe that this proportionality is maintained in time in
Figs. 5.4, 5.5. The bottom right corner of the latter confirms that in this regime
the baryon density is not affected for α0 ≤ 10−2. In Fig. 5.4, small differences
appear for α0 = 10−1 (blue line). In the heatmaps, φc shows a mild increase in
amplitude, wheareas the waveform amplitude tends to remain constant as we
vary β0. This is due to the maximum being registered in the spurious signal
due to the transient at the beginning of the simulation. The amplitude of φc is
a better measure of scalarization (or lack of it) in this regime, as it continues
decreasing as the baryon density increases.
• When β0 is more negative than the threshold, φc reaches a value of O(0.1) for all
α0. In this regime, the scalarization is driven by β0.
Both heatmaps show the same thresholds for hyperscalarization, making either
variable a suitable measure for strong scalarization. In our analysis care has been taken
for those models that end up in black holes as sometimes such simulations crash before
enough time has elapsed for the full signal to reach the extraction radius. In such
situations the central scalar field is still a reliable measure for the degree of scalarization.
For example, in Fig. 5.21 below we plot φc as a function of time for several stars that
end up collapsing to a BH. For β0 = −3.25 (blue line), the scalar field drops rapidly
at ∼ 1.20 as the star scalarizes and reaches a value of ∼ −0.125 before starting to
increase, as the star approaches a BH and descalarizes. Unfortunately, our simulation
crashed when φc reached a value of about −0.050 and we could not extract a waveform
corresponding to the descalarization, but the time evolution of φc demonstrates that
|φc| has reached its extreme value by the end of the simulation.
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The middle range of values for β0 is less definitive and these cases are most sensitive
to the progenitors we use and the equation of state. We notice that for larger α0
strong scalarization occurs for less negative β0. One such example is plotted in Fig. 5.5
above for s39 with EOS1, β0 = −4 and µ = 10−14 eV. For α0 ≤ 10−3, the waveform
rφ amplitude (left panel) scales with α0 to high precision. The baryon density, on
the other hand, barely changes with α0 and the three stars collapse into a NS after
73 ms and into a BH after 1.38 s for α0 ≤ 10−3 and 1.37 s for α0 = 10−2. Significant
differences appear for the central scalar field φc (top right panel of Fig. 5.5), where the
α0 = 10−4 and α0 = 10−3 cases agree, but the α0 = 10−2 profile diverges (there is a 23%
reduction in the amplitude of φc/α0). For α0 = 10−1 we encounter a different model
altogether: before collapsing into a BH at t = 1.37 s, the star suffers an additional
collapse at t = 0.88 s, forming a highly-compact NS. This is a strongly scalarized model
|φc| reaches the value of ≈ 0.2 and the scaling with α0 no longer holds.
The β0 thresholds for scalarization are highly dependent on the initial progenitors
and equations of state, making it difficult to draw overall conclusions. The most
negative values of the thresholds have been observed for EOSa (Fig. 5.11). One would
expect that the adiabatic index Γ2 of the inner core determines the star’s resistance
to strong scalarization, but the picture is more complicated as shown by comparing
the results of model s12 for EOS5 and EOS8: the threshold for the fomer is around
β0 ≈ −11 whereas for the latter it is β0 ≈ −15 even though EOS5 is a stiffer equation
of state. Similarly, comparing EOS1 with EOS8 (first has Γth = 1.35, whereas the
second has Γth = 1.5) shows again that one needs a more negative value of β0 to induce
strong scalarization. We suspect that the thermal component Γth of the pressure plays
a significant role in these cases.
In all simulations φ is negative throughout the spatial domain with the exception of
the stars forming BHs (during the descalarization, φ sometimes overshoots and reaches
positive values). This is in agreement with our conclusion from Chapter 4 regarding to
the stability of models with strong negative scalar field values.
5.4 Influence of the progenitor mass
We now study the influence of the progenitor’s ZAMS mass (MZAMS) on the degree
of scalarization. For this purpose we have studied the onset of hyperscalarization for
EOSa and α0 = 10−2 for progenitor masses ranging from 10 M⊙ to 75 M⊙ for solar
and 10−4 solar metallicity, and for masses in the interval 10 − 40 M⊙ for primordial
metallicity. There are gaps in the catalogue of models provided in Ref. [94]; we have
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Fig. 5.13 Amplitude of φc for different progenitor masses used as initial data; each line
is labelled by the equation of state and β0 value used. The other scalar parameters are
α0 = 10−2 and µ = 10−14 eV. The metallicity used is solar (top left), 10−4 solar (top
right) and primordial (bottom). Most simulations were done with higher resolutions.
studied all cases available. We have chosen this equation of state because no progenitor
leads to BH formation. As we can see from the amplitudes of φc plotted in Fig. 5.13,
we obtain weak scalarization for all MZAMS when β0 = −20 (green line) and strong
scalarization for all MZAMS when β0 = −23 (blue line). For β0 = −22 case, however,
the situation is more complicated:
• Solar metallicity (top left panel of Fig. 5.13): 23 M⊙ and 39 M⊙ progenitors lead
to week scalarization, whereas all other cases produce strong scalarization.
• 10−4 solar metallicity (top right panel of Fig. 5.13): progenitors with masses in
the range 23 − 59 M⊙ lead to week scalarization, whereas lighter models and the
case 75 M⊙ produces strong scalarization.



















































































































































































Fig. 5.14 Central baryon density (left column), central scalar field (middle column)
and waveform extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km (right column) as functions of time
for the following NS models: top panels (orange curve) for s39, EOS3 with scalar
parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −2, µ = 10−14, representing a prompt low-compactness
NS, middle panels (blue curve) for s39, EOS1 with scalar parameters α0 = 10−1,
β0 = −7, µ = 10−14, representing a multi-stage NS, bottom panels (green curve) for
z39, EOS1 with scalar parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −20, µ = 10−14, representing a
prompt high-compactness NS.
• Primordial metallicity (bottom panel of Fig. 5.13): massive progenitors (M ≥
31 M⊙) lead to weak scalarization, whereas lighter ones produce strong scalariza-
tion.
Clearly the outcome for β0 = −22 sensitively depends on the progenitor. We believe
this is due to the β0 = −22 case for EOSa being close to the critical threshold of
hyperscalarization.










































Fig. 5.15 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (right) profiles during
the simulation of a prompt low-compactness NS. The progenitor used is s39 with EOS3
and the scalar parameters are α0 = 10−3, β0 = −2 and µ = 10−14 eV. The dotted black
line respresents the initial profile.
5.5 Classification of the collapse scenarios
As we have seen in the previous examples, the behaviour of ρc varies with the scalar
parameters. In this section we will try to classify the outcomes into different categories.
We first discuss the qualitatively different outcomes we have obtained by providing an
example for each case. In the next section we highlight which outcome is realized for
which EOSs and scalar parameters.
For less negative and nonnegative β0 values, independent of α0, the collapse dynamics
are similar to the corresponding scenario in GR: significant differences arise only in
the scalar field profiles. Qualitative differences, such as delayed black hole formation,
only appear when the scalar field reaches order unity values. For very negative β0,
independent of the initial data, the equation of state or α0, all models collapse to a
highly compact neutron star with the center attaining density values of order 1015 [cgs].
We have classified the models we obtain into five categories:















































Fig. 5.16 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (right) profiles during
the simulation of a multi-stage NS. The progenitor used is s39 with EOS1 and the
scalar parameters are α0 = 10−1, β0 = −7 and µ = 10−14 eV. The dotted black line
respresents the initial profile.
(v) multi-stage BH.
To determine the nature of a simulation it is often sufficient to consider the time
evolution of ρc. Sometimes, however, the evolutions are more complicated and it
becomes necessary to examine the whole density profile to determine the number of
jumps in ρc. Each jump leads to an outward travelling shock that is easily identified in
the time evolution of the density profile.
5.5.1 Prompt low-compactness NS
This scenario is realized for weakly negative β0 values and for equations of state and
progenitor models that collapse to a NS in GR.
As an example, we present the collapse of a 39 M⊙ with solar metallicity and
EOS3 and scalar parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −2 and µ = 10−14 eV. In the top row of
Fig. 5.14 we plot the time evolution of φc and ρc as well as the waveform extracted at
rex = 3 × 104 km. We clearly see one jump in ρc.
In Fig. 5.15 we plot snapshots of the density and scalar field profiles. After tb ∼ 123
ms the star collapses to a NS of compactness m/r ∼ 0.078 (measured at ∼ 10 km)
and a shock forms which rapidly moves towards the surface of the star; it decelerates,
but reaches ≈ 4000 km after ∼ 0.4 s. The central baryon density peaks at 4.2 × 1014
























































Fig. 5.17 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (right) profiles during
the simulation of a prompt high-compactness NS. The progenitor used is z39 with
EOS1 and the scalar parameters are α0 = 10−3, β0 = −20 and µ = 10−14 eV. The
dotted black line respresents the initial profile.
[cgs] before settling to a smaller value ∼ 3.7 × 1014 [cgs]. This behaviour is mirrored
by the scalar field: the transient phase causes φc to reach −6.7 × 10−5, it peaks at
−2.3 × 10−4 just after the bounce, before relaxing to a smaller amplitude. The GW
signal resulting from this model is very weak.
5.5.2 Multi-stage NS
This is an intermediate scenario arising for a narrow range of β0 values as we decrease
it beyond the range for low-compactness NS or multi-stage BH, but before the prompt
high-compactness NS. It comprises at least two collapse phases which always lead to
NSs and strong GW emission. This scenario is obtained in model E of [43] which shows
a second collapse to another NS in Fig. 9.
As an example, we present the collapse of a 39 M⊙ with solar metallicity, EOS1 and
scalar parameters α0 = 10−1, β0 = −7 and µ = 10−14 eV. In the middle row of Fig. 5.14
we plot the evolutions of φc and ρc as well as the waveform extracted at rex = 3 × 104
km. In Fig. 5.16 we plot snapshots of the density and scalar field profiles. As we can
see in Fig. 5.14, we observe three jumps in ρc (thus, this is a 3-stage simulation), but
we cannot exclude more stages follow if the simulation were allowed to continue. The
three jumps occur at t1 = 72.29 ms, t2 = 116.70 ms and t3 = 344.47 ms. The shock
formation and propagation is similar to the one described in Sec 5.5.5 for a multi-stage
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BH before the final collapse. The neutron star that results after a collapse always has
higher compactnerss, as m/r peaks at 0.05 for t1, 0.117 for t2 and 0.145 for t3. More
negative β0 values diminish the jumps in value of ρc and cause the collapse to happen
faster, determining an almost smooth transition towards the next model, as we shall
see in Sec. 5.6.
5.5.3 Prompt high-compactness NS
This represents the collapse scenario for highly negative β0 values. Here the outcome
does not depend sensitively on the progenitors, equation of state or other scalar
parameters.
As an example, we present the collapse of a 39 M⊙ with primordial metallicity and
EOS1 and scalar parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −20 and µ = 10−14 eV: in the bottom
row of Fig. 5.14 we plot the evolution of φc and ρc as well as the waveform extracted
at rex = 3 × 104 km. As we can see in the bottom right panel of the figure, this model
generates a strong GW wave signal.
In Fig. 5.17 we plot snapshots of the density and scalar field profiles. After 87 ms,
the centre of the star reaches supranuclear baryon density, causing the equation of
state to stiffen. At tb = 87.4 we notice the inner core bounces and the shock starts
moving outwards, but quickly stalls. The central baryon density reaches ∼ 2 × 1015
[cgs] and continues increasing, whereas φc reaches ∼ −0.3 and continues decreasing
throughout our simulation which lasted 4 s. At tb the compactness m/r reaches 0.0629
at ∼ 8 km; the star seems to accrete more matter and after 4 s, the inner core of
the NS is larger, and m/r now reaches 0.1325 at ∼ 40 km. We do not rule out that
for such negative β0 values the stars ultimately form a BH (or that the multi-stage
Fig. 5.18 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (centre) profiles during
the simulation of prompt high-compactness NSs with varying β0. The progenitor used
is z39 with EOS1, the other scalar parameters are α0 = 10−4 and µ = 10−14 eV and
the profiles are from t = 0.20 s (dotted lines) and t = 1.00 s (full lines). In the right
panel we plot the waveforms extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km.


























































































































Fig. 5.19 Central baryon evolution (left column), central scalar field evolution (middle
column) and waveform extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km (right column) as functions of
time for the collapse of u39 with EOS1, α0 = 10−3, µ = 10−14 and β0 = −2 (orange)
and β0 = −5 (blue). The latter case was plotted in the upper panels as well, but with
a doashed blue line; t1 and t2 coincide for the two cases.
NS scenario leads to a BH), but none of our simulations resulted in such an outcome.
We have continued some runs for up to 20 s without seeing BH formation. But by
that time numerical noise may have accumulated so that these runs need to be viewed
with caution. For β0 = −50, we obtain GW signals twice as strong than those for
β0 = −20, but the central scalar field amplitude φc decreases. We plot an example
in Fig. 5.18: we compare three simulations with β0 = −15 (green), −20 (blue) and
−50 (red). Forβ0 = −15 , |φc| peaks at 0.36, whereas for β0 = −50 |φc| peaks at 0.25.
The compactness after t = 1.0 s attains values of 0.135 for β0 = −15 and 0.057 for
β0 = −50. These results suggest that for more negative β0 the stars become more
massive (as infered from the baryon density profiles); the amplitude of the scalar field
at a fixed point decreases, but, due to the larger volume over which φ = O(0.1), the
stars become more scalarized and the scalar GW is stronger.
5.5.4 2-stage BH
Similarly to the prompt low-compactness NS formation, this case occurs for less negative
β0 values and for equations of state and progenitors that collapse to a BH in GR.
This case also includes the WH40 simulation studied in Ref. [46]. As an example, we
present the collapse of u39 with EOS1 and scalar parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −2 and













































Fig. 5.20 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (right) profiles during
the simulation of a 2-stage BH. The progenitor used is u39 with EOS1 and the scalar
parameters are α0 = 10−3, β0 = −2 and µ = 10−14 eV. The dotted black line respresents
the initial profile.
µ = 10−14 eV. In the top row of Fig. 5.19 we plot the evolution of φc and ρc as well as
the waveform extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km (the β0 = −2 case represents the orange
line, the blue line from all panels is for β0 = −5 which will be discussed in the next
section). We can see in the top right panel of Fig. 5.19 the by now familiar spurious
transient (zone I) where φc reaches the value −5.6 × 10−5. After t1 ∼ 86 ms from the
beginning of the simulation the central density increases to values larger than ρnuc,
the EOS stiffens which leads to the inner core bouncing. A proto-NS of compactness
m/r ∼ 0.0516 has formed, ρc peaks at 4.08 × 1014 [cgs], falls back to 3.86 × 1014 [cgs]
after which it continues mildly increasing due to accretion. The central scalar field
value drops to −1.32 × 10−4 and reflects the behaviour of ρc.
In Fig. 5.20 we plot snapshots of the density and scalar field profiles. After the first
collapse phase, the shock starts travelling towards the surface of the star. It stalls due
to nuclei dissociation which leads to a drop in thermal pressure behind the shock and
comes to a halt at around 400 km before moving backwards at t ∼ 0.32 s. At t2 = 0.36
s after the start of the simulation, the lapse function ν has dropped to 10−8 and, just
after, |φc| has peaked at 6.1 × 10−4 before increasing towards 0. Because of the collapse
of the lapse function we stopped the matter evolution, which leads to the star only
partially descalarizing, as we can see in the upper middle panel of Fig. 5.19, where φc
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settles around 2 × 10−4. The compactness m/r peaks at the value 0.49, confirming
that the simulation has approached a BH.
At t ≈ t2, the scalar field gradient rapidly grows, resulting in a peak value of |φc|,
after which it decreases because of the descalarization as a BH is forming. In some
cases we have seen that the descalarization leads to a stronger signal than the preceding
scalarization of the NS. We believe this is the case when the descalarization occurs
particularly abruptly leading to a stronger presence of high frequency modes. Whether
or not this feature occurs depends on the details of the progenitor models and scalar
parameters.
As we vary β0 we noticed that the scalar field reaches larger amplitudes for more
negative β0 as shown in Fig. 5.21. At some threshold value, β0 = −3.75 in the figure,
we observe a brief phase where a highly compact NS is formed. For β0 = −3.75 this is
quickly followed by BH formation. For yet more negative β0, this phase becomes more
long lived and leads to the multi-stage BH formation discussed in the next section.











































Fig. 5.21 Evolution in time of the central scalar field φ for different values of β0. The
progenitor used is s39 with EOS1 and the other scalar parameters are α0 = 0.1 and
µ = 10−14 eV. The behaviour of the corresponding central baryon density value is
plotted in the bottom left inset. Note that for β0 = −3.75 the star does not immediately
form a BH but briefly resides in the stage of a highly compact NS. This signals the
onset of a third stage in the evolution of the compact core.





















































Fig. 5.22 Snapshots of the baryon density (left) and scalar field (right) profiles during
the simulation of a multi-stage BH. The progenitor used is u39 with EOS1 and the
scalar parameters are α0 = 10−3, β0 = −5 and µ = 10−14 eV. The dotted black line
respresents the initial profile.
5.5.5 Multi-stage BH
As we have seen in the previous section, moderate values of β0, lead to additional
intermediate NS stages before the collapse to a BH.
As an example of such a multi-stage BH formation, we present the collapse of the
same progenitor model as before, using again EOS1 and α0 = 10−3. The only difference
is that now β0 = −5. In the bottom row of Fig. 5.19 we plot the evolutions of φc and
ρc as well as the waveform extracted at rex = 3 × 104 km. Note the descalarization
at t = t3 and the corresponding more complex wave signal. In Fig. 5.19 we see that
the first and second collapse for the two models happen at the same time, but, for
β0 = −5, instead of forming a BH, the second collapse phase leads to a more compact
neutron star.
In Fig. 5.22 we plot snapshots of the density and scalar field profiles. We observe
in Fig. 5.22 the first bounce at t1 = 86.6 ms, at which point φc attains the value
−1.83×10−4, m/r peaks at 0.0483 and ρc = 3.9×1014 [cgs]. The shock moves outwards,
but stalls after ∼ 300 ms and we see it going backwards towards the stellar centre. At
t2 = 355 ms we observe a second shock which also moves outwards and "meets" the
first shock which results in a small pulse moving towards the center; this accounts for
the slight jump in ρc after the collapse at t = 377 ms. The resulting star is strongly
scalarized with φc ≈ −0.2361), ρc ∼ 1015 [cgs] and compactness m/r = 0.208. At
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t = 537 ms the lapse function drops to 1.1 × 10−5, m/r reaches 0.4945 (measured at
∼ 5.6 km) and the star descalarizes as it forms a BH. At this point we freeze the matter
evolution and φc stays around ∼ −0.03.


































































Fig. 5.23 Distribution of the collapse scenarios described in Sec. 5.5 for a 39 solar mass
progenitor with EOS1 and solar (top), 10−4 solar (centre) and primordial (bottom)
metallicity. The color coding is as follows: black (2-stage BH), purple (multi-stage
BH), orange (multi-stage NS) and yellow (prompt high-compactness NS).
In this section we present the distribution of the various scenarios for equations of
state EOS1 and EOS3 and all the 39 M⊙ progenitor models, s39, u39, z39. We choose
these particular models as initial data because they span all possible scenarios. We
have documented the classification for each case in Appendix B.2 which we have used to
build 2D maps of the distribution in Figs. 5.23 and 5.26. As before, we have employed
the Python scipy.interpolate.griddata function with cubic spline for the interpolation.
Since the progenitors for the primordial metallicity case and 10−4 case have similar
baryon density profiles (see Fig. 5.1), the results for the two are very similar.
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Throughout this section we refer to tn as the collapse moment that marks the start
of the nth jump in ρc.
5.6.1 EOS1



































































Fig. 5.24 Evolution in time of the central baryon density in GR (black dashed line)
and in massive ST theory for different values of β0 (solid lines). The progenitor used is
s39 (left) and u39 (right) with EOS1 and the other scalar parameters are α0 = 10−1
and µ = 10−14 eV.

































Fig. 5.25 Evolution in time of the central baryon density in GR (black line) and in
massive ST theory for different values of β0. The progenitor used is z39 with EOS1
and the other scalar parameters are α0 = 10−2 and µ = 10−14 eV.
In this section we study the behaviour of stars with EOS1. To illustrate the general
behaviour, we choose three cases: s39 and α0 = 10−1 (Fig. 5.24), u39 and α0 = 10−1
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(Fig. 5.24) and z39 and α0 = 10−2 (Fig. 5.25). We chose these three models because
the jumps in ρc for the multi-stage NS scenario are particularly large. We plot the
time evolution of ρc for β0 values ranging from 0 to −20 in each case and we include
the GR case (black line) for reference. We summarize the results as follows:
• As mentioned earlier, for weakly negative β0 values the collapse proceeds similar
to GR, in this case 2-stage BH formation. All models reach supranuclear densities
at similar times (after ∼ 73 ms for s39 and ∼ 85 ms for u39 and z39) and ρc
settles down to similar values around 4 × 1014 [cgs]. In addition, we notice for
all metalicities that for α0 ≤ 10−2, the second collapse to a BH happens almost
at the same time as in GR. This can be noticed in Fig. 5.25 where α0 = 10−2:
all cases with β0 ≥ −4.75 collapse to a BH after ∼ 350 ms as opposed to the
α0 = 0.1 case (top panels of Fig. 5.24), the time of BH formation varies mildly
with β0.
• When α0 ≲ 10−2, we encounter multi-stage BHs with three or more stages
starting for β0 ≲ −5. For α0 ∼ 10−1 this happens for β0 ≲ −3.5. The collapse
moment to a strongly scalarized NS (labelled as t2 in the previous section) occurs
earlier as we decrease β0, but ρc always settles down to a similar value of order
1015 [cgs].
• For more negative β0, the scalarization appears to obstruct the collapse to a BH
and our simulations lead to finite densities O(1015) [cgs], possibly following more
than two jumps, but the magnitude of the jumps in ρc become smaller. The
boundary between this set of models and the multi-stage BH one cannot be fully
resolved in the β0 space.
• For β0 ∈ [−14,−12] we started seeing prompt high-compactness NSs (for α0 ≤
10−2). For α0 = 10−1 this happens earlier.
In summary, as β0 decreases from 0, we always have four scenarios in the same
order: 2-stage BH, multi-stage BH, multi-stage NS, prompt high-compactness NS, with
the β0 transition boundaries varying mildly with α0. The small oscillations seen in ρc,
in particular after the third collapse (for example, for β0 = −7 in the right panel of
Fig. 5.24) were noticed by the authors of [43] who argue that they are specific to a
star transitioning to a strongly scalarized state [42].

































































Fig. 5.26 Distribution of the collapse scenarios described in Sec. 5.5 for a 39 solar mass
progenitor with EOS3 and solar (top), 10−4 solar (centre) and primordial (bottom)
metallicity. The color coding is as follows: black (2-stage BH), purple (multi-stage
BH), orange (multi-stage NS), yellow (prompt high-compactness NS) and red (prompt
low-compactness NS).
5.6.2 EOS3
In this section we study the behaviour of stars with EOS3. To illustrate the gen-
eral behaviour, we choose six cases: s39 and α0 = 10−2, 10−4 (Fig. 5.27), u39 and
α0 = 10−2, α0 = 10−4 (Fig. 5.28) and z39 and α0 = 10−1, α0 = 10−3 (Fig. 5.29). We
plot the time evolution of ρc for β0 values ranging from 0 to −20 in each case and
we include the GR case (black line) for reference. We discuss the the results from
progenitor s39 separately.
Progenitor s39
As noticed in Sec. 5.2.2, in GR this progenitor leads to the formation of a neu-
tron star. The distribution of the different collapse scenarios is straightforward: for
β0 ≳ −8.5 we obtained prompt low-compactness NSs; for β0 ≲ −10 we obtain prompt
high-compactness NSs, and in between there is a regime of multi-stage NSs. We plot
the evolution of ρc for α0 = 10−2, 10−4 and various β0 in Fig. 5.27. All stars undergo
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Fig. 5.27 Evolution in time of the central baryon density in GR (black line) and in
massive ST theory for different values of β0. The progenitor used is s39 with EOS3 and
the other scalar parameters are µ = 10−14 eV, α0 = 10−2 (left) and α0 = 10−4 (right).
a first collapse at t ∼ 122 ms. For prompt low-compactness NS, ρc settles down to
∼ 4 × 1014 [cgs]. We can see in the top left insets of the plots that the more compact
NSs actually undergo two collapse stages in rapid succession. Similarly to the models
using EOS1, for more negative β0 values the second jump in ρc becomes smaller and
occurs sooner.
Progenitors u39 and z39
In GR these progenitors lead to a BH and their collapse scenario when varying
β0 is similar to that observed for EOS1, though the intervals in β0 for each category
are different. The range for which a BH is reached after several stages is smaller; the
same applies to the multi-stage NS case. Several models with β0 ∈ [−8,−7] developed
considerable numerical noise and could not be continued. We did not classify these
cases which limits the resolution of the interpolation in the bottom two heatmaps in
Fig. 5.26.
5.6.3 EOSa
None of our simulations for this equation of state has led to BH formation. Our
study of the α0, β0 parameter space for 39 M⊙ progenitors leads to similar conclusions
(irrespective of metallicity) to the case of s39 with EOS3: prompt low-compactness
NSs for large β0 and high-compactness NSs for very negative β0.
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Fig. 5.28 Same as Fig. 5.27 for progenitor z39, EOS3 with α0 = 10−2 (left) and
α0 = 10−4 (right).





































































Fig. 5.29 Same as Fig. 5.27 for progenitor z39, EOS3 with α0 = 10−1 (left) and
α0 = 10−3 (right).
5.7 Approximate universality under changes of the
scalar mass
So far we have considered only simulations with scalar mass µ = 10−14 eV. In this
section we discuss the impact of the scalar mass µ on the waveforms.
5.7.1 Theoretical considerations
The asymptotic behaviour of the wave signal under its dispersive propagation is
determined by Eq. (3.92) for the frequency and Eq. (3.96) for the amplitude of the
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signal. The dependence of the propagated signal on the scalar mass µ and its associated
frequency ω∗ becomes clearer if we rewrite the solution in terms of dimensionless
quantities. For this purpose, we define the rescaled frequency, radius and time by
Ω̄ = Ω
ω∗
, r̄ex = ω∗rex ,
t̄ = ω∗t , r̄ = ω∗r . (5.2)
With this notation, we can rewrite Eqs. (3.92), (3.97), (3.96) as






Ω̄2 − 1(r̄ − r̄ex) − Ω̄t̄−
π







Abs[σ̃(Ω; rex)] . (5.3)
We have thus been able to absorb much of the dependence on the scalar mass in
terms of a simple rescaling of radius, time and frequency. But two issues remain: (i)
a factor of ω∗ is present in the amplitude A(t̄, r̄) and (ii) the phase and amplitude
implicitly depend on the scalar mass through the phase and amplitude of the Fourier
transform σ̃(Ω, rex). Further progress requires information about the signal at rex.
More specifically, we can exploit two features that we find to be satisfied approximately
in the generation of scalar radiation in stellar collapse in ST theory.
The first observation is that the scalar field at the centre of the star evolves largely
independently of the scalar mass. Likewise, the scalar profile φ(r) at late stages in the
evolution is independent of the scalar mass (always assuming that the other parameters
of the configuration are held fixed). This suggests that in the region of wave generation
σ(t, r) [rather than σ(t̄, r̄)] is approximately independent of the scalar mass. Let us
take this as a working hypothesis and compute its implications.









σ(t̄/ω∗; rex)eiΩ̄t̄dt̄ . (5.4)
Now we employ the second empirical observation. Near the star, the dynamics in
the scalar field are dominated by the sudden transition from weak (or zero) to strong
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scalarization. The time dependence of the scalar field at a given radius is therefore
approximated by a Heaviside function, σ(t, rex) ∼ f(rex)H(t). The Heaviside function
satisfies H(t) = H(at) for a = const ∈ R and we can use σ(t̄/ω∗; rex) = σ(t̄; rex) in









σ̃(Ω̄; rex) . (5.5)
We thus acquire a factor 1/ω∗ in the amplitude of σ̃(Ω; rex) and no change in its phase
and Eqs. (5.3) become






Ω̄2 − 1(r̄ − r̄ex) − Ω̄t̄−
π







Abs[σ̃(Ω̄; rex)] . (5.6)
This gives us a universal expression for the wave signal which depends on the scalar
mass ω∗ only through the rescaling of time, radius and frequency according to Eq. (5.2).
In other words, if we know the signal [Ω(t, r), ϕ(t, r), A(t, r)] for a configuration with
mass parameter ω∗,1, we obtain the signal for the same configuration in ST theory with
ω∗,2 by replacing t → λt, r → λr, Ω → Ω/λ, (ϕ,A) → (ϕ,A) with λ = ω∗,1/ω∗,2.
5.7.2 Results
The universality under changes in the scalar mass ω∗ will only hold approximately for
a number of reasons. (i) At least at small radii, the wave propagation will be governed
by the field equations (3.31)-(3.33) rather than the Klein-Gordon equation underlying
the calculations of this section. (ii) The time dependence of the scalar field near the
source is only approximately of Heaviside shape. (iii) Especially for large scalar mass
parameters, we expect the function σ(t, r) no longer to be independent of the value
ω∗ as the Compton wavelength approaches the size of the stellar core. For example, a
Compton wavelength λc < 1 000 km corresponds to a scalar mass µ > 1.97 × 10−13 eV
and frequency ω∗ > 300 s−1. (Note that such large values of the scalar mass are no
longer ideal for tests with GW observations as the contributions relevant for LIGO-Virgo
partially fall inside the exponentially suppressed regime ω < ω∗).
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Fig. 5.30 GW signal σ(t, rex) extracted from the collapse of s12 progenitor model with
EOS5 at ω∗rex = 5.07 for different values of the scalar mass µ ∈ [2×10−15 eV, 10−13 eV].
The overall amplitude increases monotonically with decreasing µ. For reference, we
also show the wave signal obtained for µ = 0 (dashed curve). In this case, we cannot
rescale the time with ω∗; and instead measure time in seconds as labeled on the upper
horizontal axis.
So how well is the universality predicted by Eqs. (5.6) satisfied in practice? To
address this question we have numerically explored a range of configurations. For each
of these, we have fixed α0, β0, the EOS and the progenitor model and then performed
a one-parameter study varying µ in the range 2 × 10−15 eV ≤ µ ≤ 10−13 eV. All of
these cases exhibit the characteristic behaviour we illustrate in Figs. 5.30 and 5.31.
The wave amplitude σ in Fig. 5.30 has been extracted from the core collapse
simulations at rescaled extraction radius r̄ex = 5.07 = (µ/10−14 eV)−1 × 105 km. We
have shifted the signals in time such that their peaks align at t̄ = 0. The main difference
of the signals is a monotonic drop in amplitude as µ increases; the strongest signal (for
µ = 2 × 10−15 eV) exceeds the weakest one (for µ = 10−13 eV) by a factor of about 2.5.
For scalar mass values µ < 2 × 10−15 eV, simulations over several wave cycles become
prohibitively costly (recall that the corresponding physical time scales ∝ 1/µ). We
have, however, performed short simulations up to the first strong peak in the signal.
This peak, shifted to t̄ = 0 in Fig. 5.30, corresponds to the core bounce at t = O(0.1) s
and can be computed in shorter simulations lasting up to about t ≈ rex. We find
the monotonic trend in the amplitude to continue with an upper bound given by the
limiting case µ = 0. The wave signal σ(t) resulting from this limit can no longer be
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Fig. 5.31 The wave signals of Fig. 5.30 propagated according to Eqs. (3.92), (3.96) to
ω∗r = 1.56 × 1013 = (µ/10−14 eV)−1 10 kpc. As expected, the curves for the rescaled
frequency Ω/ω∗ overlap in the upper panel. The amplitude in the lower panel shows a
mild increase as we decrease the scalar mass µ.
rescaled according to Eq. (5.2) since ω∗ = 0; instead, we have included it in Fig. 5.30
(black dashed curve) as a function of physical time t denoted on the upper horizontal
axis.
Amplitude and frequency of the corresponding waveforms propagated to ω∗r =
1.56×1013 = (µ/10−14 eV)−1 10 kpc are shown in Fig. 5.31. We find the same monotonic
increase of the wave amplitude as µ decreases from 10−13 eV to 2 × 10−15 eV with,
again, an overall factor of about 2.5 between the extreme cases. As expected from
Eq. (5.6), the rescaled frequencies Ω̄(r̄) agree exactly. We have explored in the same
way other configurations differing from this case in the ST or EOS parameters or the
mass of the stellar progenitor model. All cases show the same behaviour: the rescaled
frequency is independent of the scalar mass µ when plotted as a function of rescaled
time t̄ whereas the amplitude shows a monotonic increase by an overall factor of about
1.5 to 3 as µ decreases from 2 × 10−15 eV to 10−13 eV.
Our result suggests an approximate universality of the wave signals when expressed
in terms of rescaled frequency, time and radius Ω̄ = Ω/ω∗, t̄ = ω∗t, r̄ = ω∗r. Whereas
this result is rigorous (within the SPA) for the frequency, its validity for the amplitude
has to be taken with a grain of salt; no matter how many configurations we test
empirically, we can never exclude the possibility that configurations outside this test
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Fig. 5.32 Amplitudes of φc (top row) and σ (bottom row) for several β0 and µ values.
The simulations used α0 = 10−3 (left panels) and α0 = 10−4 (right panels). The
progenitor used for these simulation was s39 with EOSa. The waveform amplitudes
confirm the approximate scaling with the scalar mass µ for the entire tested β0 range.
space depart from the observed pattern. Furthermore, the result for µ = 0 in Fig. 5.30
indicates that for yet smaller masses, we may have to allow for an extra factor of a
few in the amplitude scaling. A similar conclusion can be drawn when using a heavier
progenitor and extracting at smaller radii; results for the collapse and rescaling of u41
with EOS1 are included in Appendix B.3 where we extract the signals at ω∗rex = 0.91
and ω∗rex = 1.83.
In summary, once we have computed a wave signal from a configuration for some
value of µ, the signal for the (otherwise) identical configuration with a different scalar
mass µ̂ can be obtained by a linear rescaling of the argument and result of the frequency
Ω(t) while an approximate estimate of the amplitude A(t) can be obtained by a rescaling
of the time (but not of A). The frequency scaling is exact within the SPA whereas the
amplitude scaling is approximate to within a factor of a few.
As a further check we have explored whether the onset of strong scalarization as
shown in the heat maps in Figs. 5.10, 5.11, 5.12 depends on the scalar mass µ. The
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Fig. 5.33 Left panel: The frequency-domain power spectrum of the scalar field σ≡rφ
at the extraction sphere and 1 light second further out; the exponential decay of
frequencies f <ω∗/(2π) can be clearly seen. This simulation was performed for a s12
with µ=10−14 eV, α0 =10−4, and β0 =−20. Center panel: The time-domain scalar field
profiles for the two curves shown in the left panel; during the 1 s of propagation the
signal becomes increasingly oscillatory, and the long-lived memory effect is exponentially
suppressed. Right panels: The amplitude (top) and frequency (bottom) as functions of
time for the scalar field φ from the same simulation as the other panels but at a distance
of 10 kpc (it is not practical to plot the long, highly oscillatory time-domain signals
at large distances). Also shown by the dotted and dashed curves are the amplitude
profiles from other simulations using α0 = 10−2 and α0 = 100; the amplitude of the
scalar field depends relatively weakly on α0. For the simulations shown here, the energy
radiated in scalar GWs is ∼ 10−3 M⊙.
answer is no for all configurations we have tested (see Fig. 5.32); while the degree of
strong scalarization mildly weakens for larger µ, the transition occurs at the same β0
independent of the value of µ. Again, we cannot exclude the possibility of exceptions
from this rule outside our test space.
5.8 LIGO detections
5.8.1 Classification
GW signals from stellar collapse in ST theory may show up in several ways in existing
LIGO-Virgo searches. In each case there is, in principle, a smoking gun which allows
the signal to be distinguished from other types of sources. Here, it is argued that a new
dedicated program to search for ST core collapse signals is not needed; however, the
results of this work should be kept in mind in analyzing results from existing searches.
Monochromatic searches – The highly dispersed signal [described by Eq. (3.96), see
right panels in Fig. 5.33] at large distances can last for many years and is nearly
monochromatic on time scales of ≲ 1 month. Quasimonochromatic GWs with slowly
evolving frequency may also be generated by rapidly rotating nonaxisymmetric neutron
stars; the scalar signals described in this Chapter can be distinguished from neutron
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stars by the scalar polarization content and the highly characteristic frequency evolution
described in Eq. (3.92).
These signals may be detected by existing monochromatic searches and allow for the
determination of the scalar mass from the frequency change ḟ . The signals may show up
in all-sky searches; however, greater sensitivities can be achieved via directed searches
at known nearby supernovae (all-sky searches achieved sensitivities that constrain
h≲9.7×10−25 [95], whereas model-based, directed searches at a supernova remnant
have achieved sensitivities of h≲2.3×10−25 [96] at frequencies ∼150 Hz). Methods to
detect signals of any polarization content have been presented in Ref. [97]; note that
interferometers are a factor ∼ 2 less sensitive to scalar than tensor GWs. A directed
search should begin within a few months to years of the supernova observation and
may last for decades with sensitivity improving as time−1/2 (see the amplitude as a
function of time in Fig. 5.33). In fact, the amplitude can remain at detectable levels for
so long that directed searches aimed at historical nearby supernovae (e.g. SN1987A2)
may be worthwhile; a nondetection from such a search can place the most stringent
constraints to date on certain regions of the massive ST parameter space, (µ, α0, β0).
In any monochromatic search there would be two smoking gun features indicating
an origin of hyperscalarized core collapse in massive ST theory: the scalar polarization
content, and the long signal duration with gradual frequency evolution according to
Eq. 3.92. Our simulations suggest that the intrinsic amplitude of the scalar field is
insensitive to α0, β0, and µ over wide parameter ranges. However, the GW strain
scales linearly with the coupling; h ∝ α0φ. Extrapolating the results in Fig. 5.33
suggests that if a supernova at 10 kpc were to be observed and followed up by a
directed monochromatic search by aLIGO at design sensitivity, the coupling could be
constrained to α0≲3× 10−4 (assuming no signal was in fact observed) which compares
favorably with the impressive Cassini bound in the massless case [52].
Stochastic searches – As shown above, stellar core collapse in massive ST theory can
generate large amplitude signals, allowing them to be detected at greater distances.
However, the signals propagate dispersively, spreading out in time and developing a
sharp spectral cutoff at the frequency of the scalar mass. The long duration signals
from distant sources can overlap to form a stochastic background of scalar GWs with a
characteristic spectral shape around this frequency.
Burst searches – If the scalar field is light (µ≲10−20eV) then signals originating within
the galaxy will not be significantly dispersed [e.g. the spread in arrival times across the
2For µ = 10−14 eV, for example, we obtain for SN1987A a frequency Ω/(2π) ≈ 128 Hz and rate of
change Ω̇/(2π) ≈ 2 Hz/yr, using distance D := r − rex = 51.2 kpc and time t−D = 30 yr.
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LIGO bandwidth, (10 – 103) Hz, for a source at 10 kpc is ≲1 s]. These short-duration,
burstlike scalar GW signals may be detected using strategies similar to those used to
search for standard core collapse supernovae in GR. However, for these light scalar
fields the observational constraints on the coupling constants α0 and β0 rule out the
hyperscalarized signals shown in Fig. 5.9 and the amplitudes are similar to those
reported in Ref. [46].
5.8.2 Potential scalar waveforms observations
Any GW detector, small compared to the GW wavelength λ= 1/f , measures the
electric components of the Riemann tensor R0i0j [5]. The symmetries of the tensor
suggest 6 independent components which are related to the 6 components of the spatial
metric tensor. A gravitational wave propagating in the z-direction can be expressed in
terms of 6 possible polarizations:
hij =

hB + h+ h× hV1
h× hB − h+ hV2
hV1 hV2 hL
 . (5.7)
The detector(s) will output a total signal
s(t) = n(t) + h(t) , (5.8)
where n(t) represents the noise in the interferometer.
The contribution for each polarization is weighted by angular pattern functions Fi
(eqs. (131)-(132) from [5]):
h = F+h+ + F×h× + FBhB + FLhL + FV1hV1 + FV2hV2 . (5.9)
We characterize the noise contribution to the output using the one-sided noise
power spectral density Sn(f) [98]:
⟨ñ(f)ñ∗(f ′)⟩ = 12δ(f − f
′)Sn(f) , (5.10)
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where ⟨·⟩ represents the expectation of the noise. For the Fourier transform we again
use the convention:
h̃ (f, r) =
∫ +∞
−∞
h (t, r) e2πiftdt , (5.11)
h (t, r) =
∫ +∞
−∞
h̃ (f, r) e−2πiftdf , (5.12)
where h̃(f) is the Fourier transform of h(t). Thus, the signal to noise ratio (SNR)








The Jordan frame metric perturbation is determined by the scalar field φ (the
tensorial GW degrees of freedom vanish in spherical symmetry). In massless ST theory,
the R0i0j 3-tensor is transverse to the GW wave vector, R0i0j ∝δij −kikj . This is called




α0r (φ− φ0) , (5.14)
where r is the extraction radius, φ is the scalar field evaluated at r, D is the distance
between the detector and the source and α0 determines the coupling between the scalar
field and the detector. In massive ST theory, there is an additional longitudinal mode,
R0i0j ∝kikj, with suppressed amplitude hL =(ω∗/ω)2hB [5]. A GW interferometer
responds identically (up to a sign) to both of these polarizations meaning they cannot
be distinguished [5]; henceforth we refer to the overall measurable scalar signal with
amplitude
h = FBhB + FLhL . (5.15)
The angular pattern functions for the breathing and longitudinal mode are:




The observation period in our computation is of the order of a few months, during















= 115 . (5.17)
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The duration of a burst-like signal is short, in which case we should calculate the
SNR as defined in Eq. (5.13). But, as deduced in Sec. 3.4.4, after its propagation over
a long distance, the signal can be written as σ(t; r) = rφ = ℜ
{
Amp(t; r) ei Phase(t;r)
}
,
with Ω, Amp and Phase defined in Eqs. (3.92),(3.96)-(3.97). Since Ω/Ω̇ ≫ observation
period (T ), the signal is quasimonochromatic and σ ∼ Amp × cosΩt.











where the new amplitude and frequency is quasi-constant during the observation period.








df |h̃(f)|2 . (5.20)






































As mentioned before, Amp and Ω are quasi-constant during the observation period
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Fig. 5.34
√
So for quasimonochromatic GWs emitted during stellar collapse for several
(α0, β0) values and µ = 10−14 eV using progenitor s39 with EOS1 (left) and EOS3
(right). We consider an observation period of T = 2 months of a signal from a source
placed at D = 10 kpc from the detector. The different points mark the SNR obtained
when starting the observation period at different time intervals after the collapse: from
1 year (the points furthest to the right, corresponding to the highest frequency) to 1000
years (the point furthest to the left, corresponding to the lowest frequency). The exact
moments considered are: t = 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 250, 500, 1000 years. We compare√
So to the expected sensitivity curves of LIGO, the Einstein Telescope and Cosmic
Explorer.
As the observation period is of the order of a few months, the second term is
















× Amp . (5.25)
5.8.3 Results
In this section we are using Eq. 5.25 to calculate optimal SNRs. These are applicable
to targeted, directed and all-sky searches, though different monochromatic searches
have different thresholds.





are the most frequently plotted quantities in literature [98]. We use the latter quantity
integrated over the observation period as measurement of the strength of our signals
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Fig. 5.35
√
So for quasimonochromatic GWs emitted during stellar collapse for several
(α0, β0) pairs and µ = 10−14 eV. The left column represents EOS1 and the right column
EOS3. The top row represents u39 and the bottom row z39. The source distance and



















Sn(Ω/2π)) for a detection period of T = 2 months from sources
placed at D = 10 kpc from the detector. We consider several α0, β0 parameters with
µ = 10−14 eV and progenitors: s39 with EOS1, EOS3 (Fig. 5.34), u39 with EOS1, EOS3
(top row panels of Fig. 5.35) and z39 with EOS1, EOS3 (bottom row panels of Fig. 5.35).
We have selected strongly scalarized models which form prompt highly-compact NSs
as well as a handful of parameters near the β0 threshold for hyperscalarization which
produces strong signals. For EOSa, we have chosen only strongly scalarized cases for
all 39 M⊙ progenitors which we plot in Fig. 5.36 and in the left panel of Fig. 5.37. We
assume the observation starts at time t after the star collapse occurs, where for t we
consider the following values: 1, 3, 10, 30, 100, 250, 500 and 1000 years. For all cases
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So for quasimonochromatic GWs emitted during stellar collapse for various
α0 values using progenitors u39 (left panel) and z39 (right panel) with EOSa. The
other ST parameters are β0 = −29 and µ = 10−14 eV. The source distance and time
intervals are the same as in Fig. 5.34.
we consider an observation period of T = 2 months. We compare our results to the
expected sensitivity curves of LIGO, Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer.
Our analysis suggests that with current LIGO capabilities we should be able to
detect signals up to 30 years after we observe a Supernova, provided α0 ≳ 10−3. When
Cosmic Explorer will be in operation, we may see signals even 1000 years after such
an event, meaning we can rely on historic observations. On the other hand, a lack of
scalar radiation from a SN will allow us to constrain the coupling α0 < 10−4, which is
considerably stronger than the Cassini bound in the massless case. A more negative β0
(we plot
√
So for β0 = −50 in the right panel of Fig. 5.37) leads to improved chances
of detection, providing us with an avenue to constrain this parameter as well.
5.9 Conclusions
In this Chapter we have performed the first extensive study of spherically symmetric
core-collapse in massive ST theory in which we cover a wide range of equations of state
and progenitor models, as well as a vast section of the scalar parameter space centred
around the threshold for hyperscalarization. A stronger scalar field delays gravitational
collapse to the point of impeding BH formation.
For mildly negative values of the quadratic coefficient β0 in the conformal factor, we
recover the two well-known collapse scenarios in GR, the formation of a neutron star
(NS) and the formation of a black hole (BH) resulting from continued accretion onto a
proto NS. For sufficiently negative values of β0, we encounter three collapse scenarios
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So for quasimonochromatic GWs emitted during stellar collapse for various
α0 values using progenitor s39 with EOSa and β0 = −29 (left panel) and EOS1, EOS3
with β0 = −50 (right panel). The scalar mass used is µ = 10−14 eV. The source distance
and time intervals are the same as in Fig. 5.34.
qualitatively different from those in GR, the formation of a BH following multiple NS
stages, the multi-stage formation of a strongly scalarized NS and the prompt formation
of a strongly scalarized NS.
The fate of a progenitor (with fixed equation of state) in GR dictates the distribution
of these five collapse scenarios as we vary the scalar parameters. As we change β0
from zero towards negative values, only two possible successions of collapse scenarios
are possible. The first sequence is: 2-stage BH formation, multi-stage BH formation,
multi-stage formation of a strongly scalarized NS, prompt formation of a strongly
scalarized NS. The second sequence is prompt formation of a low-compactness weakly
scalarized NS, multi-stage formation of a strongly scalarized NS, prompt formation of a
strongly scalarized NS. The boundaries between the different classes can vary with the
equation of state, the metalicity or the mass of the progenitor, but for every progenitor
we encounter either or the other sequence, depending on whether the star forms a BH
or a NS in GR.
The different scenarios are reflected in the scalar field (which mirrors the matter
density evolution) and, as a consequence, in the scalar radiation. The scalar mass
causes the GW signal to disperse as it propagates and by the time it would reach
a detector the signal will retain little information with regard to its source, but it
carries a highly characteristic imprint of the massive ST theory. Over a wide range of
massive ST theory parameters, we find that the resulting gravitational-wave signals
will be strong enough to reach SNRs ≳ 20 over long periods of time, even up to several
centuries. This implies potential detection through the study of historical supernovae
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or, through non-detection, the most stringent constraints on the (α0, β0) parameter
space of massive ST theory.
Chapter 6
Scalar Tensor Theory with
self-interacting potential
The main purpose of this chapter is to perform a systematic exploration of the impact
of higher-order terms in the scalar potential and test the robustness of the inverse-chirp
signals found in massive ST theory.
This chapter and Appendix C is based on material published in [99], authored
together with Christopher Moore, Michalis Agathos and Ulrich Sperhake. The theoret-
ical analysis of the toy model was covered by C. Moore. The numerical integration of
the non-linear Klein Gordon equation was implemented by U. Sperhake. The author
generalised the core collapse code to include self-interacting potentials and performed
the simulations and analysis for up to and including the octic term.
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have computed the GW signals in massive ST gravity and
demonstrated how the gravitational collapse of stellar cores leads to highly characteristic
signals, stretched out over years or even centuries by the dispersive nature of the mass
term, that would show up in existing LIGO-Virgo searches. Most recently, a first
exploration of stellar collapse in ST theory with a mass and a quartic self-interaction
term has identified the possibility of a weakening effect of the self-interaction term
on the magnitude of the GW signal [100]. As we will demonstrate in this section,
the generation of the inverse-chirp signals in massive ST theory, their amplitude and
propagation is astonishingly robust to modifications of the potential.
We study how the gravitational wave signal from stellar collapse in scalar-tensor
gravity varies under the influence of scalar self-interaction. To this end, we extract
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the gravitational radiation from numerical simulations of stellar collapse for a range of
potentials with higher-order terms in addition to the quadratic mass term. Our study
includes collapse to neutron stars and black holes and we find the strong inverse-chirp
signals obtained for the purely quadratic potential to be exceptionally robust under
changes in the potential at higher orders; quartic and sextic terms in the potential
lead to noticeable differences in the wave signal only if their contribution is amplified,
implying a relative fine-tuning to within 5 or more orders of magnitude between the
mass and self-interaction parameters.
6.2 Formalism
The formalism for this class of ST theories is the same as described in Sec. 3.2, the key
difference arising in the scalar potential formulation:












, with λn > 0 . (6.1)
Here, the scalar mass µ introduces a characteristic frequency




In this chapter we set µ = 10−14 eV corresponding to ω∗ = 15.2 s−1 or f∗ = 2.42 Hz.
Note that all λi in Eq. (6.1) are dimensionless and that we recover the massive but not
self-interacting case of Chapter 5 by setting λi = 0, and the massless case by setting
µ = 0.
Let us conclude this section with a summary of the free parameters in our ST theory.
The conformal factor is described by α0 and β0 and we have n further parameters
describing the self-interaction of the scalar field. In this chapter we restrict our attention
to the case n = 2 giving a total of four free parameters, α0, β0, λ1, λ2, additionally to
the four fixed parameters µ = 10−14 eV, Γ1 = 1.3, Γ2 = 2.5, Γth = 1.35 for the scalar
mass and the EOS.
6.3 Models and results
The computational framework for our core collapse simulations is again based on the
open source code which we modify such that the scalar potential is now given by
Eq. (6.1). As initial data for our simulations here we focus on two stellar models













































































Fig. 6.1 The effect of varying the quartic, λ1, term of the scalar field potential. Top-left
panel: the scalar field signal at the extraction radius 7 × 104 km. Bottom-left panel:
the band-passed scalar field signal at the extraction radius 7 × 104 km; modes with
frequencies less than ω∗ are set to 0. Right panel: the scalar field potential. The
progenitor used is a 41 M⊙ star of 10−4 solar metallicity and the scalar parameters are
α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20.
with 10−4 times solar metalicity and MZAMS = 39M⊙ and 41M⊙. We have studied a
wider range of initial models and also tested the effect of varying the EOS parameters;
the impact of the self-interaction terms λi on the GW generation exhibits a universal
character in all these simulations which is fully encapsulated by the models presented
in this section. Additional results can be found in Appendix C.
The one common feature of all our simulations is that they result in strong scalari-
sation of the compact stars formed during the collapse and, thus, lead to a large GW
signal for ST theory without self-interaction, i.e. for λi = 0. Let us first consider the
collapse of a 41 M⊙ progenitor model with 10−4 solar metallicity with ST parameters
α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. For λi = 0, the collapse of the baryon matter leads to core
bounce at t ≃ 0.07 s which generates a scalar wave signal σ = rexφ of O (105) at
extraction radius rex = 7 × 104 km. This signal is shown as the solid (orange) curve in
Fig. 6.1. During the collapse, the scalar field at the centre of the star rapidly increases
before levelling off at a magnitude of 0.38.




















































































Fig. 6.2 The effect of varying the sextic, λ2, term of the scalar field potential. Top-left
panel: the scalar field signal at the extraction radius 7 × 104 km. Bottom-left panel:
the band-passed scalar field signal at the extraction radius 7 × 104 km; modes with
frequencies less than ω∗ are set to 0. Right panel: the scalar field potential. The
progenitor used is a 41 M⊙ star of 10−4 solar metallicity and the scalar parameters are
α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20.
Next, we repeat this collapse simulation for non-zero λ1 but keeping all λi = 0
for i ≥ 2. Even though the potential changes dramatically as we increase λ1 (see the
right panel of Fig. 6.1), up to λ1 = 104, we observe no modifications in the scalar
wave signals (see upper left panel of Fig. 6.1) and the peak value of the scalar field at
the stellar centre remains 0.38. For λ1 ≳ 105, we start seeing a mild deviation of the
signal in the form of a slow drift. The low frequency modes associated with this drift,
however, will be screened during the propagation of the signals to large distances: all
modes with frequencies below ω∗ – 2.42 Hz in this case – decay exponentially at large
radii (Sec. 3.4). In the context of LIGO-Virgo observations, these modes are therefore
irrelevant. In order to asses the observationally relevant impact of λ1, we band pass
the signals by suppressing modes below ω∗. The result is shown in the bottom left
panel of Fig. 6.1 and demonstrates excellent agreement of all waveforms up to λ1 ≈ 106.
Increasing λ1 beyond this magnitude leads to a gradual reduction in the amplitude of
the scalar radiation.
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Fig. 6.3 The effect of varying the λ1 and λ2 parameters for models that lead to BH
formation. Top-left panel: the band-passed scalar field signal at the extraction radius
7 × 104 km; modes with frequencies less than ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom-left panel: the
central density until a BH is reached. Right panel: the scalar field potential. The
progenitor used is a 39 M⊙ star of 10−4 solar metallicity and the scalar parameters are
α0 = 10−3, β0 = −5.
In Fig. 6.2, we have repeated the same analysis but now varying λ2 while keeping
all other λi = 0. The observations are the same as for λ1 except that the sextic term
only exhibits visible deviations for λ2 ≳ 107 (instead of λ1 ≳ 105 for the quartic term).
This quantitative difference is not surprising given the additional suppression in the
sextic term by a factor ∼ φ2. We have obtained similar results when varying λ3: we
observe no significant deviation up to values of λ3 ≈ 108 but a reduction of the GW
amplitudes above this value. For λ3 = 1012, for example, we see a drop by about 50%
relative to the non-self-interacting case.
The scenario discussed so far represents a straightforward collapse of a low-density
star to a compact neutron star. Especially for high MZAMS progenitor models, however,
the outcome can reveal a more complex behaviour. The collapse may first form a
weakly scalarised neutron star which, through continued accretion, later migrates to
the strongly scalarised branch or the collapse may form a BH instead of a neutron star.
We now consider a model that exhibits all these features in one collapse. This model
consists of a 39 M⊙ progenitor with 10−4 solar metallicity collapsing in ST theory
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with α0 = 10−3, β0 = −5. For λi = 0, this star initially forms a weakly scalarised
compact core, as indicated by the first jump in the central density at t ≃ 0.09 s in the
bottom left panel of Fig. 6.3. Through accretion, the core becomes more massive and
eventually migrates to the strongly scalarised branch at t ≃ 0.35 s. This change in
scalarisation – the central value of the scalar field increases from nearly zero to 0.24 –
generates the first peak in the scalar wave signal in the upper left panel of Fig. 6.3.
As the core continues accreting and becomes yet more massive, ultimately a BH is
formed and the star descalarises in accordance with the no-hair theorems for BHs
[101, 102]. From the viewpoint of GW generation, this process is, in essence, a reversal
of the original scalarisation and, correspondingly, leads to a second peak at t ≃ 0.53 s
resembling a mirror image of the first peak. This scenario remains largely unchanged
when increasing λ1 up to 105 or, alternatively, λ2 up to 107. For larger values, we
eventually see a shift in the time of collapse to a BH: t ≃ 0.50 s for λ1 = 106 and at
t ≃ 0.49 s for λ2 = 108. For even larger values of the quartic and sextic parameters,
the scalarisation is weakened in accordance with our observations in the above cases.
Furthermore, the strongly scalarised stage becomes shorter; for λ1 = 107 or λ2 = 109
this stage disappears and the star collapses directly into a BH at t ≃ 0.35 s. This
observation indicates that strong scalarisation tends to delay BH formation.
Qualitatively, one may interpret an increase in the parameter λi at fixed β0 has an
effect similar to decreasing β0 for zero λi; as for example moving right to left in the
heatmaps in Fig. 5.23.
6.4 Self-interaction and wave propagation
The GW signal we may observe from a stellar collapse event in massive ST gravity is
affected by self-interaction terms in the potential in two ways: (i) the scalarisation of
the star and the corresponding local generation of a GW signal, and (ii) the propagation
of this signal from source to detector. In the previous section, we have addressed item
(i); GW generation is affected by the self-interaction terms only for enormous values of
the dimensionless coefficients λ1 and λ2. In this section we will discuss item (ii). We
begin by reviewing the case without self-interaction.
In ST theories with λi = 0, the GW signals at astrophysically large distances, d,
tend to a predictable inverse chirp (Sec. 3.4); at each instant in time the signal is
quasi-monochromatic with instantaneous frequency
Ω(t) = ω∗/
√
1 − (d/t)2 for t > d , (6.3)
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Here, σ(t) ≡ rexφ(t; rex) is the rescaled scalar field signal extracted at a radius rex in the
wave zone of a strong-field simulation (e.g. as obtained from our numerical simulations
at 7 × 104 km), and a tilde denotes a Fourier transform. Note that the scalar profile
near the source only enters into the expression for the amplitude of the signal at large
distances (not the frequency), and even then only through the modulus of its Fourier
transform (or power spectrum).
6.4.1 A toy model
The structure of the inverse chirp is due, almost entirely, to the dispersive nature of the
wave propagation, and not to any internal dynamics of the neutron star. To emphasise
this point let us consider the following toy model.
At large distances, the dynamics of the non-self-interacting scalar field are governed




φ+ µ2φ = 4πϱ , (6.5)
where ϱ is the source for the scalar field. Although this flat-space equation is only
expected to hold at large radii, in our toy model it will be used throughout spacetime.
Before the neutron star has scalarised there is no source term; however, after scalarisa-
tion the field is sourced by a small, static neutron star. We approximate this scenario
with a source function given by









if t ≥ 0
0 if t < 0
, (6.6)
where φ∗(x) parameterises the magnitude of the scalarisation, and τ is the typical
timescale over which scalarisation occurs. The field equation for our toy model, Eq. (6.5),
is linear and may be solved using a retarded Green’s function;
φ(x) =
∫
d4x G(x, x′)ϱ(x′) , (6.7)
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if t− t′ ≥ 0 else 0 , (6.8)
with χ(x, x′) = 12ηµν(x− x
′)µ(x− x′)ν and Jα denoting the Bessel functions of the first
kind. Evaluating the integral in Eq. (6.7) with the source in Eq. (6.6) gives











(t− t′)2 − r2
)
Wτ (t′)√
(t− t′)2 − r2
 if t ≥ r else 0.
(6.9)
This is the solution (written in terms of an integral to be evaluated numerically) for
the scalar field in our toy model; the first term is the familiar result for a massless field,
whilst the second “tail” term depends on µ and accounts for the dispersive nature of
the wave propagation. The result in Eq. (6.9) is plotted as a function of retarded time
Fig. 6.4 The scalar field as a function of retarded time in the toy model [Eq. (6.9)]
at three different distances from the origin: r = 10, 30, and 100. The other model
parameter values are µ = φ∗ = τ = 1, and λi = 0. As described in Sec. 3.4, the signal
becomes increasingly oscillatory at greater distances; the r = 10 curve has five maxima
in the plot range, the r = 30 curve has seven, whilst the r = 100 curve has ten.
t− r at several fixed radii in Fig. 6.4. Obviously our simple toy model has neglected
all of the interesting physics in the region surrounding the scalarising neutron star (for
example, it neglects the dynamical space-time curvature, the magneto-hydrodynamics
of the collapsing baryons, and the finite size and internal structure of the remnant).
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Nevertheless, the scalar profiles plotted in Fig. 6.4 bear a close resemblance to the
results of the full numerical simulation reported in Fig. 5.9 as well as the profiles for
the self-interacting scalar fields in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2. The fact that the qualitative
features of the true signal can be recovered by a simple toy model based solely on the
massive wave equation (6.7) serves to emphasise the point that, for non-self-interacting
scalar fields, the core collapse GW signal observed at large distances is determined
almost entirely by the dispersive nature of the wave propagation in flat space-time,
and not by the internal dynamics of the GW source.
We now turn our attention to self-interacting scalar fields [i.e. n > 0 in Eq. (6.1)].
The above analysis of our toy model cannot be repeated for this case because the flat
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= 4πϱ . (6.10)
However, the non-linear terms in this equation are only significant near the origin
where λkφ2k ∼ 1; at large distances the scalar field decays as φ ≲ 1/r (or faster).
Therefore, the propagation of the signal from the origin to some intermediate radius rex
where λ1φ2 ≪ 1 is governed by the full non-linear equation. However, the subsequent
propagation from rex out to the astrophysical distances d relevant for LIGO/Virgo
observations is once again governed, to an excellent approximation, by the linear
Eq. (6.5). Therefore, we expect that at very large distances the signal will still be an
inverse chirp as described by Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4).
6.4.2 Numerical integration of the non-linear Klein-Gordon
equation
The expectation from the above discussion is that higher-order effects in the potential
should not significantly affect the propagation of the gravitational wave signal provided
a sufficiently large rex is chosen. We test this hypothesis by numerically solving the
three dimensional Klein-Gordon equation (6.10) with ϱ = 0; here we do not source
a signal through some model function ϱ, but instead inject a genuine core collapse
waveform at r = rex and propagate it further outwards to r = d with the homogeneous
Klein-Gordon equation. Writing this equation in terms of the variable σ = rφ (and
restoring factors of ℏ), we obtain a one-dimensional wave equation that we evolve in
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characteristic coordinates (u := t− r, r) in the form of the first-order system
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. (6.11)
The specific injected signal in our case is given by the waveform σ(t, rex) extracted at
rex = 7 × 104 km from the collapse of a 12M⊙ progenitor in non-self-interacting ST
gravity with α0 = 10−2, β0 = −17. This is a representative example of a waveform
generated for a strongly scalarising star, but it here only serves as a common starting
signal for the Klein-Gordon evolutions; what we are interested in is how the propagation
of this signal from rex to d changes for different choices of the λi while setting all other
λi = 0 and fixing µ = 10−14 eV.
The signal propagated to d = 3 × 107 km with λ1 = 0 and λ1 = 1010, respectively,
is shown by the two curves in the top row of Fig. 6.5. For λ1 = 106 and λ1 = 108 the
curves would be indistinguishable from the λ1 = 0 case in this plot and we therefore
do not include them. The differences in the propagated signals for all self-interacting
cases relative to the λ1 = 0 signal are shown in the three remaining rows of Fig. 6.5;
note that this deviation increases linearly with λ1 but remains well below the percent
level even for λ1 = 108.
Even within the relatively simple framework of the characteristic Klein-Gordon
equation, it is not feasible to compute the propagation of the signal to distances of the
order of 10 kpc, typical for galactic LIGO sources. We have, however, repeated the above
numerical analysis for d = 6 × 107 km to assess how our findings change with extraction
radius. We find no significant difference; the analogous plot for d = 6 × 107 km is
barely distinguishable from Fig. 6.5. In conclusion, the propagation of the wave signal
in ST theory with higher-order self-interaction terms remains essentially unchanged
relative to the massive case studied in Chapter 5, provided λ1 ≲ 108. For larger values
of λ1, significant quantitative deviations arise but do not change the “inverse-chirp”
character nor the oscillatory pattern of the signal. This result is in agreement with a
rough estimate of the accumulation of deviations in the self-interacting case: Over a
distance d, the leading extra terms in the potential are of order O(d−2) and the total
accumulated deviation is dominated by the contributions at small distance from the
source. From Figs. 6.1-6.3, we see that the scalar field reaches values of the order
of 10−5 at rex = 7 × 104 km, so that λ1φ2 ∼ 1 for λ1 = 1010, which is precisely the
magnitude of λ1 where deviations in the scalar wave propagation become significant.























































Fig. 6.5 A representative scalar wave signal is injected at rex = 7 × 104 km and then
propagated according to Eq. (6.11) to d = 3 × 107 km for λ1 = 0, 106, 108 and 1010,
respectively. The top row shows the signals thus obtained at d = 3 × 107 km; the
waveforms for λ1 = 106 and λ1 = 108 would be indistinguishable from the λ1 = 0
curve and are not included to avoid confusion. Note that it would be impossible to
resolve the long and highly oscillatory signal over its entire duration in this figure and
we instead display 3 segments of length 1 s each around u=0, 50 and 90 s. The three
following rows respectively show the difference of the three signals propagated with
self-interacting potential from the λ1 = 0 case. Note that the deviation grows linearly
with λ1 and is negligible up to about λ1 = 108.
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For the sixth-order and higher terms in the potential, the same argument holds
even more emphatically: The λ2 term in the potential falls of with d−4 and has even
less impact on the wave propagation than the quartic terms and likewise for λ3 etc.
6.5 Conclusions
Scalar-tensor theories are perhaps the theoretically most well understood of all possible
modifications to the general theory of relativity. In such theories compact objects,
such as neutron stars, can undergo spontaneous scalarization [15], where the scalar
field inside the star grows rapidly to large values of order O(1). This process, and
the accompanying GW signal produced, has been studied dynamically during the core
collapse process by a number of authors [40–46, 92].
If the scalar is endowed with a mass (i.e. a quadratic potential) a much wider range
of the theory’s parameter space is compatible with present observational constraints,
allowing for a significantly enhanced magnitude of the scalarization, and the GW signal
gets distorted by the effects of dispersion and tends to a universal inverse-chirp profile.
In this Chapter we have investigated the effects of self-interaction in the scalar field
(i.e. a more complicated potential including several higher-order terms). Our results
should be compared with those of Ref. [100] where the case of the quartic potential was
studied and it was found that self-interaction can suppress the scalarisation effect. Our
results are consistent with this conclusion, but we note that such suppression requires a
great deal of fine-tuning of the parameters of the potential. For example, when including
a quartic φ4 term, the dimensionless coefficient must be artificially set to a factor of
≳ 105 larger than the leading quadratic term before there is any noticeable effect (see
Fig. 6.1). The main conclusion of our study is that the scalarisation phenomenon is
incredibly robust against the effects of scalar self-interaction.
We have also demonstrated that the important features of the wave propagation are
unaffected by the presence of self-interaction in the scalar potential. In particular, the
observed signal still tends to the same universal inverse-chirp profile at large distances.
This apparent insensitivity to the detailed shape of the potential may be both a
blessing and a curse. On the one hand it allows a very simple and robust prediction of
the expected GW signal to be made. However, if such a signal should ever be detected
it will make it very difficult to observationally study any details of physics in the scalar
sector, beyond measuring the scalar field mass.
Chapter 7
Superkicks from eccentric binary
BH collisions
In this chapter we study BH binaries in General Relativity, specifically eccentric merging
BHs with initially antiparallel spins lying in the orbital plane. Binary eccentricity boosts
the recoil of the merger remnant by up to 25% which might have important consequences
for the retention of stellar-mass black holes in star clusters and supermassive black
holes in galactic hosts. There is no symmetry in this scenario, thus we need to use the
full numerical three-dimensional approximation of Einstein equations, as described in
Sec. 2.2.3.
This chapter is based on material published in [104] in collaboration with Ulrich
Sperhake, Davide Gerosa and Emanuele Berti. The simulations were performed by U.
Sperhake and the author. The results analysis was performed by all authors.
7.1 Introduction
According to Einstein’s theory of GR, gravitational waves carry energy, angular mo-
mentum and linear momentum. In a binary BH system the emission of energy and
angular momentum causes the orbit to shrink, eventually leading to the merger of the
two BHs. The emission of linear momentum imparts a recoil (or kick) to the merger
remnant [105–107].
Calculations based on post-Newtonian (PN) theory found BH recoil speeds1 of
O(100) km/s [108–110]. Numerical relativity (NR) simulations, however, show that
BH recoils can be more than an order of magnitude larger. This is because the vast
1Speeds are dimensionless in natural units (c = G = 1). Therefore, the recoil imparted to a BH
does not depends on the total mass of the system.
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majority of the linear momentum is emitted during the last few orbits and merger,
where spin interactions are particularly prominent and analytic descriptions within the
PN framework become inaccurate. In particular, in 2007 several groups realized that
binary BHs with spins lying in the orbital plane and anti-parallel to each other might
receive superkicks as large as ∼ 3500 km/s [111–113]. Subsequent studies found that
even larger kicks, up to ∼ 5000 km/s, can be reached by further fine-tuning the spin
directions [114, 115]. Large kicks strongly affect the dominant mode of gravitational
waveforms [116–118], and therefore it should be possible to directly measure their
effect with future GW observations [119, 120]. Further studies targeted hyperbolic
encounters [121] and ultrarelativistic collisions (which are not expected to occur in
astrophysical settings) [122], where kicks can reach 104 km/s. We refer to [123–125]
for more extensive reviews on the phenomenology of BH recoils.
The occurrence of superkicks has striking astrophysical consequences for both stellar-
mass and supermassive BHs. In particular, BH recoils predicted by NR simulations
should be compared to the escape speeds of typical astrophysical environments [126].
The stellar-mass BH binaries observed by LIGO and Virgo may form dynamically in
globular clusters [127], which present escape velocities in the range 10-50 km/s. These
values are smaller even than typical recoil velocities of nonspinning BH binaries [128],
which implies that a large fraction of stellar-mass BHs merging in those environments
is likely to be ejected [129] (see [130] for a complementary study on intermediate-mass
BHs in globular clusters). This may not be the case for environments with larger
escape speeds such as nuclear star clusters [131] or accretion disks in active galactic
nuclei [132, 133], which might therefore retain a majority of their merger remnants. If
able to pair again, the BHs in such an environment can form “second generation” GW
events detectable by LIGO and Virgo [134].
The supermassive BH mergers targeted by LISA and pulsar-timing arrays (PTAs)
may also be significantly affected by large recoils. Superkicks of O(1000) km/s exceed
the escape speed of even the most massive elliptical galaxies in our Universe. If
supermassive BHs are efficiently ejected from their galactic hosts, this decreases their
occupation fraction [135] and, consequently, LISA event rates [136, 137]. Spin-alignment
processes of both astrophysical [138–141] and relativistic [142, 143] nature are commonly
invoked to mitigate this effect.
Recoils are driven by asymmetries in the merging binary [144, 145]: no kick can be
imparted if linear momentum is emitted isotropically in all directions.
For instance, an equal-mass nonspinning binary does not recoil by symmetry.
Unequal masses or misaligned spins, however, introduce asymmetries in the GW
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Fig. 7.1 Superkicks for eccentric binary BHs with equal masses and spins of magnitude
χ1 = χ2 = 0.596 ≃ 0.6. Left: The maximum kick velocity vmax as a function of the
linear momentum parameter. The largest kicks correspond to moderate eccentricity and
exceed the quasicircular value by about 25 %. Right: The maximum kick velocity vmax
as a function of the eccentricity parameter et estimated in harmonic gauge. Labels on
the upper horizontal axis display the corresponding initial orbital angular momentum
L/M2 of the binaries. The inset zooms in on the low-eccentricity regime and shows
linear fits vkick ∝ (1 + et) obtained from the first 4, blue data points (dotted curve) and
also including the 5th, red data point (dashed curve). The increase of the recoil for
small eccentricity is compatible with the (1 + e) scaling from close-limit calculations
[146].
emission. Orbital eccentricity is a further natural ingredient to enhance the asymmetry
of the binary and, consequently, the kick. Early PN estimates show that, for low
eccentricities e ≲ 0.1, the kick imparted to nonspinning BHs increases by about ∼ 10%,
with a scaling proportional to 1 + e [146].
In this chapter, we investigate how superkicks are affected by binary eccentricity
using NR simulations of the merger. For this purpose, we consider equal-mass binaries
with M1 = M2 ≡ M/2 with BH spins of equal magnitude pointing in opposite directions
inside the orbital plane, S1 = −S2. Fixing the dimensionless spin χi ≡ |Si|/M2i to
χ1 = χ2 = 0.596, we generate a sequence of increasing eccentricity by gradually reducing
the initial orbital angular momentum L at fixed binding energy from the quasi-circular
value to the head-on limit L = 0; in practice, we vary for this purpose the initial
tangential momentum parameter p of each BH. For a given eccentricity (i.e. fixed L),
the kick is known to depend sinusoidally on the initial angle of the two spins relative
to the line connecting the BHs. The maximum value of this sine function is the kick
reported in Fig. 7.1 as a function of the linear momentum and of the eccentricity. The
significant increase of the maximum kick from about 2100 km/s for approximately
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quasi circular binaries to 2600 km/s for moderate eccentricities et∼ 0.3 is the main
finding of our study (where et is the eccentricity parameter of Ref. [147, 148]). We
furthermore show that such an increase holds over a wider range of spin magnitudes
and correspondingly raises the maximum superkick in BH binaries to about 4200 km/s,
larger than the maximum of ∼ 3700 km/s for negligible eccentricity.
7.2 Computational framework and set of simula-
tions
7.2.1 Numerical-relativity setup
The BH binary simulations reported in this work have been performed with the Lean
code [149], which is based on the Cactus computational toolkit [150, 151]. The
Einstein equations are implemented in the form of the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-
Nakamura-Oohara-Kojima (BSSNOK) formulation [22–24] using the method of lines
with fourth-order Runge-Kutta differencing in time and sixth-order stencils in space
for improved phase accuracy [152]. The wide range of lengthscales is accommodated
through adaptive mesh refinement provided by Carpet [153, 154] and we compute
apparent horizons with AHFinderDirect [155, 156]. We start our simulations with
puncture [157] data of Bowen-York [158] type computed with Ansorg’s spectral solver
[159] inside Cactus’ TwoPuncture thorn. The gravitational wave signal is extracted
in the form of the Newman-Penrose scalar Ψ4 computed from the grid variables [149].
7.2.2 Black-hole binary configurations
In this study we consider equal-mass BH binaries in the superkick configuration, i.e. the
BHs have spins of equal magnitude pointing in opposite directions in the orbital plane.2
In practice, we do not compute the dimensionless spins χi directly from the Bowen-
York spin, because some angular momentum and energy is contained in the spurious
radiation of the conformally flat initial data. This energy and momentum is partly
accreted onto the BHs and partly radiated to infinity, leading to a brief period of spin
adjustment. While negligible for slowly rotating BHs, this effect increases for larger
spin parameters and ultimately leads to a saturation at χ∼ 0.928 [160, 161]. In order
to obtain a more accurate estimate of χi, we monitor the BH spins Si using the method
2We define here the orbital plane as the plane spanned by the initial position vector connecting
the BHs and their initial linear momentum – in our case this is the xy plane, and the z axis points in
the direction perpendicular to this plane.
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described in Ref. [162] and compute the irreducible mass mir from the apparent horizon
during the evolution. The dimensionless spin χi can then be computed according to
[163]







As expected from the above description, we observe a brief transient period in all
simulations during which χi mildly decreases. Throughout this work we report the
initial spin as the value at time tχ = 20M measured from the beginning of the
simulation. By this time χi has reached a nearly stationary value, so that the precise
value of tχ does not affect the results. We distinguish this estimate for the initial spin
from the value directly obtained from the Bowen-York parameters, which we denote
by χBY,i. The relation between χi and χBY,i is shown in the fourth and fifth columns
of Table 7.1. All simulations presented in this paper have χ1 = χ2.
The net spin is zero in the superkick configurations, resulting in dynamics rather
similar to those of nonspinning BH binaries; the main difference is a periodic motion
of the orbital plane in the orthogonal (in our case z) direction. This motion of the
binary orthogonal to the orbital plane results in a periodic blue and red shift of
the gravitational radiation and the net effect of this beaming leads to asymmetric
GW emission, especially in the (ℓ,m) = (2, 2) and (2,−2) multipoles and, hence,
net emission of linear momentum and the ensuing recoil of the post-merger remnant
[116, 117]. For fixed initial position (±x0, 0, 0) of the BH binary, the periodic nature
of the blue and red shifting of the gravitational radiation furthermore manifests itself
in a sinusoidal dependence of the actual kick magnitude on the initial orientation of
the spins in the orbital plane [116, 164]. We quantify this orientation in terms of the
angle α between the initial spin of the BH starting at x > 0 and the x axis, i.e. this
BH has initial spin S1 = S (cosα, sinα, 0) while the BH at x < 0 is initialized with
S2 = −S1 [116, 125].
In order to assess the impact of the orbital eccentricity on the magnitude of the
gravitational recoil, we have constructed a set of binary configurations guided by the
second sequence of equal-mass, nonspinning BH binaries in Table I of Ref. [147]. This
sequence starts with a quasicircular binary with initial separation D/M = 7 and a
tangential linear momentum p/M = 0.1247 for each BH, resulting in an orbital angular
momentum L/M2 = 0.8729. These parameters determine the binding energy of the
binary through Eb ≡ MADM −M , where MADM is the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)
mass [21] of the binary spacetime. We construct a sequence of configurations with
increasing eccentricity by gradually reducing the initial linear momentum parameter
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while keeping the binding energy fixed at Eb/M = −0.012. For this choice, the
gradual reduction of initial kinetic energy for larger eccentricity implies a larger initial
separation, i.e. correspondingly less negative potential energy, and, thus, ensures an
inspiral phase of comparable duration irrespective of the eccentricity.
The variation in the initial separation of the BHs requires a minor change in the
setup of the computational grid for low- and high-eccentricity binaries. In the notation
of Ref. [149] we employ a grid setup given in units of M by
{(256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8) × (2, 1), h} ,
{(256, 128, 64, 32, 16) × (4, 2, 1), h} , (7.2)
respectively, for binaries with p/M ≥ 0.8 and those with p/M < 0.8. Unless stated
otherwise, we use a resolution h = M/64 on the innermost refinement level.
In order to accommodate the above mentioned sinusoidal variation of the kick
velocity with the initial spin orientation α, we have performed for each value of
the linear momentum parameter p a subset of 6 runs with α ∈ [0, 180◦). Due to
the symmetry of the superkick configuration under a shift of the azimuthal angle
ϕ → ϕ+ 180◦, the recoil will always point in the z direction with vx = vy = 0 [144, 145].
Furthermore, two binaries with initial spin orientations α and α+ 180◦ will generate
kicks of equal magnitude but opposite direction, i.e. vz(α) = −vz(α+ 180◦) [116]. Kick
velocities for α ≥ 180◦ can therefore be directly inferred through this symmetry from
the simulations performed. For a few selected cases, we have performed additional
simulations with α ≥ 180◦; the symmetry is confirmed with accuracy of O(0.1) % or
better.
7.2.3 Measuring the eccentricity
Our sequence of simulations is characterized by the variation of the orbital angular
momentum at fixed binding energy. As discussed in detail in Ref. [147], there is no
unambiguous way to assign an eccentricity parameter to BH binaries in the late stages
of the inspiral. Motivated by the close similarity of the orbital dynamics of (equal-mass)
superkick binaries and nonspinning binaries, we follow here the procedure used in [147]
to obtain a PN estimate for nonspinning binaries. Specifically, we use Eqs. (20), (25)
of Ref. [148], which provide the PN eccentricity parameter et for nonspinning binaries.
This estimate needs to be taken with a grain of salt as it is only an approximation at
the small binary separation during the last orbits before merger, and it ignores the
effect of BH spins. Furthermore et exhibits an infinite gradient near the quasicircular
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limit when plotted as a function of the orbital angular momentum, leading to limited
precision for values et ≲ 0.1. Similarly, in the head-on limit the vanishing of L leads to
a formal divergence of the eccentricity parameter and a Newtonian interpretation ceases
to be valid (values et > 1 are possible in this regime). Nevertheless, et provides us with
a rough estimate to quantify deviations from the quasicircular case and distinguish
low-, moderate- and high-eccentricity configurations.
For all simulations, we have computed the following diagnostic variables. The
energy, linear and angular momentum radiated in GWs are computed on extraction
spheres of coordinate radius rex/M = 30, 40, . . . , 90 from the Newman-Penrose scalar
according to the standard methods described, for example, in [165]. For the physical
radiation reported in Table 7.1 we exclude the spurious radiation inherent in the initial
data by considering only the wave signal starting at retarded time u ≡ t− rex = 50 M .
We also compute the dimensionless spin of the post-merger BH from the apparent
horizon [166]. We have confirmed these values using also conservation of energy and
angular momentum, which yields agreement to within 0.5 % or better.
7.2.4 Numerical accuracy
Our numerical results for the GW emission and the recoil velocities are affected by
two main sources of uncertainty: the discretization error and the finite extraction radii
for the Newman-Penrose scalar.
We address the latter by extrapolating the GW signal to infinity using a Taylor
series in 1/r as in Ref. [167]. The results reported are those extrapolated at linear order
in 1/r, and we estimate the error through the difference with respect to a second-order
extrapolation. The magnitude of this error is ∼ 2 % or less.
In order to assess the error due to finite differencing, we have performed additional
simulations of the configuration p/M = 0.1247, χi = 0.596, α = 150◦ using grid
resolutions h = M/48 and h = M/80. Figure 7.2 shows convergence between fourth
and fifth order resulting in a discretization error of about 2 % for the radiated linear
momentum. A similar behavior is observed for the radiated energy Erad. We use
this value as an error estimate, but note that this is a conservative estimate for the
maximum kick velocity at fixed eccentricity. The reason is that a considerable part
of the numerical error consists in the inaccuracy of the inspiral phase of the binary.
This phase error significantly affects the angle α0 in Eq. (7.3) below, but has weaker
repercussions on the maximum kick vmax In other words, at lower resolution, we
will obtain the maximum kick at a “wrong” phase angle α0, but still measure this
maximum with decent precision. We have verified this expectation by generating a
























































Fig. 7.2 Convergence analysis for the linear momentum radiated from a binary with
p/M = 0.1247, χi = 0.596, α = 150◦. The linear momentum obtained for resolutions
h = M/48, h = M/64 and h = M/80 is shown in the form of the kick velocity
accumulated up to retarded time u = t− rex in the bottom panel. The upper panel
shows differences between various resolutions, together with rescaling according to
fourth- and fifth-order convergence. We estimate the uncertainty from the more
conservative fourth-order Richardson extrapolation, and we obtain a numerical error
estimate of about 2 % for our standard resolution h = M/64.
complete sequence for p/M = 0.1247, χi = 0.596 at low, medium and high resolution.
Applying the fit (7.3) to each of these gives us vmax = 2098.1, 2108.3, and 2109.7 km/s,
respectively, for h/M = 1/48, 1/64, and 1/80. Since we cannot entirely rule out
fortuitous cancellation of errors in this excellent agreement, we keep in the remainder
of this work the more conservative 2 % estimate from Fig. 7.2. Combined with the
extrapolation procedure to rex → ∞, we estimate our total error budget as ∼ 4 %.
7.3 Numerical results
The main results of our study are summarized in Table 7.1. For each sequence with
prescribed linear momentum p, we list there the initial separation D, orbital angular
momentum L, the initial BH spin χi, eccentricity estimates et obtained in ADMTT and
harmonic gauge according to Eqs. (20), (25) of Ref. [148], the mean radiated energy E0,
the maximum kick velocity vmax and the dimensionless spin χ0 of the merger remnant.
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p/M D/M L/M2 χ1 = χ2 et(ADMTT) et(harm) 102 E0/M vmax [km/s] χ0
0.1247 7.000 0.8729 0.596 0.1095 0.1096 3.687 2108 0.6815
0.12 7.278 0.8734 0.596 0.1049 0.1052 3.678 2118 0.6810
0.11 7.932 0.8725 0.596 0.1130 0.1130 3.664 2123 0.6798
0.10 8.678 0.8678 0.596 0.1480 0.1472 3.757 2187 0.6808
0.09 9.529 0.8576 0.596 0.2040 0.2020 3.862 2387 0.6884
0.08 10.493 0.8394 0.596 0.2758 0.2725 3.656 2611 0.6999
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.596 0.3166 0.3124 3.368 2647 0.7010
0.07 11.571 0.8100 0.596 0.3608 0.3555 3.069 2540 0.7021
0.06 12.754 0.7652 0.596 0.4567 0.4485 2.258 2073 0.6905
0.05 14.013 0.7007 0.596 0.5603 0.5467 1.452 1371 0.6539
0.04 15.288 0.6115 0.596 0.6681 0.6428 0.833 786 0.5862
0.03 16.487 0.4946 0.596 0.7835 0.7247 0.429 391 0.4839
0.02 17.488 0.3498 0.596 1.0122 0.8078 0.203 172 0.3467
0.01 18.162 0.1816 0.596 3.0771 2.0975 0.100 64 0.1813
0 18.398 0 0.596 ∞ ∞ 0.071 22 0
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.596 0.3166 0.3124 3.368 2647 0.7010
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.645 0.3166 0.3124 3.383 2849 0.7002
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.694 0.3166 0.3124 3.368 3019 0.6990
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.742 0.3166 0.3124 3.386 3166 0.6969
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.789 0.3166 0.3124 3.330 3479 0.6976
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.834 0.3166 0.3124 3.233 3583 0.6960
0.075 11.018 0.8264 0.876 0.3166 0.3124 3.167 3776 0.6950
Table 7.1 Each sequence of simulations is characterized by the linear momentum
parameter p and the initial BH separation D (which determine the orbital angular
momentum L and the eccentricity of the binary), as well as the initial spins, given
here in the form of the horizon estimate χi. The remaining columns list: estimates of
the eccentricity et obtained from PN relations in the ADMTT and harmonic gauge,
respectively; the mean radiated GW energy E0; the maximum kick velocity vmax; and
the mean spin χ0 of the remnant BH.
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Fig. 7.3 The recoil velocity computed numerically from the GW signal for p = 0.075
is shown as × symbols for different values of the spin orientation α. The red curve
represents the fit obtained from these data according to Eq. (7.3). Only data for
α < 180◦ are needed to determine the fitting coefficients, due to the symmetry of the
superkick configurations.
7.3.1 Impact of the orbital eccentricity
The sinusoidal dependence of the kick magnitude on the initial spin orientation α is
illustrated in Fig. 7.3 for the case p/M = 0.075, χi = 0.596. The data are reproduced
with high precision by a fit of the form
vkick = vmax × cos(α− α0) , (7.3)
where, for this specific series, vmax = 2647 km/s and α0 = 218.7◦. The radiated
energy Erad and the final spin, in contrast, vary only mildly (within the numerical
uncertainties) with the angle α; we report average values for these quantities. More
specifically, we fit Erad = E0 + E1 sin(2α + α0) and report E0 (and likewise χ0).
The variation of the kick velocity with eccentricity is visualized in the left panel
of Fig. 7.1, which shows vmax as a function of the linear momentum p. We clearly
see that the largest kicks are not realized for quasicircular binaries but for moderate
eccentricities. A similar effect is apparent for the radiated energy values of Table 7.1,
which closely resembles the observation in Table I of Ref. [147] for the nonspinning case.
The increase in the recoil velocity, however, is much stronger: for p/M = 0.075, the
maximum kick exceeds the quasicircular value by about 25 % while the largest energy
represents a meager 5 % increase relative to the quasicircular case. This discrepancy
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shows that the enhanced kick is not merely due to increased radiation, but also to a
higher degree of asymmetry in eccentric binaries.
An increase in the recoil at small eccentricities has already been noticed in the
close limit calculations of Ref. [146, 168], which find a (1 + e) proportionality for
eccentricities e ≲ 0.1. In the right panel of Fig. 7.1, we plot the maximum kick velocity
as a function of the eccentricity parameter et in harmonic gauge (the ADMTT version
of et would result in virtually the same figure). Due to the diverging gradient of et
with respect to the orbital angular momentum [147], our data points are limited to
et ≳ 0.1, but as shown in the inset of the figure, the data are compatible with the
linear growth ∝ (1 + et) of the close-limit approximation. The two fits shown in the
inset have been obtained using either the first 4 or the first 5 data points with the
expression vmax = v0(1 + et). The numerical results suggest that above et ≈ 0.2, vmax
increases even more strongly with et before reaching the maximum at et ≈ 0.3, and
then decreases for yet higher eccentricity.
7.3.2 Impact of the spin magnitudes
The gravitational recoil in superkick configurations is known to increase approximately
linearly with the spin magnitudes χi. Extrapolating numerical results to maximal
spin χi = 1 results in a maximal superkick of about 3680 km/s [164] for quasicircular
binaries. We will now investigate to what extent nonzero eccentricity can increase this
upper limit. In order to keep the computational costs manageable, we focus for this
purpose on the p/M = 0.075 sequence which maximizes the recoil in our eccentricity
analysis for χi = 0.596. We cannot rule out that the “optimal” eccentricity maximizing
recoil depends on the spin magnitude, so that our analysis should be regarded as a
conservative estimate; the largest possible superkick in eccentric binaries may even
exceed the value resulting from the analysis below.
We vary the initial spin magnitude χi while keeping all other parameters, including
the eccentricity et, fixed. A convergence analysis for χi = 0.9 yields a similar order as
in Fig. 7.2, but demonstrates that higher resolution is needed for these configurations.
We use h = M/80 for the simulations discussed in this subsection, which results in
a discretization error of about 4 %. As before, we cover the range of the initial spin
orientation by evolving 6 binaries with α ∈ [0, 180◦) for each value of χi and fit the
resulting vkick according to the sinusoidal function of Eq. (7.3). The results for these
simulations are listed in the lower block of Table 7.1. As expected, the maximum
recoil velocity vmax increases with the spins χi. We display vmax as a function of χi
in Fig. 7.4, together with a linear fit to model the leading-order dependence of the
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i
Fig. 7.4 The maximum recoil velocity vmax for p/M = 0.075 as a function of the initial
spin magnitude χi. The curve represents the linear fit (7.4).
maximum recoil velocity vmax on the spin magnitude χi [112, 164]. This fit is given by
vmax =
[
(243 ± 122) + (4020 ± 163)χi
]
km/s , (7.4)
and predicts a maximum kick of 4263 ± 285 km/s for extremal spins χi = 1. This
value exceeds the maximal superkick for quasicircular binaries of about 3680 km/s
[112, 164] by about 16 %, but falls short of the 5000 km/s maximum for the hang-up
kicks reported in Ref. [114]. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of eccentricity
on these hang-up kicks has, not yet been explored. The results reported here and the
findings of Ref. [146] hint that yet larger recoils may be possible in bound BH binary
systems.
7.4 Conclusions
Orbital eccentricity amplifies superkicks. We have presented an extensive series of
numerical simulations of merging BHs with spin vectors of magnitude ∼ 0.6 in the
orbital plane and initially antialigned with each other. We then vary the initial linear
momentum of the holes for fixed binding energy, which is equivalent to modifying
the initial eccentricity. We find that orbital eccentricity can boost the final recoil
by up to ∼ 25%. The binaries that receive the largest kick of ∼ 2600 km/s have
moderate eccentricity et∼ 0.3 [147, 148]. For comparison, the maximal kick imparted
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to a quasicircular binary with the same parameters is ∼ 2100 km/s. Our results suggest
that the enhanced radiation of linear-momentum is mainly due to the more pronounced
asymmetry in the binary’s GW emission rather than the mere consequence of a larger
energy flux.
An additional series of simulations with fixed eccentricity and varying spin magni-
tudes allows us to extrapolate these results to maximally rotating BHs. We predict
a maximum superkick of at least ∼ 4300 km/s, compared to the quasicircular result
∼ 3700 km/s. We stress that this estimate is conservative because (i) we did not
explore the optimal value of the eccentricity as a function of the spin magnitude, and
(ii) we constrain the spins to the orbital plane; partial alignment is known to generate
larger recoils [114, 115]. The impact of orbital eccentricity on these hang-up kicks with
partial spin alignment is a complex task that we leave for future work: the recoil has
a more complicated dependence on the eccentricity and the initial spin orientations
because of spin precession.
The amplification of superkicks due to orbital eccentricity may have important
consequences for the modeling of GW sources. For the stellar-mass BHs targeted
by ground-based interferometers, a nonnegligible eccentricity at merger would be a
powerful signature of strong and recent interactions with external bodies (cf. e.g.
[169–171, 170, 172–174]). If BH binaries coalescing in dynamical environments are
indeed eccentric, our findings further limit the ability of stellar cluster to retain their
merger remnants [134]. For instance, Refs. [175, 176] found that dynamical interactions
in globular clusters are a viable formation mechanism to explain multiple generations
of eccentric BH mergers. The calculation of the retention fraction, however, does not
take into account the significant kick enhancement due to eccentricity that we have
found in this work. Given the low escape speed of globular clusters, this amplification
may considerably reduce the predicted number of second-generation BH mergers.
For the case of supermassive BH binaries, eccentric sources are commonly invoked
to explain current PTA limits. Orbital eccentricity shifts some of the emitted power
to higher frequencies, causing a turnover in the predicted spectrum [177–180]. The
presence of this feature allows current astrophysical formation models calibrated on
galaxy counts to more easily accommodate the measured upper limits. Our work
highlights that kicks may be higher than currently assumed, further reducing the
merger rate and the predicted stochastic GW background.
Numerical relativity simulations now provide a thorough understanding of the
properties of the BH remnants left behind following mergers of BHs on quasicircular
orbits. Efficient and accurate models for final mass, spin, and kick are available and
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routinely implemented in astrophysical predictions. For eccentric orbits, the additional
dimensionality of the parameter space increases the computational resources required
to accurately predict waveforms and remnant properties. Comparatively few numerical
studies have focused on the eccentric regime in the past [147, 181, 182], but more
recently systematic efforts in GW modeling have expanded into the eccentric regime
[183]. We hope that our findings have further demonstrated the fertile ground of this
class of binaries and that they will spark future work in this direction.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this Thesis we have provided source modelling for General Relativity and massive
Scalar Tensor theory through the use of numerical simulations.
We have studied the stability of our NS solutions by comparing the binding energy
of models with the same baryon mass. In agreement with the literature, we observe
that GR like solutions are unstable if scalarized solutions with the same baryon mass
exist. We also deduce that when there are several scalarized solutions, the model with
the larger radius is stable.
We have performed core collapse simulations of stars and have studied the phe-
nomenology of the scalarization over the astrophysically plausible range of stellar
progenitor masses and metallicities, as well as a large part of the parameter space
of the class of modified theories of gravity. There are several potential smoking gun
signatures of a departure from general relativity associated with this process. These
signatures could show up within existing LIGO-Virgo searches.
We have identified a remarkably simple and straightforward classification scheme
of the resulting collapse events. For any given set of parameters, the collapse leads
to one of three end states, a weakly scalarized neutron star, a strongly scalarized
neutron star or a black hole, possibly formed in multiple stages. The latter two end
states can lead to strong gravitational-wave signals that may be detectable in present
continuous-wave searches with ground-based detectors. We have obtained qualitatively
different collapse scenarios from those occuring in GR, such as delayed black hole
formation and multi-stage collapse into neutron stars. We have identified a very sharp
boundary in the parameter space that separates events with strong gravitational-wave
emission from those with negligible radiation.
The dispersive nature of wave propagation for massive fields leads to a characteristic
inverse chirp signal, where low frequency modes arrive after high frequency modes. We
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have obtained and verified numerically a semi-analytic formula for the amplitude and
frequency of the GWs at large distances from the source. We have predicted that signals
would be long-lived and their amplitudes large enough to justify searches directed at
historical nearby supernovae. Using this formula we have studied the propagation of
the signals resulting from core collapse to distances comparable to those between the
interferometers and the sources of gravitational waves. We have also considered the
scope for observing the resulting scalar GWs with present and future GW detectors.
Next we have expanded the scalar potential to include self-interacting terms and
studied how these additional parameters influence the GWs. To this end, we have
extracted the gravitational radiation from numerical simulations of stellar collapse
for a range of potentials with higher-order terms in addition to the quadratic mass
term. Our study includes cases of collapse to neutron stars and black holes and we
find the strong inverse-chirp signals obtained for the purely quadratic potential to be
exceptionally robust under changes in the potential at higher orders; quartic and sextic
terms in the potential lead to noticeable differences in the wave signal only if their
contribution is amplified, implying a relative fine-tuning to within five or more orders
of magnitude between the mass and self-interaction parameters.
Finally, we have performed numerical-relativity simulations of eccentric merging
black holes with initially antiparallel spins lying in the orbital plane (the so-called
superkick configuration). Binary eccentricity boosts the recoil of the merger remnant
by up to 25%. The increase in the energy flux is much more modest, and therefore this
kick enhancement is mainly due to asymmetry in the binary dynamics. Our findings
might have important consequences for the retention of stellar-mass black holes in star
clusters and supermassive black holes in galactic hosts.
The work presented in this thesis suggests various directions for future research.
Despite covering a wide range of EOSs in our simulations so far by using piece-wise
polytropes that mimic in closed analytic form the stiffening of the core of the star
when it reaches nuclear densities and the thermal effects of the hydrodynamic shock
passing through the star, it is important to also explore modern finite temperature
EOSs. Furthermore, we can relax the spherical symmetry by considering rotating
solutions: there has been an abundance of studies of the stationary solutions for slowly
and rapidly rotating stars, but the dynamical formation of compact objects through
core collapse remained largely unexplored. As previously mentioned, the GW signals
propagate dispersively, spreading out in time; long-lived signals from different sources
can overlap to form a stochastic background of scalar GWs with a characteristic spectral
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shape around the frequency of the scalar mass. A study of these potential backgrounds
would benefit LIGO-VIRGO searches in this direction.
In recent years, phenomena akin to spontaneous scalarization have been highlighted
in the case of other modified gravity theories, such as spontaneous growth of vector
fields (or “spontaneous vectorization”) and spontaneous scalarization of charged black
holes. It thus appears that spontaneous scalarization or vectorization is a particular
case of a more general phenomenon that appears in modified theories of gravity. It
would be interesting to explore how generic this phenomenon is among modified gravity
theories, and whether smoking gun signatures such as those generated by stellar collapse
in massive ST gravity might in fact be more common for a wider range of theories and
physical systems.
Through this study of some of the predictions of GR and deviations from those
predictions in alternative theories of gravity, we have filled a small but significant gap
in the cavern that represents our ignorance with regards to the laws governing the
Universe. This effort should help researchers as a community be closer to a unified
theory, one infinitesimal step at a time.
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Appendix A
Scalar Tensor Theory conformal
transformation
In this section we present summary of the algebra for the conformal transformation











µν(∂µϕ)(∂νϕ) − V (ϕ)
]
+ Sm(ψm, gµν). (A.1)
A general conformal transformation is defined as:
ḡµν = Ω2 (x) gµν , (A.2)
where Ω (x) is an arbitrary function of the space-time coordinate, xα. This is equivalent
to transforming the line element according to
ds̄2 = Ω2 (x) ds2 . (A.3)
Here we limit ourselves to transformations that preserve the signature of the metric,i.e.
we have Ω2 > 0. From Eq.(A.2) we conclude









µρ (∂νgρλ + ∂λgρν − ∂ρgνλ) , (A.6)
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f = ln (Ω) , (A.8)
fν =
∂ν (Ω)
Ω = ∂νf , (A.9)
f̄µ = ḡµνfν . (A.10)
After some algebra (see Appendix G of [14]), one obtains
R = Ω2
(
R̄ + 6□̄f − 6ḡµνfµfν
)
, (A.11)








These are all the terms that appear in the Lagrangian, so we can apply the conformal




F (ϕ)R16πG︸ ︷︷ ︸
L1
− 12g
µν (∂µϕ) (∂νϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
L2




−g F (ϕ)16πG = Ω
−4√−ḡ × F (ϕ)16πG × Ω
2
(









R̄ + 6□̄f − 6ḡµνfµfν
)
(A.15)
We want to use the conformal transformation to rewrite the action as the Einstein-
Hilbert action with a scalar field, so want to be left with only
√
−ḡR̄ in L; Ω is an
arbitrary function, so we chose Ω−2F (ϕ) = 1. This implies



















































× ḡµν∂µϕ∂νϕ . (A.20)






























































If ∆ < 0, the sign in front of the kinetic term ∝ ḡµν∂µφ∂νφ is positive, meaning φ
is a ghost field. We want to avoid this and impose that the field have a positive energy,
i.e. ∆ > 0.





















∂µϕ = ∂µφ (A.26)
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4F 2 − 3(F,φ)2
16πGF . (A.33)
Appendix B
Core collapse in massive Scalar
Tensor Theory
B.1 Influence of atmosphere
















ρthr = 0 [cgs]
ρthr = 1 [cgs]
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Fig. B.1 Waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km from the collapse of s12 with EOSa for
several atmosphere threshold values at which we set the baryon density to 1 [cgs]. The
scalar paramaters are α0 = 10−3, β0 = −16 and µ = 10−14 eV. The inset contains the
central baryon density as a function of time.
To avoid simulation difficulties arising from zero densities ([46, 66]) we pad the
initial data profiles with a constant atmosphere density by setting the baryon density
below a ρthr to the value ρatm = 1 [cgs]. This effectively truncates the initial profiles
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Fig. B.2 Waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km from the collapse of z39 with EOS1 for
several atmosphere threshold values at which we set the baryon density to 1 [cgs]. The
scalar paramaters are α0 = 10−4, β0 = −20 and µ = 10−14 eV. The inset contains the
central baryon density as a function of time.
after the ρthr value is reached at a certain point, but guarantees non-zero values.
In addition, larger thresholds determine the simulations to proceed faster as many
subroutines and calculations are cut short. We have tested different ρthr values ranging
from 0 g cm−3 to 3.57 × 106 g cm−3 for a weakly scalarized model (progenitor s12
with EOSa and scalar parameters α0 = 10−3, β0 = −16 and µ = 10−14) and a strongly
scalarized case (progenitor z39 with EOS1 and scalar parameter sα0 = 10−4, β0 = −20
and µ = 10−14). The results from the former are plotted in Fig. B.1: we observe no
difference in the central baryon density, whereas when truncating earlier the initial data,
we see a reduction in the waveform amplitude (consistent with less matter being around
the star). The amplitude of the waveform drops visibly for ρthr = 3.57 × 104 g cm−3
by ∆h/h = 6.84% and for ρthr = 3.57 × 10−6 g cm−3 it drops by 18.46%. The strongly
scalarized case shows no difference in the waveform, but the simulation with the
threshold set at 3.57 × 106 g cm−3 crashed after 0.24 s.
For the simulations presented in this thesis we have used ρthr values in the range
3.57 − 3.57 × 103 g cm−3.
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B.2 Collapse scenario distribution for α0 and β0
In this section we present the results used to produce the heatmaps in Figs. 5.23 and
5.26. We include the classification of the collapse scenario of the different parameters
used in our simulations in Tables B.1-B.6.
Unless otherwise noted, our results have been obtained the case forN = 10 000, ∆r =
250 m. The first multi-stage NS cases in each configuration were concluded to not lead
to BHs if at least the ∆r = 166.66 and 250 m cases failed to form BHs, usually by
the central density dropping abruptly as described in Sec. 5.2.6. The exact boundary
between multi-stage NS and prompt high-compactness NS can also be hard to pinpoint
as the sudden increases in ρc during a collapse stage are smaller; the results should be
taken cautiously so should be taken cautiously. Empty cells mean the cases were not
simulated. We in general varied β0 in increments of 1 and included intermediate values
ony in order to determine the boundary beween different collapse models.
In addition we plot the respective qualitative color maps together with the corre-
sponding heat maps that reflect the level of scalarization through the maximum value
of the central scalar field; the latter correspond to Figs. 5.10-5.12. Furthermore we
include the scenario classification for the collapse of the s12 progenitor with several
equations of state in Fig. B.4.
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Table B.1 Evolution models for simulations using s39, EOS1 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0
α0 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4
0 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-1 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-2 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH








-5 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-5.25 multi-stage BH
-5.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-5.75 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH




-7 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage NS multi-stage BH
-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-10 prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-11 prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-12 prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-13 prompthigh-comp. NS
prompt
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Table B.2 Evolution models for simulations using u39, EOS1 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0
α0 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4
-1 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-2 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-3 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.25 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.50 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.75 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-5.25 multi-stage BH
-5.50 multi-stage BH
-5.75 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.25 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.50 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.75 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-7 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-10 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-11 prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-12 prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-13 prompthigh-comp. NS
prompt
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Table B.3 Evolution models for simulations using z39, EOS1 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0
α0 10−2 10−3 10−4
-1 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-2 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-3 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.25 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.50 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4.75 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH




-6 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.25 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.50 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.75 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-7 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage NS
-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-10 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-11 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-12 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
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Table B.4 Evolution models for simulations using s39, EOS3 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0







































-7.75 multi-stage NS promptlow-comp. NS
-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS promptlow-comp. NS
prompt
low-comp. NS
-8.25 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS promptlow-comp. NS
prompt
low-comp. NS
-8.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-8.75 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9.25 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9.75 multi-stage NS prompthigh-comp. NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
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Table B.5 Evolution models for simulations using u39, EOS3 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0
α0 10−2 10−3 10−4
-1 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH





-5 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.25 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.50 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.75 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-6 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-6.50 multi-stage BH
-6.75 multi-stage BH




-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH
-8.25 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-8.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-8.75 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-9 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
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Table B.6 Evolution models for simulations using z39, EOS3 and µ = 10−14 eV.
β0
α0 10−1 10−2 10−3 10−4
-1 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-3 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-4 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.25 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.50 multi-stage BH 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-5.75 2-stage BH 2-stage BH
-6 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH 2-stage BH
-6.25 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.50 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-6.75 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-7 multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-7.25 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-7.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage BH
-7.75 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-8 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-8.25 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage BH multi-stage BH
-8.50 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS
-8.75 multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS multi-stage NS





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. B.3 We consider a fixed progenitor star with ZAMS mass 39M⊙, equation of state
EOS1 (left column) and EOS3 (right column), and fix the scalar mass at µ = 10−14 eV.
The progenitor and equation of state used are marked in the top panels. Top row:
For selected values of α0, we plot the maximal scalarization of the collapsing star as a
function of β0. The middle rows provide a color (or “heat”) map of the same quantity
in the (α0, β0) plane; “Red” = strong scalarization, “Blue” = weak scalarization. The
bottom row presents a color code of the five qualitatively different collapse scenarios
listed in Sec. 5.5.














































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. B.4 Similarly to Fig. B.3, for each panel we consider a fixed progenitor star with
ZAMS mass 12M⊙, solar metallicity and several equations of state of Table 4.1. Top
rows: For selected values of α0, we plot the maximal scalarization of the star as a
function of β0. The middle rows provide a color (or “heat”) map of the same quantity
in the (α0, β0) plane; “Red” = strong scalarization, “Blue” = weak scalarization. The
bottom rows present a color code of the five qualitatively different collapse scenarios
listed in Sec. 5.5.
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µ = 5 × 10−15 eV
µ = 10−14 eV
µ = 2 × 10−14 eV
µ = 3 × 10−14 eV
µ = 4 × 10−14 eV
µ = 6 × 10−14 eV
µ = 8 × 10−14 eV




















Fig. B.5 GW signal σ(t, rex) extracted from the collapse of u41 with EOS1 and
parameters α0 = 10−2, β0 = 20 at ω∗rex = 0.91 for different values of the scalar
mass µ ∈ [5 × 10−15 eV, 10−13 eV]. The overall amplitude increases monotonically
with decreasing µ. Top panel: signals as obtained from the simulations at the scaled
extraction radii. Middle panel: we band-pass the signal by suppressing modes below
ω∗ in order to eliminate the drift. Bottom panel: Power spectrum of the band-passed
signal σ̂.
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Fig. B.6 GW signal σ(t, rex) extracted from the collapse of u41 with EOS1 and
parameters α0 = 10−2, β0 = 20 at ω∗rex = 1.83 for different values of the scalar
mass µ ∈ [5 × 10−15 eV, 10−13 eV]. The overall amplitude increases monotonically
with decreasing µ. Top panel: signals as obtained from the simulations at the scaled
extraction radii. Middle panel: we band-pass the signal by suppressing modes below




Scalar Tensor Theory with
self-interacting potential -
additional results
We present here a handful more of cases, including a series where we vary the quartic,
sextic and octic terms of the potential expressed in Eq. (6.1). The scalar mass for
all runs is µ = 10−14 eV. As we increase the λi values, our simulations lead to BH
formation, which need higher resolutions in order to continue for long enough such
that a full signal can be extracted. The intermediate range of λ values lead to the
cimulations crashing even for higher resolutions. As a consequence some cases are
missing in the figures. In the plots, we include band-passed versions of the waveforms
in the second row and, in order to test the agreement for small values of λ. We split
our cases between the two columns in the figures (usually cases that lead to NSs (left)
and BHs (right)).
All simulations done reinforce the conclusions from Chapter 6.
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C.1 Core collapse with varying λ1
Fig. C.1 The effect of varying the λ1 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u50 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ2,3 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ1 = 106, 1010 (N = 20 000, ∆r = 125 m) .
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C.2 Core collapse with varying λ2
Fig. C.2 The effect of varying the λ2 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u60 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,3 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ2 = 108 (N = 25 000, ∆r = 100 m), λ2 = 1010 (N = 20 000, ∆r = 125 m), λ2 = 1012
(N = 30 000, ∆r = 83.33 m) and λ2 = 1014 (N = 15 000, ∆r = 166.66 m).
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Fig. C.3 The effect of varying the λ2 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u75 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,3 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ2 = 108, 1012 (N = 20 000, ∆r = 125 m) and λ2 = 1010 (N = 25 000, ∆r = 100 m).
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Fig. C.4 The effect of varying the λ2 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
z40 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,3 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ2 = 1010, 1012 (N = 15 000, ∆r = 166.66 m).
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C.3 Core collapse with varying λ3
Fig. C.5 The effect of varying the λ3 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u41 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,2 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ3 = 1011, 1012 (N = 20 000, ∆r = 125 m) and λ3 = 1016 (N = 15 000, ∆r = 166.66
m).
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Fig. C.6 The effect of varying the λ3 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u50 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,2 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ3 = 1010, 1012 (N = 25 000, ∆r = 100 m) and λ3 = 1016 (N = 15 000, ∆r = 166.66
m).
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Fig. C.7 The effect of varying the λ3 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
z40 with EOS1 and scalar parameters λ1,2 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ3 = 1011 (N = 25 000, ∆r = 100 m), λ3 = 1012 (N = 15 000, ∆r = 166.66 m) and
λ3 = 1016 (N = 20 000, ∆r = 125 m).
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Fig. C.8 The effect of varying the λ3 term of the scalar field potential using progenitor
u55 with EOS3 and scalar parameters λ1,2 = 0, α0 = 10−2, β0 = −20. Top panels: the
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km. Middle panels: the band-passed
scalar field signal at the extraction radius 3 × 104 km; modes with frequencies below
ω∗ are set to 0. Bottom left panel: the central density evolution. Bottom right panel:
power spectrum of waveforms extracted at 3 × 104 km. Higher resolution was used for
λ3 = 1010, 1012 (N = 30 000, ∆r = 83.33 m).
